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Abstract 
The objective of this master thesis was to investigate if there is a relationship between 
geometrical quality failure cost and geometrical deviation from the designed target value. To 
achieve this objective this master thesis has defined what is referred to as geometrical quality 
failure and geometrical quality failure cost. Furthermore, to make it applicable for 
organizations this master thesis also has investigated how a potential relationship could be 
used.   
This master thesis was performed as a case study at the Swedish car manufacturer Volvo Cars 
Corporation, VCC. The case study included both a qualitative and a quantitative part. There 
were three main quantitative parts: questionnaires, a cost analysis and a geometrical analysis. 
The questionnaires were sent to recipients both within the VCC organization, also to external 
organizations and experts within the field of geometry assurance and geometrical quality. The 
responses from the questionnaires were used to define geometrical quality failure and 
geometrical quality failure cost. The cost analysis and the geometrical analysis were done 
with four samples, and investigated if there was a relationship between the defined 
geometrical quality failure costs and deviation from the designed target value. The qualitative 
part of the case study was used to find costs that were related to geometry within the VCC 
organization, and also to investigate how a possible relationship could be used in 
organizations. For the qualitative part, interviews were conducted both with individuals from 
VCC and external organizations. 

This master thesis showed that there was a relationship between the defined geometrical 
quality failure cost and geometrical deviation from the designed target for the investigated 
samples. It also argued that the relationship could be used as a communication tool within 
organizations. The relationship could also be used in negotiations to communicate that a 
more robust design, a supplier that delivers robust components, or a better assembly system 
could be cheaper from a long-term perspective. Furthermore, the relationship could also be 
used to communicate the importance of working with develop more robust designs.  

 

 

Keywords – Geometrical quality failure, Geometrical quality failure cost, Quality, 
Geometrical variation, Cost, Taguchi, and Quality loss function. 



Sammanfattning 
Syftet med detta examensarbete var att undersöka om det finns ett samband mellan 
geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad och geometrisk avvikelse från det designade målvärdet. För 
att uppnå syftet har detta examensarbete definierat vad som kallas geometrisk kvalitetsbrist 
och geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad. Dessutom, för att göra relationen applicerbar för 
organisationer har detta examensarbete också undersökt hur den potentiella relationen skulle 
kunna användas. 
Examensarbetet utfördes som en fallstudie hos den svenska biltillverkaren Volvo 
Personvagnar AB, även benämnda som VCC i examensarbetet. I fallstudien ingick både en 
kvalitativ och en kvantitativ del. Det fanns tre huvudsakliga kvantitativa delar, vilka var; 
frågeformulär, en kostnadsanalys och en geometrisk analys. Frågeformulären skickades ut till 
mottagare både inom VCC och även till externa organisationer och experter inom områdena 
geometrisäkring och geometrisk kvalitet. Svaren från enkäterna användes för att definiera 
geometrisk kvalitetsbrist och geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad. Kostnadsanalysen och den 
geometriska analysen utfördes på fyra fall hämtade från VCC, och undersökte om det fanns 
ett samband mellan den definierade geometriska kvalitetsbristkostnaden och avvikelser från 
det designade målvärdet. Den kvalitativa delen av fallstudien användes för att hitta kostnader 
som var relaterade till geometriska defekter inom VCC samt även för att undersöka hur ett 
eventuellt samband kan användas i organisationer. För den kvalitativa delen har intervjuer 
genomförts både med personer inom VCC och externa organisationer. 
Detta examensarbete visade att det fanns ett samband mellan den definierade geometriska 
kvalitetsbristkostnaden och geometrisk avvikelse från det designade målvärdet för de 
undersökta fallen. Det hävdades även att detta samband skulle kunna användas som ett 
kommunikationsmedel inom organisationer. Sambandet kan även användas i förhandlingar 
för att kommunicera att en mer robust konstruktion, leverantör som levererar robusta 
komponenter, eller bättre monteringssystem kan vara billigare ur ett långsiktigt perspektiv. 
Vidare kan sambandet även användas för att kommunicera vikten av att arbeta med att 
utveckla mer robusta konstruktioner. 
 

 
Nyckelord – Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist, Geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad, Kvalitet, 
Geometrisk variation, Kostnad, Taguchi, och Quality Loss Function. 
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Abbreviations 
  

Atacq Answer To All Car Questions. VCC’s internal quality system in which failures in 
the production lines are logged. 

CM4D Coordinate Measuring Machine Management Mechanism for Data. 
EASA European Aerial Safety Agency. 

GQF Geometrical quality failure. 
GQFC Geometrical quality failure cost. 

LSL Lower Specification Limit. 
R&D Research and Development. 

RD&T Robust Design and Tolerancing, simulation program used for virtual geometry 
assurance. 

RDnT Robust Design and Tolerancing, the group where this project was initiated. 
SQM Supplier Quality Management. 

TGR Things Gone Right. 
TGW Things Gone Wrong. 

USL Upper Specification Limit. 
VCC Volvo Car Corporation. 
VIDA Vehicle Information and Diagnostics Application, VCC’s internal warranty 

system. 
WERA VCC’s internal system to register scrap cost. 

WRSL Work Related Sick Leave. 
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PART 1: FOUNDATION 
 
This part firstly introduces the reader to the foundation that this master thesis is founded on. 
It also states the objective and the research questions that this master thesis aims to answer. 
This is followed by the theoretical framework, which is included to give the reader a 
theoretical understanding of the problem. Finally, this part will present the chosen 
methodology that was used in order to answer the research questions. 

Outline 

 1. Introduction 

 2. Theoretical framework 

 3. Methodology 
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1 Introduction 
If you were about to lay a jigsaw puzzle, you would initially want to know that all of the 
pieces were there, that they were undamaged and that when all of the pieces were put 
together they would illustrate the picture on the box. If some pieces had variation in size and 
shape it would be hard to find the right place and position for them and therefore also more 
challenging to assemble the entire puzzle. Even though the entire picture would be complete 
you would still perceive the defects in the puzzle and this would impact your esthetical 
impression of the entire puzzle. The same things applies in assembly processes in industries, 
where the puzzles are more complex, contains many more pieces and are also three-
dimensional. 

In assembly process industries each piece is complex in both size and shape and they are also 
supplied from different suppliers or processes from within the organization. This implies that 
if these complex puzzle pieces deviate from their designed size and shape they will not only 
affect the esthetics, function and assembly of the single component but they will also affect 
the esthetics, functionality and assemble ability of other pieces in the product. This implies 
that even though the suppliers are only supplying individual components they will have a 
great impact on other components and thus also how the customers perceive the entire 
product.  
Variation in components are inevitable since there are several factors that could possibly 
affect the component such as the material properties, the manufacturing processes, the 
interaction between systems, and the operating conditions to mention a few. Some deviation 
from the designed size and shape must therefore be allowed (Johansson, 2003). Geometrical 
variation is introduced as variation in components size and shape. In sensitive designs the 
component’s variation is amplified and has a great impact on the assembly of the component 
whereas a robust design where the variation is suppressed and the component is easy to 
assemble. It is therefore important to achieve robustness early in the concept phase when it is 
easier to improve the design (Wickman & Söderberg, 2003; Sörqvist, 2004). 

In the automobile industry, with a high quantity production of qualitative and complex 
products it is very important to develop robust designs. Volvo Car Corporation, VCC, is one 
of the leading automobile manufactures within customer satisfaction and safety (Forbes, 
2013; EURO NCAP, 2012). To attract potential buyers they have to produce cars that are 
esthetically attractive, meeting the functional requirements and easily assembled in order to 
have short lead times to the end customer. How components geometrically varies is therefore 
of great importance in order to produce cars efficiently.  
As an organization, VCC is mainly focused on designing and assembling the components and 
has outsourced a great portion of the actual production of the components to suppliers. This 
implies that the supplier’s process has a great impact on the components geometrical 
variation. The final variation is therefore greatly dependent on the geometrical robustness in 
each component. If the geometrical variation is not controlled it will propagate and 
accumulate so that it will be hard to meet the esthetical, functional and assembly conditions 
in the manufactory (Söderberg et al. 2006). 

However, when outsourcing the production of components it becomes the purchasing 
department’s responsibility to select the supplier. As the responsibility is transferred to the 
purchasing department it becomes extremely important that the geometrical deviations are 
correctly estimated so that the deviation from the designed target value is minimized, i.e. the 
components are as close to their designed size and shape as possible. It also becomes 
important that the purchasing department understands the effect of geometrical variation 
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within the manufactory. Although there are several criteria’s when selecting supplier, the 
strongest driver is usually the purchasing price of the component. Selecting a less robust 
component from a supplier with a lower sales price could however generate a higher total 
cost if it is more expensive to produce and maintain in the aftermarket.  

The relationship between geometrical variation and quality is treated in literature and there 
are models available to quantify the relationship between geometrical variation and cost, for 
example Taguchi’s (1993) Quality loss function and various cost tolerance models (Cheng & 
Maghsoodloo, 1995). These models are however very theoretical and there is a link missing 
between the theory and how they could be applied in an organization (Schiffauerova & 
Thomson, 2006). 

1.1 Objective 
Hence to make it possible for organizations to estimate the total costs related to the 
geometrical variation of a design, the relationship between geometrical deviation and quality 
failure must be further investigated in order to define the geometrical quality failure cost, i.e. 
the additional costs related to geometrical deviation. The objective of this master thesis will 
therefore be to investigate the relationship between quality failure cost and geometrical 
deviation from the designed target value.  

1.2 Research question 
To fulfill this objective, the following research questions have to be answered:  

1. How can geometric quality failure be defined? 
2. How can geometric quality failure cost be defined? 
3. Is there a relationship between the defined geometrical quality failure cost and 

geometrical deviation from the designed target value? 
4. If so, how can organizations use this geometrical deviation- to-cost relationship? 

1.3 Delimitations 
This master thesis will be performed during a limited amount of time; due to this some 
delimitations will be necessary. This master thesis is carried out at VCC; the insight will 
therefore be rather limited to VCC. 

Although the value chain within the organization consists of many departments, this study is 
limited to the design, product development, manufacturing, quality and purchasing 
departments within VCC. 
Since this master thesis will be focused on geometry it will not further investigate VCC’s 
total costs for research, development and manufacturing costs. Instead the study will focus on 
the additional costs associated to geometrical quality failures that weight the different 
departments.  
The lifetime of a car is of course very relevant when tracing the quality failure costs, this 
master thesis will however only focus on the costs generated within VCC that are traceable to 
a specific component, and quantifiable.  
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1.4 Outline of master thesis 
This master thesis is divided into three sections. These will be decsribed below.  

Part 1: Foundation 
The first part will create a foundation for continued reading for the reader. It will present the 
background to the initiation of this study in the introduction. This is then further investigated 
in the theorethical framework. The theorethical framework presents the theories that are 
relevant for this study and also identifies a theorethical gap. This is followed by the 
methodology chapter, which describes how this master thesis has aimed to fill the identified 
theorethical gap.  

Part 2: Findings 
The second part will describe the findings that later will be used to define geometrical quality 
failure and geometrical quality failure cost and includes the chapeters results from 
questionnaire, findings from VCC and findings from comparative study.  

Part 3: Contribution 
The findings from part two will be analysed in the third part. This part will also include a 
sample test where the defined geometrical quality failure cost will be tested towards the 
geometrical deviation from the nominal target. The conclusions from the analyses will also 
be presented in this part.   
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2 Theoretical framework 
In order to create an understanding of geometrical quality failure this theoretical framework 
was created. The theoretical framework will mainly focus on the subjects: quality, 
geometrical variation and cost, but also the interrelated fields between these subjects, see 
Figure 1. The theoretical framework will firstly introduce the main subjects and secondly the 
interrelated fields. It will also conclude the theoretical framework and pinpoint the theoretical 
gap that this master thesis aims to fill. 

 
Figure 1.  An illustration of the theoretical framework that creates the foundation for this 

master thesis.  

2.1 Product quality  
Quality is one of the main subjects for this master thesis, see Figure 2. This section will 
therefore introduce the subject in general by providing definitions of how quality can be 
defined. 

 
Figure 2.   Quality – one of the main subjects in this master thesis. 

“I know it when I see it” is often the response given when asked what quality is and the work 
of establishing a definition of quality is endless and ongoing (Dale et al. 2007, p. 4). In the 
literature there are many definitions of quality, where the most frequently used are presented 
in Table 1. Some definitions are very specific and give guidelines on how to achieve quality 
within the organization, while others are more general and difficult to practically apply. 
However, a common view is that the definition must be put in the right context to be 
correctly understood, and that the customer always has to be in focus when defining quality 
(Lindström 2008; Dale et al. 2007; Sörqvist 1998).  
  

Quality 

Geometrical 
variation Cost 
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Table 1. Quality definitions (Bergman & Klefsjö 2004, p. 23). 

Author Quality definition 

ISO 9000:2000 “The degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills 
the requirements, i.e. needs or expectations that are stated, 
generally implied or obligatory” 

Philip Crosby “Conformance to requirements” 

Edward Deming “Quality should be aimed at the needs of the customer, present 
and future” 

Walter A. Shewhart “There are two common aspects of quality. One of these has to 
do with the consideration of the quality of a thing as an 
objective reality independent of the existence of man. The other 
has to do with what we think, feel or sense as a result of the 
objective reality. In other words, there is a subjective side of 
quality.” 

Genichi Taguchi “The lack of quality is the losses a product imparts to the 
society from the time the product is shipped” 

Mikel Harry “Quality is a state in which a value entitlement is realized for 
the customer and provider in every aspect of the business 
relationship” 

Joseph Juran “Fitness for use” 

Garvin “Quality lies in the eye of the beholder” 

Bergman & Klefsjö “The quality of a product is its ability to satisfy, or preferably 
exceed the needs and expectations of the customers.” 

 

Walter A. Shewhart is often referred to as the father of modern quality philosophy. By 
integrating statistics, technology and economy in the 1920’s he laid the foundation of how 
quality is used today. The idea behind Shewhart’s work is to collect and analyze data and 
draw conclusions from it in order to reduce and supervise the variation in the production 
process. Shewhart is mostly famous for his development of the statistical process control 
chart, which is an important aid to understand and manage quality (Bergman & Klefsjö 2004; 
Sörqvist 2004). 
Montgomery (2009) agrees to Shewhart’s approach to quality and states that quality is 
inversely proportional to variability. This implies that the quality of a product will be 
improved by reducing the products variation. Variation in components are inevitable since 
there are several factors that could possibly affect the component such as the material 
properties, the manufacturing processes, the interaction between systems, the operating 
conditions, etc. Some deviation from the designed size and shape must therefore be allowed 
(Johansson, 2003). 
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2.2 Geometrical variation 
In order to understand the variation in size and shape this section will introduce the second 
subject of this theoretical framework; geometrical variation, see Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3.  Geometrical variation – one of the main subjects in this master thesis. 

Geometrical variation is introduced as component and assembly variation. A sensitive design 
is a component where the variation is amplified and will have a great impact on the assembly 
of the component. Whereas a robust design is a component where the variation is suppressed 
and easy to assemble (Wickman & Söderberg, 2003). Geometrical variation in a component 
from its target value has its root in three areas: component variation, assembly variation and 
the design concept, see Figure 4. In order to decrease the impacts of geometrical variance in 
the assembly, tolerances are set in order to restrict the permitted variation of a geometrical 
feature and secure the esthetical, functional and assembly requirement in a component 
(Söderberg et al. 2006). A tolerance is therefore the allowed variation in the size and shape of 
a component (Yang & El-Haik, 2003). 

 
Figure 4.  The causes of physical variation (Lööf, 2010, p. 3) 
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2.2.1 Systematical and random errors 
Process capability methods, such as statistical process control, are used in order to evaluate 
how the process meets the customers’ requirements on the final product. These methods are 
based on qualitative indicators that present the relation between the process distribution and 
the tolerance limits determined by the requirements. Process capability methods are very 
important tools used in order to understand the process. If a process is not controlled it is 
impossible to know if the process has met the demands, let alone predict the results of the 
process in terms of managing its course (Karjović et al. 2011).  

Statistical process control is used in order to understand whether a deviation from the 
designed value is due to randomness or a systematical error (Karjović et al. 2011). 
Systematical errors are errors that are introduced by an inaccuracy in the system rather than 
randomness; they are both predictable and expected. They’re caused by instrumental, 
physical and human limitations. Random error, on the other hand, occurs as a result of 
sampling variability. They are always present in processes and are due to random operator 
errors, changes in experimental conditions, noise in apparatus, and noise in nature (Tyson, 
2012).  

To exemplify what systematical errors are, three different scenarios are illustrated in Table 2. 
The table foremost shows an exemplification of the different errors by illustrations with 
dartboards, where the dots represent the outcome of where the darts strike. Systematical 
errors are illustrated by the left column and have a high precision (all darts are gathered 
around the same spot) but a low accuracy (the darts are not in the inner circle). Random 
errors are illustrated by the right column and have low precision (the darts are dispersed in 
the dart board) and low accuracy (the darts are not in the inner circle). The center column 
illustrates the goal, i.e. a scenario with low systematical and random errors (all dots are 
centered and gathered in the center). The last row illustrates the distributions for the different 
examples. 

Table 2. Exemplification of systematical and random errors (Tyson, 2012, p. 5). 

 Systematic errors Goal Random errors 

Example 

   
Implication - High precision 

- Low accuracy 

- High precision 

- High accuracy 

- Low precision 

- Low accuracy 

Distribution 
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2.2.2 The geometrical assurance process 
To reduce systematical and random errors in the components size and shape organizations 
can work with geometrical assurance. The term geometrical assurance covers all the activities 
that aims at securing geometric quality and ensuring it is achieved and is an ongoing process 
within organizations. The focus of geometry assurance is to understand the component and 
the manufacturing process in order to understand the cause of variation (Johansson, 2003). 
There are several geometry assurance processes. Figure 5 illustrates Söderberg et al.’s (2006) 
geometry assurance process, the process has three interrelated phases, concept, verification 
and pre-production and production, which are described below.  

 
 

Figure 5.  The geometry assurance process (Lööf, 2010, p. 4) 

Concept phase 
The concept phase usually consists of development of the components. The different 
components are analyzed and optimized to withstand the effect of manufacturing variations. 
This is made by virtually testing the component towards available measurement and process 
data. A virtual assembly model is used to optimize the robustness of the component by 
adjusting the geometrical system. The component is also verified against the assumed 
production system by statistical tolerance analysis (Söderberg et al. 2006). 

Verification and pre-production phase 
In the verification and pre-production phase the component and the production system is 
tested and verified. Adjustments are made both to the components and the production system 
to adjust detected errors and prepare for full-scale production. Another important step in this 
phase is the inspection preparation process, which is the activity when it is decided how the 
components shall be inspected. The aim of the inspection process is to prevent errors from 
being forwarded throughout the production line and cause problems in the following 
production steps (Söderberg et al. 2006). 

Production phase 
In the production phase all of the production processes adjustments are completed and the 
product is in full production. The focus is on controlling the production processes in order to 
detect and correct errors that might appear. A way of controlling is to have continuous 
measuring stations integrated before, in or after sensitive processes (Söderberg et al. 2006). 

2.3 Cost 
The reason to why cost is included as a subject, see Figure 6, is since it is very important to 
be able to translate quality related problems into financial terms in order to get the top 
management’s attention (Klefsjö & Sandholm, 1999). Economists consider costs as tradeoffs 
within opportunity sets and the cost of a product, a unit, or goods is how much you have to 

Concept(

Veri,ication(&(
pre/production(

Production((
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give up for the other. The tradeoffs are usually given by their relative price, which is what 
must be given in exchange of a good. However, economists usually make a distinction 
between cost and price. The price of a product is what it sells for and cost of a product is the 
expense of making the product. The cost of producing goods affects the price that the 
producer is willing to supply the goods for (Stiglitz & Driffill, 2000). 

 
Figure 6.  Cost – one of the main subjects in this master thesis. 

It is very important to be able to translate quality related problems into money in order to get 
the top management’s attention. This is since “money talks” and in order to get the top 
management’s attention it is important that everyone speaks the same language, i.e. the 
language of money since it is a common unit in all departments within the organization 
(Marquardt, 1984; Klefsjö & Sandholm, 1999; Juran & Blanton Godfrey, 1998; Sörqvist, 
1998). If the possible profit of investing in a poor quality problem is presented to senior 
managers in a form that they will understand, it is more likely they will be interested in 
investing (Sörqvist, 1998; Blanton Godfrey, 1998). Investments are often referred to as an 
increase in capital goods that is designed to increase the future output. When making 
decisions regarding investments it is important to include all of the costs that are associated 
with the investments and not just the direct expenditures in order to assure that all costs are 
included (Stiglitz & Driffill, 2000). 

2.4 Robust design 
Throughout the lifecycle of a product, variation will occur. Since variation impacts the 
performance negatively, the resulting customer experience will also be negative when the 
product or service fails to live up to expectations. Robust design is a systematic method that 
seeks to predict the component variation before it occurs, and then prevent or minimize it 
through the design (Silverstein et al. 2009). The intersection between quality and geometrical 
variation, see Figure 7, is therefore identified as robust design. 

 
Figure 7.  Robust design – the intersection between quality and geometrical variation. 
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Robust design is highly associated to Six Sigma, which is a philosophy that is focusing on 
improving the quality in organizations by reducing process or products variation in and the 
term Six Sigma means high consistency and low variation (Yang & El-Haik, 2003). Robust 
design is used in Six Sigma to reduce variation in the initial stages of the process or product. 
This since the pioneer of robust design, Dr. Genichi Taguchi, argued that it is often more 
expensive to control the causes of variation than making a process insensitive to these 
variations (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2004). His view on the quality concept is to put the use of a 
product as a base and he argued that "the lack of quality is the loss to society caused by the 
product after delivery" (Taguchi, 1993, p. 48).  
According to Taguchi, the quality engineering consists of three major steps: (1) system 
selection, (2) parameter design, and (3) tolerance design. In quality engineering, system 
selection is the step to find and evaluate all possible systems that can perform the required 
functions. Parameter design is the key step to achieving high quality without making it more 
expensive. For tolerance design the objective is to decide the tradeoff between quality level 
and cost in designing new systems. Better quality in the material, components or machinery 
may however be needed to achieve tighter natural tolerances, this generally also increases the 
cost. Tolerance design is therefore only used when parameter design fails to achieve the 
desired quality levels (Cheng & Maghsoodloo, 1995; Taguchi, 1993). 

2.5 Geometrical cost models 
To provide the reader with a better understanding of how geometrical variation is related to 
cost, see Figure 8, this section will introduce the most common cost models that have 
geometrical variation as an input and cost as an output.  

 
Figure 8.  Geometrical cost models – the intersection between geometrical variation and 

cost. 

In the design of components, the specification of tolerance constraints can have major effects 
on the product quality and cost (Sampath Kumar et al. 2009). There are several models that 
connect cost to geometrical variation and tolerances, for example Freiesleben (2008) and Li 
et al. (2011). However, these models are developed from the two most common cost models, 
the cost-tolerance function and the quality loss function. This section will therefore only 
present these two cost models.  

2.5.1 Cost-tolerance function  
Cost of tolerance, also referred to as manufacturing cost, is used from a manufacturer’s 
perspective in order to save money. It implies that it is both impossible and extremely 
expensive to produce components at a nominal target without any variation (Cheng & 
Maghsoodloo, 1995). This is because tighter tolerances often are more time consuming to 
achieve and requires expensive equipment and machinery (Söderberg, 1995). Tolerances are 
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therefore specified in order to allow some limited variation in size and shape for the 
components. There has been abundance on research in the subject of finding cost-tolerance 
models and the specific model is often very company specific. The models are usually 
exponential and imply that it is more expensive to have tight tolerances (Cheng & 
Maghsoodloo, 1995). The typical cost-tolerance relationship is illustrated in Figure 9, where 
C represents the cost and t the tolerance. 

 
Figure 9.  The normal cost tolerancing relationship. 

2.5.2 Cost of lost quality 
However, the cost-tolerancing models do not take the quality loss into account when 
calculating the cost related to tolerances, something that is very important from a designer’s 
perspective. From a design perspective it is important to have as tight tolerances as possible 
since larger tolerances have a negative impact on the perceived quality of the component, 
although the larger tolerances might be easier to realize (Cheng & Maghsoodloo, 1995).  

The traditional view, which is related to the cost tolerance function, claims that as long as the 
measurements are within the given tolerance they are equally good and a cost is only inferred 
when a measurement is outside the specification limits (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2004). This 
implies that there is a substantial difference in cost between a measurement that is exactly 
within specification and a measurement that is exactly without specification, as illustrated in 
the left side in Figure 10 with the red dots. However, Taguchi claimed that there is a loss, 
often referred to as quality loss, that is inferred when a measurement deviates from its target 
value that also is a financial loss. This loss can therefore be assumed to be a function of how 
much the characteristics deviates from their target value (Taguchi, 1993; Bergman & Klefsjö, 
2004), which is illustrated in the right side of Figure 10 with the red dots.  

 

Figure 10.  The traditional view on tolerancing vs. Taguchi’s, where LSL represents the 
lower specification limit and USL the upper specification limits.  
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Taguchi’s quality loss function has different equations for different tolerance types. The most 
common model, and also the most common tolerance type, is the one that is associated to 
two-sided specifications, i.e. when the component measurement has an upper and a lower 
specification limit. This function is defined as, 

! = !(!! + (! −!)!)=! !∆2 (!
! + (! −!)!) 

Where L is the quality loss, k is a constant that is defined as the cost of a defective product 
outside the tolerance limits (A) divided by the tolerance (∆) in square.!! is the standard 
deviation, m is the target value, and ! is the mean value (Taguchi, 1993, p. 174). For 
explanations of the statistical explanations, see Appendix 1. 
Taguchi’s model states that when the component deviates from its designed target value it 
will have a higher cost when considering the quality loss function (Maghsoodloo et al. 2004). 
According to Taguchi (1993), this implies that it is possible to lower the cost both by 
reducing the random and systematic errors as seen in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11.  The impact of reducing the random and systematical errors according to the 
quality loss function. Where the dark blue curve indicates the ideal state. 

Although Taguchi’s contributions to quality engineering has been greatly appreciated, since 
they have changed how manufacturers perceive tolerances, they have also been widely 
discussed (Maghsoodloo et al. 2004). According to Söderberg (1995) and Maghsoodloo et al. 
(2004), there are several authors that have criticized the model since it is hard to determine 
the A-coefficient that represents the loss incurred when a defective product is outside 
tolerance limits. 

2.6 Cost of poor quality 
In order to understand which costs are related to poor quality this theoretical framework will 
also introduce the intersection between cost and quality, see Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12.  Cost of poor quality – the intersection between cost and quality. 
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In the concept of quality two types of costs are included; the cost for achieving a certain level 
of quality and the cost that follow when this level is not reached. The latter is the cost of poor 
quality and for manufacturing industries this cost is often estimated to 10-30% of the sales 
(Sandholm, 2001; Sörqvist 2004; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2004). 

Sandholm (2001, p.188) defines the cost of poor quality as "economic losses that would 
disappear if all products and processes would be perfect" and is comprised of both internal 
and external failure cost. Internal failure costs are the cost for the lack of quality detected 
before delivery to the external customer, and external failure cost are the costs related to 
errors detected after the delivery. Sörqvist (2004) connects the following costs to internal and 
external failures and a list with several cost items can be found in Appendix 2. 

• Internal failure costs: Includes costs for product, components and material that differ 
from the designed target value. Also cost for scrap, rework, design changes and 
delays are included in this category.  

• External failure costs: Cost for failures detected after delivery to external customers 
like for complaints, warranties, recall and penalties. 

2.6.1 Quality in relation to profitability 
It is becoming increasingly important to create conditions for high quality already when 
designing components and products. This because the cost of poor quality increases further 
down the value chain since it becomes harder to change a component or product that is in 
production. The quality in components assembled to the final product should therefore be 
considered early in the design stage, and Figure 13 shows how the cost of poor quality 
increases as the component travels down the value chain (Sörqvist, 2004). 

!
!

Figure 13.  Cost for changing a component in different stages (Sörqvist, 2004, p. 410). 

If organizations can lower their costs of poor quality, the profit made from their products will 
increase (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2004). It should therefore be of great importance for 
organizations to develop more robust designs since these designs are usually related to 
reducing the geometrical variation and thus making components that are easier to produce 
efficiently with less scrap and rework (Söderberg et al. 2006).  
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2.6.2 Calculation model for cost benefits 
There are several costs that can be related to errors in the manufactory. In a study made by 
Falck and Rosenqvist (2012) considering geometry and ergonomics a calculation model to 
support decision-making when necessary in the development of assembly solutions was 
presented. Their study was performed at VCC and presented a model that is relating the 
assembly ergonomics to quality failures discovered in the manufactory, in the yard and by the 
end customer. The model enables cost-benefit analyses and comparison between different 
assembly solutions and tasks and considers a majority of all costs related to these both in the 
plant and in the market. 
Falck and Rosenqvist (2012, pp. 8-9) present their calculation model like this: 

C =W (Non!∙!Taon + Noff !∙!Taoff  + Nau !∙!Taoff  + Nyard ∙!Tty) + Nscrap ∙!Cscrap + Cfb  

+ WRSL + Cfcomp + Crec + Cbw 
 

C Total costs for all manual assembly related errors. 
W Labor cost/time unit. 
Non Number of quality errors online. 
Taon Action time online. 
Noff Number of quality errors offline. 
Taoff Action time offline. 
Nau Number of audit quality remarks. 
Nyard Number of cars with errors in the yard. 
Tty Transfer time of cars in the yard. 
Nscrap Number of scrapped items. 
Cscrap Scrap cost/item. 
Cfb Cost for errors of factory blocked cars. 
WRSL Cost for work related sick leave and rehabilitation. 
Cfcomp Cost of errors of factory complete cars. 
Crec Cost for recall/repair of cars distributed to the customers. 
Cbw Cost for lost brand image and customer’s dissatisfaction (badwill)1. 
 
Falck and Rosenqvist (2012) have also estimated the time it takes to fix errors online and it is 
estimated to be 2.2 minutes online and 20.94 minutes offline, i.e. 9.2 times longer.  
  

                                                
1 The cost of badwill is the “negative experiences as a result of investors and shareholder finding out something 
a company has done which is not considered a good business practice. Badwill is not calculated in dollar 
amounts, but it can and usually will result in decreased revenues, loss of investors, customers or suppliers, 
decreased market share and if the badwill was a crime criminal prosecution.” (Businessdictionary, 2013)  
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2.7 Summary of the theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework that creates the foundation of this master thesis is based on the 
subjects: quality, geometrical variation, and cost. Although these three subjects have several 
intersections, the intersection that combines all of these three subjects is missing in the 
theory, see Figure 14. 

 
 

Figure 14.  A summary of the theoretical framework. 

2.7.1 Theoretical gap  
Robust design is a systematic method to achieve reliable products, resistant towards 
variations that can affect both the manufacturing and the use of a component. This implies 
that robust designs are related to less scrap and rework in the manufactory but also less errors 
when the end-customers use the components. Taguchi (1993) also translated the geometrical 
variation into a financial loss, which states that there is a financial loss that inferred when a 
measurement deviates from its designed target value. This loss is referred to as a quality loss. 

Although Taguchi’s contributions have been greatly appreciated, since they have changed 
how manufacturers perceive tolerances, they have also been very criticized due to their lack 
of applicability in organizations (Söderberg, 1995; Maghsoodloo et al. 2004). Several authors 
have criticized the model since it is hard to determine the cost of a defective product outside 
tolerance limits (Söderberg, 1995; Maghsoodloo et al. 2004). Due to this, this theoretical 
framework also introduced the topic of the cost of poor quality in order to identify the 
additional costs that are related to quality failure and show that organizations can become 
more profitable by doing right in the initial stages. 

By investigating the relationship between quality failure cost and geometrical deviation from 
the designed target value within the focal company of this study, this master thesis aim to fill 
the theoretical gap that interrelates all of these three subjects. 
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3 Methodology 
In this chapter the scientific methods and starting points that form this master thesis will be 
described. The intention is to clarify how this master thesis will fill the theoretical gap by 
explaining the research design that was selected in order to answer the research questions and 
thus fulfill the objective of this master thesis. 

3.1 Research design 
The research design of this master thesis was broken down to the structure illustrated in 
Figure 15 below. Through exploring the existing body of knowledge, the main subject was 
divided into relevant areas that helped focus this study (Collis & Hussey 2009). The 
theoretical framework was focused on quality, geometrical variation, and cost and also the 
intersections between these. To investigate the relationship between quality failure cost and 
geometrical deviation form the designed target value a case study was performed at VCC. 
The case study included both a qualitative and a quantitative part. The quantitative part 
included questionnaires, a cost analysis and a geometrical analysis and the qualitative part 
included interviews at VCC and also with external organizations. The following chapter will 
further describe how each of these activities was performed. 
 

 
Figure 15.  Research design for this master thesis. 

3.2 Forming the theoretical framework  
The theoretical framework was formed with the aim to explore the related topics and find 
previous studies that were related to geometrical quality failure and geometrical quality 
failure cost. The aim was also to confirm the theoretical gap, seen in Figure 14 on page 16, 
between quality, geometrical variation, and cost and state the missing link that could 
interrelate the three. 

Research design 

Theorethical 
framework Case study 

Quantitative 

Questionnaire 

Cost analysis 

Geometrical 
analysis 

Qualitative 

Interviews at VCC 

Interviews at other 
organizations 
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Various types of publications were reviewed such as books, digital publications in the form 
of journals, conference proceedings and reports. In the beginning books were generally used 
to understand the main topic. To further deepening the understanding and narrow down the 
subject to specific areas articles and journals were used. 

When forming the theoretical framework several search words were used. Figure 16 is a 
graphical overview for the search words that were used for the three main areas quality, 
geometrical variation, and cost and the intersection between them.  

 
Figure 16.  The main search words that were used when forming the theoretical 

framework. 

When developing the theoretical framework the search words where used either as single 
words or phrases, or put together with logical operators to get a theoretical framework that 
was as comprehensive as possible. 

3.3 Case study 
This master thesis had the objective to investigate the relationship between quality failure 
cost and geometrical deviation from the designed target value. In order to investigate and test 
this relationship a study has been made at VCC, the Swedish car manufacturer. VCC was 
selected since they are one of the foremost organizations in Sweden to work with geometry. 
Due to the company focus and the objective of this master thesis, a case study approach was 
selected.  

A case study approach is defined as an empirical instrument to explore a single phenomenon 
within the context of a natural setting using a variety of methods to obtain data. Case studies 
are very useful when studying a process and the possibilities to change that process (Collis & 
Hussey, 2009). A case study approach also allows data collection through different methods 
(Yin, 2012). In this project data has been collected through interviews, data systems and 
written documents. If only qualitative data, interviews for example, were used in order to 
answer the research questions it would not be possible to investigate the relationship between 
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geometrical deviation from the designed target and cost. On the other hand, if only 
quantitative data was used it would be hard to understand the complexity of the problems and 
how the relationship between geometrical deviation from the designed target and cost could 
be used in organizations. Due to this it was important to choose a method that allowed several 
data collection methods in order to cover the entire scope of this master thesis. The following 
sections will describe the main quantitative and qualitative sources and how the data was 
collected. 

3.3.1 Quantitative  
Quantitative data is precise since the results in findings have a high degree of reliability and 
can be captured in different points of time and contexts (Collis & Hussey 2009). This master 
thesis had three quantitative sources: questionnaires, a cost analysis and a geometrical 
analysis. 

Questionnaire 
The objective with the questionnaires was to form definitions for geometrical quality failure 
and geometrical quality failure cost and forms the basis for answering the first two research 
questions. A questionnaire is in many aspects similar to personal interviews with the big 
difference that a characteristic of all questionnaires is that whoever answers the questions the 
person answering notes his or her answer one way or another, and that no interviewer is 
present while the questions are answered (Trots & Hultåker, 2007). Questionnaires were 
chosen for the purpose to cover a large span of respondents. The questionnaire was therefore 
sent out to several individuals within different departments at VCC, to external organizations 
in the same industry sector as the focal company, and experts within the field of geometrical 
assurance. The span of recipients was chosen in order to create complete and generally 
accepted definitions for geometrical quality failure and geometrical failure cost. The answers 
from the questionnaires were anonymous in order to get the respondents to express their 
opinion in this subject and thus isolate their opinion regarding the subject.  
As a total, four questionnaires were sent out. The first questionnaire was sent to internal 
respondents and consisted of 12 questions of various kinds. It was divided into five sections. 
These were, 

1. General questions (department, role) 
2. Geometrical variation 
3. Geometrical quality failure 
4. Rating questions 
5. Ranking questions 

A similar questionnaire was also sent out to the external organizations and experts where the 
only difference was the general questions. When the definitions for geometrical quality 
failure and geometrical quality failure cost were defined the respondents received a new 
questionnaire where they could comment on the definitions. This feedback was then used to 
refine the definition and make them even more precise and understandable for a greater span 
of people. 
When data is collected through questionnaires it is important to use the data to comment on 
the entire population (Trots & Hultåker, 2007). Selection of respondents had to be done to 
represent a large span of the population, i.e. employees working in different departments at 
VCC and external respondents operating in industries handling problems with geometrical 
quality. The selection of internal respondents from different departments was done in 
collaboration with the industrial supervisor and they were selected on the basis that they 
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either worked with geometrical variation or were a part of the decision-making regarding the 
robustness of the components. 

Selection of the external respondents was done in collaboration with both the industrial and 
academic supervisors. The external respondents were chosen on the criterions that they are 
operating in the manufacturing industry and/or had experience of geometrical problems. The 
respondents operated in the same industrial sector as the focal company, the vehicle industry, 
but also consisted of respondents that were researchers and experts working with geometrical 
assurance.  

In total 52 recipients were selected to receive the questionnaire, whereas the external 
recipients was encouraged to spread the questionnaire to relevant colleagues in the actual 
organization. From the 52 recipients 28 internal respectively 12 external respondents 
answered the questionnaire. Before the questionnaires were sent out to the selected internal 
and external respondents it was sent out to a test group consisting of 10 individuals working 
with geometrical quality related problems in their daily work. The test individuals gave 
feedback on the formulation of the questions and the answering options. The formulation of 
the questionnaire was also discussed in a group meeting with the test group where the 
individuals gave oral feedback on how they had thought when they answered. This group 
discussion gave indications on how the questions could be formulated in order to give the 
respondents a fair chance to understand the importance with the questionnaire.  

Cost analysis 
The cost analysis was done in order to form the basis for the third research question, which is 
to investigate the relationship between geometrical quality failure cost and the geometrical 
deviation from the designed target value. The samples for the cost analysis were selected on 
the basis of the definition of geometrical quality failure and the geometrical quality failure 
cost was followed up for these samples. The information regarding the samples was collected 
from the focal company’s quality systems where they log failures. Only the data that was 
related to a specific geometrical deviation in a component was selected and used in the cost 
analysis in order to match the cost data with specific geometrical data. 

VCC had several databases where failures are logged in different categories and stages of the 
product lifecycle. Since 2008 VCC has used a system named Atacq in the manufactory to log 
issues that occurred when assembling the cars. The system was found in fixed stations, by 
each assembly line in manufactory. The errors were logged with the following information: 

• In which station the error was detected and when 
• In which station the error was solved and when 
• Which component that was the failing part 
• What the problem was 
• If it was an unusual problem, a short description of how the issue was solved 

To handle the problems that occurred when a car was sold to a customer VCC had contracts 
with the VCC dealers that sold and repaired the cars. These repair shops had a computer 
software, VIDA, that was integrated in VCC's enterprise resource planning system where the 
dealers register which warranty jobs they performed. In this software the car’s individual ID 
number was registered. This gave VCC the opportunity to generate information about when 
and where the cars were manufactured, when the car was received by the dealer and when the 
car was sold to a customer and how many miles the car had been driven before coming in for 
service or to handle problems etc. The dealers that received the car investigated and 
registered what problems the customer had experienced. When the problems were solved, all 
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components that were replaced or repaired and the time it took to fix the problems were 
registered in VIDA with a cost.  

For the cost analysis only data that could be traced back to one single component was 
extracted. As Atacq only registered the symptom and not how it was solved, the errors that 
were used in the cost analysis related to a component that were in the wrong position or 
outside the tolerance limits when it was assembled. In VIDA the information was more 
detailed. Errors that were selected mainly related to poor fit or a lost function, such as water 
leakage, that was related to physical adjustments made by the dealers. The data extracted 
from Atacq and VIDA was scrutinized and analyzed in detail by the authors of this master 
thesis and with help from Atacq and VIDA experts.  

Geometrical analysis 
To see if the defined geometrical quality failure cost had a relation to geometrical deviation 
from the designed target value, a geometrical analysis of the samples was performed. When 
performing this analysis a program named CM4D (Coordinate Measuring Machine 
Management Mechanism for Data) was used to collect geometrical data of the measurements. 
CM4D contained data from various sites around the world. The data that was used in this 
geometrical analysis derived from component measurements from suppliers and the internal 
processes. 

In CM4D there were several measuring and control points for each component/ part system. 
The measuring points were of two different types, flush and gap measurements. The 
difference between the different measurements are presented below, see Figure 17. For each 
sample either a gap or a flush relationship has been investigated.  

 
Figure 17.  An illustration of the difference between a flush and a gap. 

As CM4D was a system based on directions these were also investigated and included in the 
geometrical analysis. There were three different opposite directions in CM4D, these were: 

• High – Low 
• Outer – Inner 
• Back – Front 

CM4D presented high, outer and back as positive and low, inner and front as negatives in 
their statistical process control charts. The direction of both the component and part system 
measurements were therefore also investigated since it could potentially affect the results 
since deviation in some directions are more crucial than others.  
For the geometrical analysis data about the mean value shift, i.e. how much each sample 
measurements deviates from the designed target value, and the spread of variation. This data 
was used to calculate the quality loss of each sample. 
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Furthermore, since it was not always required that the supplier measured its components, it 
was assumed that the distribution was nominal and that the values were true. This implied 
that if the measurements were not from the set time period the existing data that was 
available in the system was used and it was assumed that it had remained constant since that 
point.  

3.3.2 Qualitative 
To get a contextual understanding of the problem, interviews were held with interviewees 
who had competence within the fields of product quality and geometry assurance both within 
VCC’s organization and with external organizations and experts. Interviews is a method for 
collecting data in which selected participants, interviewees, are asked questions to find out 
what they do, think or feel regarding the subject. (Collis & Hussey, 2009; Andersen, 1994)  
All interviews in this project were performed with personal interaction with the interviewee 
or interviewees, either as individual interviews or as group interviews where 2-3 persons 
were interviewed at the same time and also could interact with each other. The benefit with 
interviews with personal interaction between the interviewer and interviewee is that it is a 
flexible method where the interviewer can control the information given by the interviewee 
by directly asking follow-up questions. Interviews provide depth and detail that makes it 
possible for the interviewer to get an overall picture and to understand complex issues. The 
drawbacks with interviews are the time consumption of processing data and that the 
interviewer might impact the interviewee during the course of the interview with personal 
comments and body language (Sallnäs, 2013). 
The interviews in this master thesis were both of unstructured and semi-structured nature. In 
unstructured interviews the questions are not prepared before the interview take place; 
instead they evolve during the course of the interview. In semi-structured interviews open 
questions are prepared in order to lead the interviewee into the right topics (Collis & Hussey, 
2009; Andersen, 1994). The unstructured method was used when the authors of this master 
thesis had little knowledge about the interviewee’s area, and the semi-structured model when 
the authors of this master thesis had more knowledge about the topics. The semi-structured 
method was also used when a second or follow-up interview was done, this to deepen the 
knowledge and get more details of previously given information.  

Internal interviews with VCC employees 
The focus on the interviews at the focal company was to understand how employees from 
different departments within VCC’s organization worked with geometry. When samples were 
selected interviews were also held with selected interviewees that could further explain the 
problems with the components. Interviews were held with representatives from the styling, 
design, R&D, purchasing and manufacturing departments and Table 3 displays how many 
interviewees interviewed from each department. As a total the authors of this master thesis 
have interviewed 49 representatives within VCC, both regarding geometrical quality failure 
in general but also regarding some specific samples that were followed up in specific. The 
interviewees were initially selected with the help of the industrial supervisor however during 
the course of the study the interviewees were asked to recommend new interviewees that 
could further describe a topic, problem or system. 
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Table 3.  Number of interviewees from each department. 

Department Number of interviewees 

Styling 2 

Design 4 

R&D 8 

Purchasing 4 

Manufacturing 
Pre-production 

Running production 
Aftermarket 

24 
7 

10 
7 

Quality 7 

 

All of the interviewees have been kept anonymous. The interviewees from the manufacturing 
department have been divided into three groups: pre-production, running production and 
aftermarket. This division is aligned with VCC’s internal division of the manufacturing 
department where pre-production handles problems related to the industrialization of a 
component, running production handles problems that occurs in the running production and 
the third group, aftermarket, scan the market for problems that occurs on the car and 
including components when the car is sold and used by customers.  

Comparative interviews at external organizations  
A comparative study, in the form of interviews, was done in order to understand how external 
organizations work with geometrical quality issues. The Interviews were performed with the 
aim to gain an insight in how external organizations work with geometry, and also to find 
successful patterns in the external organizations. The comparative study included interviews 
with representatives from a research institute, two manufacturing organizations, and a senior 
researcher in product and production development. Table 4 displays the number of 
interviewees from each external organization or institution.   
Table 4.  Number of interviewees from external organizations. 

Organization Number of interviewees 

Swerea IVF  2 

Saab AB 3 

Lidhs Verktyg AB 2 

Chalmers University of Technology 1 

 
The semi-structured interviews held with the representatives from the external organizations 
had a different focus than the ones held at the focal organization. The questions were 
therefore more specific and focused.  
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3.4 Process 
As some of the activities were dependent on the others and other were performed 
simultaneously throughout the process, Figure 18 presents the process for this master thesis.  

 
Figure 18.  The research process for this master thesis.   

As shown in Figure 18, the problem definition was revised and refined throughout the course 
of this study as a result of the gained knowledge regarding the topic. The theoretical 
framework was founded in the initial stages of the process in order to have a foundation to 
build the following research on. The questionnaire was sent out in the initial stages of the 
process to form the definitions for geometrical quality failure and geometrical quality failure 
cost that could be further investigated in the cost and geometrical data collection. Interviews 
were held simultaneously throughout the process however the focus of the interviews 
changed during it course. During the initial stages the focus was mainly on understanding 
how the organization worked with and in the final stages the interviews were held in order to 
understand the problems that were associated with the samples.  

3.5 Limitations 
Limitations describe the weaknesses and deficiencies that are related to the research (Collis & 
Hussey, 2009). This master thesis has had several limitations that might have affected the 
results. These limitations mainly concern the case study of this master thesis.  

Since the questionnaire was used in order to define geometrical quality failure and 
geometrical quality failure cost it was important that these definitions were formulated in the 
initial stages. Due to this, the recipients were only given a week to respond to the 
questionnaire. If the respondents were out of the office during this period of time their 
opinion was excluded and this could thus have affected the result.  
The data collected for the cost analysis also had several limitations. Data was for example 
only traceable to 2011 in some quality systems and 2012 in other. This implied that the costs 
could not be identified for all of the given samples. It also implies that only components that 
have had problems during the last two years were included in the study.   
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Lack of data in CM4D could also potentially affect the results of the geometrical analysis. 
Since different suppliers had individual contracts it varied how often the suppliers reported 
measurement data to VCC. Some of the components therefore had more measurement data 
than others due to different requirements. This could have affected the results to seem better/ 
worse than the actual distribution.  
For the qualitative part of the case study this master thesis has initially been limited to the 
industrial supervisors network when contacting individuals in the organization for interviews. 
This implies that other individuals that might have been better in order to provide a 
contextual understanding but that were outside of the industrial supervisor’s network was 
overseen. Some of the selected individuals were also very occupied and referred to other 
employees within the organization that might have been less suited for the purpose. 

3.6 Validity 
A study’s validity refers to if the operation measure for the concept studied was constructed 
in the correct way. By using different strategies it is possible to increase the validity of the 
study. This can be achieved by using different sources of data, collecting data or collecting 
strategies (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010). The validity is important and is concerned with the 
extent to which the research findings accurately represent what is happening in the situation, 
whether the data collected represent a true picture of what is being studied (Collis & Hussey, 
2009). The collected information must be found valid and reliable in order for the study to 
culminate in a trustworthy result and there are four criterions that the quality of a study can 
be tested upon, these are construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability. 
The approach towards these tests can be critical in both a positive and negative way (Yin, 
2008). 

3.6.1 Construct validity 
The construct validity of a study refers to the extent to which the study investigates what it 
claims to investigate and to the extent that the study leads to an accurate observation of 
reality (Yin, 2008). In this master thesis construct validity was relevant during the data 
collection phase.  
When collecting quantitative data several individuals within the organization were consulted 
to make sure that the accurate data that was collected. When forming the questionnaire it was 
for example tested on a group of respondents that worked with geometrical quality in their 
daily work so that the questions would not be misinterpreted. When collecting cost data 
experts within the systems were contacted so that the right information was given. 
Furthermore, the geometrical data was collected with help of a geometry expert who 
indicated how the data could be collected.  

For the qualitative part the authors of this master thesis has performed several interviews with 
individuals from different parts of the organization. To reduce the impact of the individual’s 
opinion, several interviewees that had similar positions within the organization were 
interviewed. As for the interviews with the external organizations and institution the authors 
visited the interviewees in their offices so that they could present relevant information that 
arose from the conversations.  

3.6.2 Internal validity 
Internal validity is mentioned by Yin (2008) as logical validity, this implies the relationship 
between the variables and the result. For this validity the importance lays in how data is 
handled rather than how it was collected (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010).  
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The quantitative data was handled with great care. The answers from the questionnaires were 
therefore handled with great consideration and the authors wanted to present the data as pure 
as possible. Due to this it is also attached in appendices. Furthermore, the cost data is 
calculated with several methods to increase the validity in the numbers. The geometrical data 
is calculated with Taguchi’s quality loss function and the calculations are attached in 
appendices.   

3.6.3 External validity 
External validity may be described as in what way the conclusions can be valid in other 
settings than the one used in this study (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010). Collis & Hussey (2009, p. 
65) describe generalizability as "the extent to which you can come to conclusions about one 
thing, based on the information about another". Although the background and circumstances 
of the specific case company were explained as extensive as possible the results are rather 
focused to VCC and the generalization is therefore rather limited.  

3.6.4 Reliability 
The findings can be said to be reliable if the authors or someone else can obtain the same 
results if the study is repeated (Collis & Hussey, 2009). Keywords for increasing reliability 
are transparency and replication (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010). For qualitative research, the 
reliability is hard to achieve since it is dependent on a particular context or circumstances and 
often based on interpretations made by the investigators. This was probably the case for this 
master thesis as well. To assure some reliability of the qualitative study notes and protocols 
were kept of the meetings and discussions held with employees, interviewees, supervisors 
and others that have an input to this master thesis. The persons that the authors met during 
this master thesis were mapped, and their contribution was noted.  

In order to replicate the cost and geometrical analysis the data was saved in VCC’s system to 
ensure that the results are replicable. Furthermore, in order to replicate the questionnaire the 
questions are presented in one of the appendices and it also includes the results from the 
questionnaires. 

3.7 Summary of methodlogy 
This chapter has described how the authors of this master thesis aimed to answer the stated 
research questions. The study in general was performed as a case study at VCC, the Swedish 
car manufacturer. Data to answer the research questions were therefore collected from VCC 
and also in form of a comparative study and Table 5 describes which method that will be 
used for each individual research question.  
Table 5.  A description of which method will answer each research question.  

Research question Method 

1st and 2nd  - Questionnaire 
- Interviews for finding cost items 

3rd  - Internal interviews for problem explanation 
- Cost analysis 
- Geometrical analysis 

4th  - Internal interviews 
- Comparative study 
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PART 2: FINDINGS 
 
This part will present the results from the data collection. It will firstly present the results of 
the questionnaire so that the reader will gain a general view of geometrical variation, what it 
is caused by and what it can affect. This is followed by the findings from the interviews held 
at VCC and internal documents to provide the reader the specific circumstances that are 
related to the focal company of this master thesis. Finally the findings from the comparative 
study will be presented to provide the reader an understanding of how external organizations 
work with geometrical variation and also how experts view the problems.  

Outline 

 4. Results from questionnaire 

 5. Findings from VCC 

 6.  Findings from comparative study 
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4 Results from questionnaire 
The main objective with the questionnaire was to form a definition for geometrical quality 
failure and geometrical quality failure cost. A secondary objective was to map the knowledge 
level within the VCC organization about geometrical related issues. Since the respondents 
were in touch with geometrical variation in their daily work it was assumed that the 
respondents had their own opinion of how they defined geometrical quality failure and 
geometry quality failure cost, although these had not been defined in theory. Questions were 
therefore asked to see if the respondents had a common view that could be translated into 
definitions. The questionnaire was designed with aim to identify the cause and effects of 
geometrical deviation from the designed target value.  

Questionnaires were chosen for the purpose to cover a larger span of respondents and also to 
isolate their own thoughts in this subject. The questionnaires were therefore sent out to 
several individuals throughout both the focal company, organizations in same industry sector 
as the focal company and experts within the field of geometrical assurance. The division was 
the following,  

1. Internal respondents, employees within VCC working in the areas of design, quality, 
manufacturing, audit, testing and purchasing. 

2. External respondents, external experts within the area of the study and employees 
working with geometrical assurance at different Swedish manufacturing 
organizations.  

The questionnaire was sent out to 37 internal respondents and 15 external respondents. The 
external respondents were also asked to spread the questionnaire to appropriate colleagues 
that also are working with geometrical assurance. The complete span, i.e. number of 
recipients, of the external respondents is therefore unknown.  

In total, 28 internal respondents and 12 external respondents filled out the questionnaire. The 
majority of the respondents came from the quality, manufacturing and design departments; 
see Figure 19 that presents the division of the internal respondents. The questionnaire that 
was sent out external respondents was sent to both external organizations and experts, and the 
division between external organizations and the experts is presented in Figure 20. The figure 
shows that the majority of the external respondents are from other organizations.  

 

Figure 19. The division of the internal respondents by which department they belong to.  
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Figure 20.  The division of the external respondents by what category they belong to. 

Figure 21 presents the internal division between managers, engineers and others within the 
respondents. The majority of the respondents were engineers in both categories.   
 

 
Figure 21.  The division of the internal and external respondents by their position within 

the organization. 

The questions in the questionnaires were of different types. One-choice questions were used 
when the respondent only could select one of the alternatives. Multiple-choice questions were 
used when the respondents were presented with a number of alternatives where they could 
select several of the alternatives. Ranking questions were used when the respondents were 
asked to rank different alternatives. In relation to some of the questions the respondents were 
also asked to comment their answer or to suggest new alternatives that were not included in 
the question. In order to submit the questionnaire, it was required that the respondents had 
answered all of the questions except the questions they could comment on. This chapter will 
only conclude the results; the complete questionnaire and the answers are presented in 
Appendix 3.  

In order to establish a foundation where the respondents had a general view regarding 
geometrical variation they were asked if geometrical variation could cause problems. If they 
answered no to this question, they were not allowed to answer the remaining questions. One 
of the respondents within VCC answered that geometrical variation does not cause problems. 
The total amount of the internal respondents for the remaining questions are therefore 27. All 
of the external respondents stated that geometrical variation could cause problems.  
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4.1 A geometrical problem  
To identify what the respondents defined as a geometrical problem the respondent got to 
answer a multiple-choice question where several answers were possible. The answering 
alternatives were outcome outside the tolerance limits, variation within tolerance, systematic 
deviation from the nominal and shape deviation. Figure 22 below shows how often the 
alternatives were stated within VCC and also within external organizations. Since the internal 
respondents were more than twice as many, the results are presented in a circle diagram to 
see which alternative was stated most commonly. From Figure 22 it is shown that outcome 
outside tolerance limits is the most common aletrnative from both the internal and the 
external respondents. This answering alternative is also aligned with the traditional view of 
tolerances. 
 

 

Figure 22. The results of how the internal and the external respondents define a 
geometrical problem. The respondents could choose between four alternatives 
and were able to select several of them and the numbers indicate how often 
the alternatives were selected. 

Since this question was a multiple-choice question, Appendix 4 presents the individual 
responses. The most common answer among the internal respondents was to reply all of the 
alternatives, which is also one reason to why the distribution between the answers is more 
even for the internal respondents. The second most common answer was variation within 
tolerance and outcome outside tolerance limits. The most frequent from the external 
respondents was outcome outside tolerance limits.  

An initial reflection to the fact that the internal respondents stated all of the four alternatives 
was that they might not understand the difference between them. This could be an effect of 
how the question was formulated and if a picture that illustrated the different alternatives was 
included in the question, the answers could have been different. Another thought was that the 
respondents did not know the answer. Due to this the respondent’s maybe did not have an 
own opinion and therefore found all of the alternatives appropriate.  

The respondents were also asked a similar question regarding what is worst, the variation in 
itself or systematical deviations from the nominal. In this questions the respondents could 
only answer one of the alternatives. The results, presented in Figure 23, showed that the 
respondents stated that the geometrical variation in itself was causing the greatest problem. 
This is aligned with the results presented in the previous question. This question could 
however be interpreted in a way that the variation in itself also includes systematical errors. 
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Figure 23. The results of what the respondents ranked as worst, either the variation in 

itself or the systematic deviation from the nominal for both the internal and 
the external respondents and the numbers indicate how often the alternatives 
were selected. 

4.2 The effects of geometrical problems 
To determine in which stage geometrical variation causes problems the respondents got to 
answer a multiple-choice question where different stages in the products life cycle were 
stated, these were in the concept phase, in the construction, in the manufacturing and at the 
customer. Figure 24 presents the results and all of the respondents stated that geometrical 
variation affects the manufacturing phase. The second most common alternative was at the 
customer, i.e. when the customer had purchased the car.  

 
Figure 24. The results of where the internal and external respondents state that a 

geometrical variation causes problems and the numbers indicate how often 
the alternatives were selected. 

Since this was a multiple-choice question Appendix 4 presents the individual answers. The 
majority of the internal respondents stated that the geometrical variation causes problems in 
the manufacturing phase and at the customer. This was also the most common answer by the 
external respondents. The second most common answer at VCC was to answer all of the 
alternatives. This is one reason to why the concept phase and in the design phase are more 
common answering alternatives for the internal respondents answers than the external 
respondents.  
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4.2.1 Esthetical, functional and assembly requirements 
When designing components, VCC has esthetical, functional and assembly requirements they 
need to fulfill. The respondents were therefore asked which one of these caused the majority 
of the geometrical problems and the results are presented in Figure 25. The respondents could 
only choose one of the options and the answers were therefore rather dispersed and no clear 
correlation between a specific design requirement and geometrical quality failure could be 
seen.  

 
Figure 25.  The results of which one of the designing requirements causes the majority of 

the problems within VCC and external organizations and the numbers indicate 
how often the alternatives were selected. 

The respondents could also choose to comment on this question. Several of the respondents 
answered that the requirements were integrated in each other and that it was therefore very 
hard to state just one of the requirements. Some of the respondents also stated that the 
problems usually varied over time. One of the respondents for example stated that the 
problems were usually related to the esthetical requirements in the project phase but that they 
over time affected the functionality, which was worse for the customer. Another respondent 
stated that the assembly cycle varied a lot during the products lifecycle. Furthermore, several 
of the respondents said that it is the worst when it affects the functional requirements since 
this is the requirement that the customer notice the most.  

4.2.2 Problem solving 
The respondents were also asked if a thorough cause-and-effect-analysis was performed 
when geometrical problems were solved. The respondents could only answer one of the 
alternatives and the results from this question are presented in Figure 26. The figure shows 
that a majority of the respondents said that a thorough case and effect analysis was not 
performed when solving geometrical problems. This applied both for the internal and external 
respondents. The internal respondents that said yes to this question came from different 
departments and a clear connection between whom the respondent was and the answer was 
not discovered. This also applied to the external respondents. 
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Figure 26.  The results to if there was a thorough cause-and-effect-analysis were 

performed when geometrical problems were solved and the numbers indicate 
how often the alternatives were selected. 

The respondents could also choose to comment on this question. Some of the most common 
answers implied that this was mainly due to lack of knowledge and time. Some of the 
respondents also said that VCC lacked resources to improve the components and due to this 
they often inherited problems in the new components. Some of the respondents also said that 
VCC had a firefighting approach when solving problems since they lacked the time to 
thoroughly solve the problems.  

One of the external respondents, also one of the experts, said that it varied a lot between 
different organizations and that some organizations were very good at solving problems 
while other were not as good. This respondent also said that a common denominator between 
the organizations that were not as good was that they usually lacked data to do analyses and if 
they had data they did not have the right knowledge to use it.  

4.3 The effect of geometrical quality failure  
To identify the effects of geometrical quality failure, the respondents got to answer a 
multiple-choice question that stated different alternatives related to the customer and the 
manufactory. The internal respondents stated the alternatives extra costs, material shortage, 
extra work, customer complaints, project delays and scrap most often, see Figure 27. This 
result was also confirmed by the external respondents, see Figure 28.  

 
Figure 27. The results of what geometrical quality failure affects by how often each 

alternative were selected by the internal respondents and the numbers indicate 
how often the alternatives were selected. 
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Figure 28.  The results of what geometrical quality failure affects by how often each 

alternative were selected by the external respondents and the numbers 
indicate how often the alternatives were selected. 

Only the internal respondents stated that geometrical quality failure was related to the factors 
that had a positive impact for the organization, which were more satisfied customers. Reasons 
to this could either be that the question was inadequately formulated or that the respondents 
chose the wrong alternatives. However, it could also be since the respondents actually 
believed that geometrical quality failure was associated with more satisfied customers. If this 
was the case it could be questioned if the organization had the right competence regarding 
geometry.  

4.4 The cause of geometrical quality failure 
In order to answer what geometrical quality failure was caused by, the respondents got to 
answer a multiple-choice question that consisted of different steps or factors from the concept 
stage to the finished product that could affect the product. The results from the internal 
respondents are presented in Figure 29 and the majority of the respondents answered that 
geometrical quality failure was an effect of all of the alternatives although some alternatives 
were more common than others. This was also the case for the external respondents, which is 
shown in Figure 30.  

 
Figure 29. The internal respondents results of what geometrical quality failure is caused 

by and the numbers indicate how often the alternatives were selected. 
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Figure 30. The external respondents results of what geometrical quality failure is caused 

by and the numbers indicate how often the alternatives were selected. 

The respondents were also given the opportunity to answer with their own alternatives what 
geometrical quality failure is caused by. Only the external respondents came with suggestions 
and these were; 

• The choice of method to verify the product 
• The handling of the component 
• The engineer’s lack of knowledge tolerances 

The respondents were also asked to rate what impact these factors had on geometrical quality 
failure within the component. The respondents were therefore asked to rate the alternatives 
presented in Table 6 and Table 7 with a number between one and five, where one represented 
a low impact and five represented a high impact. The design, geometrical variation and the 
supplier’s process were rated to have a high impact on the geometrical quality by the internal 
respondents, see Table 6. For the external respondents the design, geometrical variation and 
the styling were rated the highest, see Table 7. It also showed that the operators and the 
logistics were rated to have a lower impact on the geometrical quality both for the internal 
and the external respondents. This is correlated to the results what can be seen in Figure 29, 
where the logistics and operators are included as a factor to geometrical quality failure but 
not as frequently as the other answers. As the tables only show the average value, Appendix 4 
presents the numbers that the average values were based on.  
Table 6.  The results of how the internal respondents rank the different factors. The 

respondents could answer on a range from 1-5 and the table presents the 
average values. 

Factors Average 
The design 4,3 
Geometrical variation 4,1 
The suppliers process 3,9 
The tolerances 3,7 
The styling 3,6 
The material selection 3,4 
The assembly process 3,2 
The operators 2,9 
The logistics  2,0 
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Table 7. The results of how the external respondents rank the different factors. The 
respondents could answer on a range from 1-5 and the table presents the 
average values. 

Factors Average 
The design 4,3 
Geometrical variation 4,0 
The styling 3,9 
The tolerances 3,8 
The assembly process 3,7 
The operators 3,3 
The suppliers process 3,2 
The material selection 3,0 
The logistics  2,2 

 
When asked how the geometrical quality could be improved the respondents got to rank the 
contribution to improved robustness of similar alternatives. How the ranking was calculated 
is presented in Appendix 4. The internal and external respondents ranked robust design, the 
supplier’s process and reduced geometry high, which can be seen in Table 8. When 
comparing the internal respondents answers in Table 8 with Table 6 it is interesting to se that 
they follow a similar pattern. However, for the external respondents the answers were more 
diverse. The supplier’s process was for example ranked very high in Table 8 although it had a 
rather low rating in Table 7. From this, it can be assumed that the external respondents were 
either inconsistent in their rating or that these factors were very company specific.  

Table 8.  The internal and external respondents of what was the main contributor to 
improved geometrical quality. 

Ranking Internal respondents External respondents 
1 Robust design Robust design 
2 The suppliers process Reduced geometrical variation 
3 Reduced geometrical variation The suppliers process 
4 The choice of material The assembly process 
5 The assembly process The choice of material 
6 Tighter tolerances The operator 
7 Higher purchase price Tighter tolerances 
8 The operator Higher purchase price 
9 The logistics  The logistics 

4.5 Summary of questionnaire 
From the questionnaire it was shown that geometrical variation is caused in the concept and 
construction phase and affects the manufacturing phase and the customer. This since the 
majority of the respondents answered that geometrical problems affect the production phase 
and the customer. While the concept phase and the construction phase were stated as answers 
for where geometrical problems are caused.  
The answers to the questionnaire also showed that the respondent’s thought that the problems 
related to geometry were due to the geometrical variation rather than systematical deviations 
from nominal value. This was shown both in the multiple-choice question, where the 
respondents identified what they defined as a geometrical problem, and also from the 
question where they answered what they considered to be the worst, and the variation in itself 
of systematical deviations from the nominal.  
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From the answers there was an even distribution between all of the design requirements and 
that all of the requirements were hard to achieve. The respondents also claimed that they 
were very interrelated and that the importance of them varied during the components 
lifecycle. The results from the questionnaires also showed that attaining these requirements 
was related to extra costs, extra work, project delays, scrap, customer complaints and material 
shortage when dealing with un-robust systems. Achieving higher geometrical quality was 
mainly related to more robust design, reduced geometrical variation and the supplier’s 
process. 

The results of the internal respondents however also show that they were rather unaware of 
the cause-and-effect of geometrical deviation. This can be seen by the fact that some of the 
internal respondents answered all of the alternatives to several of the questions. This was 
either a result of a badly phrased question or some of the respondents lacked knowledge in 
geometrical variation. 
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5 Findings at VCC 
This chapter will present VCC as an organization and the product development process that 
was used when this master thesis was performed. It will also present how VCC worked with 
quality, geometry and cost. As the respondents in the questionnaire put a lot of emphasis that 
geometrical quality failure affects the manufacturing process it will also introduce how 
geometrical problems were handled in the manufactory.  

5.1 Background information 
VCC is a Swedish car manufacturer owned by the Chinese Zhejiang Geely Holding Group 
since 2010. VCC was until 1999 a part of the Swedish Volvo Corporate Group until the 
American company Ford bought the car manufacturing part from the corporation. In 2012 
VCC employed around 14 000 people in Sweden and was also one of Sweden largest 
employer (Largest Companies, 2013). During 2011 almost 449 000 Volvo cars were sold 
around the world, where almost 60% were produced in Torslanda, Sweden (VCC A, 2012). 
Table 9 presents which models VCC manufacture and in which geographical region.  
Table 9.  A presentation of the existing car models and where they were manufactured.  

Car model Manufactory 

V40 Ghent  

XC40 Ghent 

S60 Ghent & Torslanda 

V60 Torslanda 

XC60 Torslanda 

V70 Torslanda 

XC70 Torslanda 

XC90 Torslanda 

 

As core values VCC puts safety first, this includes both safety for the people sitting in the car 
as well as for people surrounding the car. Environment is also very important core value and 
this value is based on a holistic perspective, where the entire car lifecycle is environmentally 
friendly, VCC aims at producing cars free from harmful emissions. Their third value is 
profitability, which is also focused on the people in direct contact with the car, but equally 
important is how the impact on the environment can be minimized throughout the product 
life cycle around the people coming in contact with the car and its services. (VCC B, 2013) 
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5.2 Product development at VCC 
In order to fulfill their vision to be the worlds most progressive and desired luxury brand, 
VCC had several departments that were working with achieving the vision, see Appendix 5. 
At VCC, the research and development, R&D, department were responsible for the 
development of the car program (VCC C, 2013). When developing new cars VCC followed 
the process illustrated in Figure 31. An interviewee from the R&D department said that the 
development process for an entirely new car was 44 months, although it could vary between 
different car projects and if similar modules were used. However, VCC continuously tried to 
shorten the development time and in 2020 they predicted that the product development time 
should have been shortened to 36 months.  

 
Figure 31.  The product development process at VCC, where pre-PS stands for pre-

project start and FSR – final status report and was when the project was done. 
(VCC C, 2013) 

Several units were involved in different stages of the process in the product development. In 
the pre-stages of the project start, all prerequisites and demands for the project were set and 
specified in the car specification that included type, size, engine, and technical level (hybrid, 
electricity, fuel efficiency, chassis and comfort). It also contained the attribute requirements 
that specified noise, vibration, harshness, ergonomics, and perceived quality, and if the 
components were new or carry-overs. When initiating a new car project the organization 
usually started with several different models, during the course of the projects these were 
however reduced into one single model that usually was a hybrid solution of the different 
concepts. (VCC D, 2013) 

As the project started, the geometrical system architecture was developed and indicated how 
the parts were related to each other geometrically. Since some of the esthetical, functional 
and/ or assembly requirements needed optimization, it was important that the related 
requirements remained assured even though the system was changed so that all of the design 
requirements were fulfilled. When the architecture was developed, positioning systems were 
established in order to be able to develop the components. (VCC D, 2013) 

The pre-phase stage also included manufacturing engineering in order to assure all design 
requirements and ensure that the components were designed for manufacturing. Car 
prototypes were built during the development phase in order to verify the tooling and the 
subsystems. Tests and evaluations from the prototypes were used as inputs for further 
development and new refinement loops. The styling was constantly refined with input from 
different departments in order to make the car easy to manufacture and the unit perceived 
quality supported the styling department by highlighting areas where a good appearance was 
hard to reach (VCC D, 2013). 
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The development process was completed when all departments had agreed upon all aspects of 
the styling, design and technical level of the car and was ready and prepared for 
manufacturing. Suppliers for the different components were contracted either during the 
development process and participated in the development of components or when the 
components were developed. The same procedure went for the tool-manufacturers. Since 
different tools had different ordering and manufacturing times they had to be ordered in 
different stages of the development process. After this a test period followed, where the 
components were produced and assembled in order to verify that the final product met the 
esthetical, functional and assembly requirements. Adjustments were made on tools and 
processes after the test period to assure that the requirement were met in the manufactory. 
(VCC D, 2013) 
When the adjustments were made, the launch date was set with the aim to review the 
complete car attribute status and sign off that the industrial systems were ready to start their 
launch activities for the car program. When the manufacturing department got approval to 
start the manufacturing all of the pre-requisites needed to be fulfilled and the components 
could be assembled to a complete car for external customers. A ramp-up phase was used in 
the manufacturing start to increase the produced number of cars, this to ensure that they had 
enough cars to sell when the external customer started to purchase the cars. The 
manufacturing was running without greater disturbances approximately three months after 
the manufacturing start and the car project was finished. From this point on, the work related 
to the cars was mainly to assure the quality in the cars in the manufactory. (VCC D, 2013) 

5.3 Quality at VCC 
Ever since VCC was founded, quality has been a very important driver within the 
organization and VCC’s quality mission was to achieve top-level customer satisfaction with 
premium products and services with an excellent quality culture consisting of pride and 
passion with focus on customer needs (VCC E, 2013). The purpose of the quality department 
was therefore to with knowledge, credibility, and engagement, support and challenge the 
remaining organization to achieve efficient results that exceeded the customer's expectation. 
To do this, the quality department worked with focus to raise the quality of VCC’s products 
and processes, both internally and externally, with the aim to reach excellence in customer 
satisfaction. To achieve this, quality and customer satisfaction was rooted in all decision-
making processes (VCC C, 2013). 

An interviewee from the quality department described VCC’s work with quality in product 
development as customer oriented. This implied that VCC tried to remove existing errors on 
the field but also to eliminate errors before they even entered the market. However, in 
contrast to many other organizations that mainly focused on Things Gone Wrong, TGW, 
VCC also put a lot of emphasis on Things Gone Right, TGR, when starting new projects. 
TGR mainly consisted of evaluating how well VCC were meeting the customer satisfaction 
and to incorporate the parts that exceeded the customer satisfaction into new car projects. 
TGW was divided into two different areas,  

1. Solutions that were defect or had errors 
2. Well-functioning solutions that the customers do not appreciate 

These problems were then broken down in order to define new requirements, which were 
brought back to the designers in new projects. 
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Although, the TGW and TGR process was constantly developed, one aspect that was brought 
up from several of the interviewees was that when the projects were finished and the car was 
in ongoing manufacturing, the engineers that were responsible for designing the components 
were recruited into new projects. The engineer that designed a component had therefore no 
idea if the designed component was easy to assemble in the manufactory or not. If problems 
occurred frequently with the component, other units within the organization, usually units 
related to the manufacturing department, took care of these. Due to this, different units in the 
organization had their share of information regarding the components. A consequence to this 
was also that there was no one that who was in charge of collecting all of the information 
related to specific components when the components were in ongoing manufacturing, and to 
make sure that this was communicated to the new projects. 

5.3.1 Six Sigma 
As a part of the quality department VCC also had a Six Sigma unit that worked with 
educating the employees in how they should solve and prevent problems, and many of VCC’s 
employees had gone through the Six Sigma education. One of the interviewees from the 
R&D department said that Six Sigma was introduced to VCC when Ford owned them and 
that Six Sigma’s status within the organization was strongly related to the current CEO and 
owner. The interviewee also implied that the status of the Six Sigma unit had declined in 
organizational status now that the Geely Holding Group owned VCC and that the current role 
of the Six Sigma unit was solely to educate the employees in problem solving.  

5.4 VCC’s work with geometry 
At VCC, geometry referred to the size and shape of component, and a component with good 
geometry was referred to as a component with little variation from the design target values. 
Within VCC, the goal was not to eliminate the variation completely, but rather to understand 
its heritage in order to reduce the effect of the variation (VCC D, 2103). 

5.4.1 The geometrical assurance process 
In order to understand the causes of variation and creating robust designs, VCC had an 
internal geometry assurance process. The geometrical assurance process at VCC was aligned 
with the geometry assurance process described by Söderberg et al. (2006). At VCC, different 
were in charge of the different steps in the geometrical assurance process. These units will be 
described below.  
The Robust Design and Tolerancing, RDnT, unit supported the design engineers in the 
concept phase by defining the geometrical demands on components in order to meet the 
esthetical, functional and assembly requirements in the entire car. They used a program called 
RD&T to simulate the effect of variation in a three-dimensional environment. In order to 
simulate the variation, all affected components, tolerances, positioning systems, process 
effects variables and measurements had to be specified by the RDnT unit (VCC D, 2103). 
The geometry assurance engineers and the geometrical assurance analysts assured the 
verification and implementation phase. They acted as drivers for industrialization and 
verification of the geometry systems and how well the geometry system fulfilled the 
esthetical and functional requirements on complete car in the launch. They were therefore 
responsible for creating measuring point drawings on delivery units and the final demand 
routines, i.e. how components should relate to each other in the final assembly. They were 
also responsible for conducting geometry assurance within the manufacturing site and to 
deliver a completely geometrical assured car to the manufacturing department (VCC D, 
2103). 
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In the manufacturing phase there were several roles. The geometry engineer was responsible 
for geometry assurance during ongoing manufacturing and took over after the geometry 
assurance engineers and the geometrical assurance analysts. The geometry engineer evaluated 
measurement data in CM4D and planned activities to reach the final demands on the 
complete car. Process technicians’ worked with assembly requirements in the manufacturing 
and with ensuring the process capability and geometry demands on the car body. Equipment 
verification was another unit involved in the geometry assurance process in the 
manufacturing. They performed geometry control of stations, equipment and pallets with 
portable measurement tools to ensure a correct position of locator pins and surfaces. The 
measurement technicians performed offline measurement in measurement rooms to ensure 
that the parts manufactured and assembled in-house were within specification limits. They 
reported discrepancies and measurements that were outside the specification limits to the 
geometry engineers who then traced and took actions to solve the problems (VCC D, 2103). 

5.4.2 Systematic and random errors  
Producing very complex products, such as cars that consisted of approximately 4 000 
components, put great demands on that each component was delivered as specified. When 
designing components it was expected that the variation should spread around the nominal 
value. Although several components usually met the specified nominal value, there were also 
components that shifted from the target. If several components had a mean shift, the 
combination of these caused great problems in the assembly line when the component’s 
tolerance chains did not add up (VCC D, 2013). 
Figure 32 is an example of this by simplifying it to building blocks. The figure shows that 
although the nominal design of a component is desired some variation is still allowed, which 
is illustrated by the stack to the far left with small and large building blocks. If the mean 
value is shifted from the nominal target to the extremes it will produce either the smaller or 
larger building blocks. When assembling the building blocks that are not nominal, the desired 
target will not be met. The figure also shows the piles that represent a larger variation, i.e. it 
mixes the small and the large building block. This shows that variation in itself is not as 
critical as the mean shifts when considering variation. VCC was therefore mainly focusing on 
developing systems that were reducing the systematical errors to zero than reducing the 
spread of the variation to zero (VCC D, 2013). 
 

 
Figure 32. An illustrative example that portraits that mean value shifts has a great effect 

in the assembly process (VCC D, 2013).   
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Systematical errors in the assembly lines 
An interviewee from the R&D department said that the work with reducing the geometrical 
deviations had improved a lot since VCC started to compare actual variation on produced 
components when simulating new solutions. Although an interviewee from the 
manufacturing department confirmed this, the same also said that they still had problems with 
components that had systematical errors in the manufactory. One reason to this was that the 
simulations made in the software program RD&T only were calculated on nominal data, i.e. 
data without systematical errors. It was therefore not possible to do a simulation analysis that 
matched different extreme shifts.  
One interviewee from the manufacturing department also described that they had problems 
with mean value shifts when VCC changed suppliers. Since the manufacturing department 
rarely was informed when the suppliers changed they noticed the population shifts after the 
supplier was switched, which sometimes caused great problems in the production, due to the 
cars needing more adjustments then previously.  

5.4.3 The view on geometry 
Although geometrical assurance was a requirement in order to be able to produce the car, an 
interviewee from the R&D department said that few within the organization had the right 
competence regarding geometry related issues. From the interviews in various departments 
within the organization, it also became clear that the interviewees had a rather narrow 
perspective of what they referred to as geometry. For example, few of the interviewees 
referred to geometrical problems as variations in size or shape, which VCC defines as 
geometry (VCC D, 2103). Instead the interviewees related geometrical variation to gap and 
flush measurements.  
As many of the interviewees referred geometry to the gap and flush measurements that were 
set between components, they also said that geometrical variation mainly concerned the 
esthetics of the car. The interviewees from the manufacturing department also described that 
the esthetics was not something that the customer complained about. They explained that 
when the customer purchased the car they would mainly complain on lost function, for 
example water leakage or if the doors were hard to close, and not on the esthetical appearance 
of the car. However, a study made by the global market research company JD Power, 
presented by one of the interviewees within the styling department, showed that the gap-and-
flush relationship between different components were some of the most critical aspects for 
customers in the luxury segment. This implied that the geometry related to esthetics actually 
was very important for the satisfaction level also when the customers had purchased the car.  

5.5 A cost-driven organization 
A cost is a tradeoff between how much you are willing to give up for goods in gain of others 
(Stiglitz & Driffill, 2000) as mentioned in the theoretical framework. Since the automobile 
industry was rather competitive and strongly dependent on fluctuations in the market, cost 
was a very strong driver within VCC according to one of the interviewees from the R&D 
department.  

5.5.1 Budgets 
As the automobile industry was very dependent on the world economy, it was very important 
that VCC continuously worked with improving the quality in the cars while at the same time 
reducing the costs. Due to this it had been rather hard to get the organization to invest in 
solutions that were slightly more expensive if they could not provide any concrete evidence 
how the solutions would benefit the organization financially according to several of the 
interviewees.   
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One of the interviewees from the R&D department described that there were several reasons 
to this behavior, whereas one reason was that each car project must finance itself. This 
implied that the revenue from one project had to cover the expenses for that specific car 
model. Consequently each car project had very strict budgets that needed to cover all 
expenses. When VCC planned their budgets they used a product driven approach, which was 
divided into two different sections: cost of sales and investments, see Table 10 below. The 
cost of sales included material cost, warranty, freight and labor overhead, whereas the 
investments were facility tooling and launch engineering. Due to the strict budgets it was 
hard to relocate the financial funds between the cost accounts. 
Table 10.  VCC budget structure was divided into two sections, cost of sales and 

investments.  

Cost of sales Investments 

- Material cost (80%) 
- Warranty (5%) 
- Freight (5%) 
- Labor overhead (10%) 

- Facilities tooling (50%) 
- Launch engineering (50%) 

 

Due to the strict budgets and the constant cost savings it had also been hard to get financial 
funds to change design concept or to make investments in better technical solutions and more 
robust designs. One of the interviewees from the quality department stated that VCC were 
mainly focused on the initial price and costs rather than long-term costs. Several of the 
interviewees also implied that VCC were missing an approach to include value-adding 
aspects that were related to the solutions as well and that they only considered the expenses 
when making the decisions.  
An example that illustrates this behavior, given from one interviewee from the styling 
department, was when VCC investigated if they could invest in a new kind of tooling. This 
tooling would change the perception of the car completely and give it a more luxurious 
appearance, which would be value adding for the customer. However, since the cost of 
investing in this solution would have increased the cost of each car with 17 SEK, due to the 
investment cost, the top management rejected the solution since the investment was too 
expensive. This solution could have been used as a carry-over solution in future car models 
and thus counterbalance the initial investment between the models. Furthermore, the 
interviewee also said that although the extra cost would be 17 SEK per car, the solution 
would increase the perceived value of the car with a lot more and that VCC could increase 
the sales price of the cars with a lot more than 17 SEK. 

5.5.2 Supplier selection  
As 80 % of the budget was related to the materials, i.e. the components purchasing price, this 
section will describe how VCC selected suppliers to the components. VCC sourced several of 
their components from different suppliers from all over the world. The suppliers were either 
contracted or integrated into projects in the development stages as co-developers of single 
components or subsystems or later in the bidding process. When making the supplier 
selection, several suppliers were identified and contacted. The suppliers were then evaluated 
on several different criterions such as logistics, deliverability, punctuality, etc. In this process 
the Supplier Quality Management, SQM, was contacted in order to make an analysis of the 
suggested supplier’s abilities to deliver according to specification (VCC D, 2013). 
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According to one of the interviewees in the purchasing department, if two suppliers offered to 
produce a component to the same price, the analysis from SQM becomes a guideline for 
selection. However, if the purchasing department had two suppliers that were both approved 
by the SQM, there was no reason for selecting one supplier that was marginally better than 
the other, since they were both approved by the SQM. In these cases the cost became the 
main driver and no compliance was taken to the suppliers’ capability to produce according to 
specification. When all of the evaluations were performed the supplier was selected and a 
contract was signed between VCC and the supplier that stated that the supplier should deliver 
the components as specified by the drawings (VCC D, 2013). 

5.6 Problems in the manufactory 
Since all of the respondents in the questionnaire stated that geometrical quality failure 
affected the manufacturing, the understanding of how problems were handled and 
experienced in the manufactory was an important cornerstone in this master thesis.   

5.6.1 Errors in the manufactory 
According to the interviewees in the manufacturing department, when errors occurred in the 
assembly line they mainly tried to fix the errors where they occurred. If this was not possible 
they transported the cars to certain repair stations offline where the errors were repaired by a 
specific unit in the manufacturing department. If the problems were not detected online they 
had several control stations that measured the car for irregularities that needed adjustment. 
Previously, VCC used to park many more cars in the yard when they needed adjustment. 
However, according to one of the interviewees, this had changed and nowadays they rather 
stopped the manufacturing and fixed the cars inside the manufactory in order to assure the 
quality for the cars next in line.    

An interviewee from the manufacturing department also described that VCC also had a unit 
that scanned common errors on the market by analyzing the warranty data. If several 
customers complained on the same component an investigation was made in order to assure 
that this error was eliminated from the cars that were going to be manufactured. Fixing these 
errors was sometimes related to smaller adjustments and extra material such as tape, but in 
other cases they needed larger concept adjustment. Some of the larger concept adjustments 
were also performed as Six Sigma projects.  

5.6.2 Esthetical problems 
According to the interviewees in the manufacturing department, many of the geometrical 
deviation problems were related to the esthetical requirements and thus the optical quality of 
the car. The manufacturing personnel was said to spent a lot of time adjusting the 
components in order to meet the specifications limits although they did not have any 
customer complaints on these components. A interviewee from the manufacturing department 
also claimed that these problems could have been reduced if VCC chose better assembly 
processes that reduced the impact of geometrical variation, i.e. more robust assembly 
systems. A best-fit assembly system was referred to as an example of a robust assembly 
system and implied that a semi-automated robot centered a component between two other 
components to make the gap/ flush equal on both sides. This could improve the esthetical 
impression of the car by reducing the operator variation and provide more symmetrical 
assemblies.  
Interviewees both from the styling and the manufacturing departments said that creating 
symmetry was very important for the human eye in order to perceive an object as a high 
quality product. They also said that the human eye does not perceive small differences, for 
example if a gap was 1.5 or 2 mm. Due to this a interviewee from the manufacturing 
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department said that it would have been easier and more time efficient if VCC had invested 
more in best-fit solutions since their customers were not aware of the specifications and 
therefore did not notice the small differences. However, as these solutions were more 
expensive, since they were related to a semi-automated robot or other investments, they were 
rejected when they were proposed due to the cost of investing in these solutions.  

5.6.3 Firefighting approach and bandage solutions 
Rather than initially investing in robust components or assembly systems VCC usually tried 
to manage the problems when they occurred in the manufactory, often by adding extra 
operators to adjust the components. These solutions were also combined with bandage-
solutions, which implied that only the visible problems were solved, even though these 
problems might have been caused by other hidden problems. However, rather than going to 
the root cause of the problems, VCC usually settled with solving the visual effects. Several 
individuals within the organization confirmed this behavior and that VCC had a firefighting 
approach when solving problems. They also said that this was often due to lack of time and 
knowledge in how to solve the problems.  
One example of this was the tailgate trunk lid lamp on the S60 model that was brought up by 
several of the interviewees in the manufacturing department. After VCC divided the 
manufacturing of the S60 model between the sites in Ghent and Torslanda, the manufacturing 
personnel in Torslanda had great geometrical problems with the trunk lid tailgate lamp. The 
problem was not only due to the un-robustness in the trunk lid lamp but also due to 
geometrical deviations in the surrounding components. To handle the problem an extra 
operator was allocated to the assembly line to measure all produced S60 cars and the ones 
that were varying beyond specification were adjusted offline. Nine months after the division 
the personnel still were not certain about the root cause to the variation although the situation 
had improved. 
Nevertheless, placing additional operators in the assembly line and having manufacturing 
engineers continuously working with firefighting was also associated with a cost in the form 
of time. However, interviewees from both the design and manufacturing department said that 
the hundreds of hours they had spent solving the problems and controlling the variation in the 
manufactory was often overseen when making decisions of how to solve the problems. The 
interviewees also said that when considering that these problems usually were handled by a 
group of people including design and manufacturing engineers that sometimes were 
geographically dispersed and also included the travelling costs, the total cost of solving these 
problems was drastically increased. 

5.7 Communication and interaction within the organization 
When asking the interviewees regarding the communication between the different 
departments, they often replied that they wanted more communication and interaction with 
the related departments. The interviewees from the production department for example said 
that the communication between the design department and the manufacturing could have 
been improved in the projects. This could have generated in smarter solutions that would 
have been easier to assemble in the manufactory. Interviewees from the manufacturing 
department also implied that it was very easy for the styling and design departments to make 
complex styling’s since they were not the ones handling the problems in the assembly line. 
The interviewees from the manufacturing department also felt that the components could 
potentially be easier to manufacture if the styling and designer engineers saw how they 
worked in the assembly line, so that they would gain real-life experience that they could use 
when developing new components.  
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The fact that VCC were designing solutions that were hard to assemble in the manufactory 
was also confirmed by an internal study made at VCC that evaluated the complexity when 
assembling the components. Several of the interviewees brought up this study and it 
evaluated the assembling complexity by how different components related to each other 
geometrically. A symmetric-gap relationship was for example easier to assemble than an 
asymmetric-gap-and-flush relationship. All of the possible complexity relationships were 
rated with a number in the study and all of the relationships between different components 
were then rated both for VCC’s and their competitor’s car models. The complexity study 
showed that VCC had almost four times as many complex relationships, which implied that 
VCC had an unnecessarily complex styling in their cars compared to the competitors. 
However, an interviewee from styling department said that although it was very important to 
design cars that could be manufactured, their main product was not the manufacturing of the 
car it was the car. One of the interviewees from the styling department also said it was not 
VCC’s styling strategy to manufacture car models that were very similar to each other, as 
some of their competitors did, but rather that each car model should be specific in their 
styling.  

However, it was not only the interviewees from the manufacturing department that wished to 
have more interaction with the other departments. The interviewees from the design 
department also said that they would appreciate more interaction with the other units in the 
product development to make the development process more efficient. They also believed 
that increased communication would make them more aware of possible problems and that 
they could have taken care of these earlier. Although these problems aspects were 
communicated in the projects, one interviewee from the design department also implied that 
this communication often occurred too late when it was hard to make major alterations.  

5.7.1 Information in quality systems 
Just as the different units within the organization were dispersed and had limited interaction, 
the different quality systems were also very dispersed. VCC had several quality systems 
where warranty cost, scrap cost, manufacturing errors, manufacturing stops and design 
changes could be traced. Different individuals therefore held their share of information 
regarding the costs and errors that occurred. This became evident when the authors of this 
master thesis constantly were referred to different individuals to get information regarding 
the costs and errors.  

During the course of the study it also became apparent that several noise factors affected the 
reliability of the errors and costs. The interviewees from the manufacturing department often 
stated that only 20-50% of the errors that occur online were reported into the quality system 
Atacq. This implied that the errors that were found in the quality system only were a fraction 
of the truth since several undeclared jobs never were reported into the system. There were 
several reasons to this. The Atacq system was for example mainly found in fixed computer 
stations by the assembly lines in the manufactory. Due to this, some of the team leaders/ 
operators did not prioritize to report the errors as they occurred since this could take valuable 
time and attention from the following cars in the line. One of the interviewees from the 
manufacturing department also implied that it was strongly related to the team leaders and if 
they prioritized that the errors should be reported or not.  
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5.8 Summary of findings from VCC 
This chapter has presented the main findings from VCC that lays the foundation to the 
following chapters. VCC had a well-developed product development process that they 
constantly tried to make more efficient. Different units were involved during different stages 
of the process in order to assure that the car was meeting the set requirements. VCC also had 
well-developed processes for both improving their work with quality and geometry, however 
these were sometimes affected by lack of communication between the departments and that 
they were a very cost driven organization. A result of this was that they had problems with 
meeting the requirements in the manufactory.  
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6 Findings from comparative study 
This chapter will present the findings from the comparative study. The comparative study 
was included in this master thesis to gain an insight in how external organizations worked 
with geometry, and also to find successful patterns in the external organization. External 
experts and researchers were also included in this master thesis since it was believed that they 
had great knowledge in how external organizations work since they had conducted research 
projects in several different organizations. The chapter will firstly present the interviewees 
from the organizations and research institutes included in the comparative study. After this it 
will present the findings of the comparative study.  

6.1 Presentation of interviewees 
This section will briefly present the organizations that were included in this comparative 
study and why they were chosen.  

6.1.1 Swerea IVF 
Swerea IVF is a part of the Swerea Group, which is a Swedish industrial research group that 
includes Sweden's industrial research institutes within the fields of materials, process, 
products and production technology. Swerea IVF’s was mainly working with implementing 
new technologies, innovations and best practices into the manufacturing and process 
industries. Swerea IVF was included in the comparative study in order to find new trends 
within the industry but also to gain an understanding of the general knowledge level 
regarding geometry quality failure in the Swedish industry. The interview was conducted 
with two research engineers/ project leaders working at Swerea IVF´s Gothenburg office, 
2013-02-26. 

6.1.2 Lidhs Verktyg AB 
Lidhs Verktyg AB is a Swedish leading tool-manufacturer for sheet metal forming. The 
company was founded in 1969 and has today 47 employees. They had a broad Swedish 
market and approximately 30-40% of their turnover came from export mainly within Europe. 
Their main products were tools for sheet metal forming and their main clients were 
subcontractors for the vehicle industry and consumer electronics. Lidhs Verktyg was 
included in the comparative study, following a recommendation given by the interviewees at 
Swerea IVF, since they were known to work very proactively with geometrical variation. 
They were also very active in research projects to improve their work with geometry.  The 
interview was conducted with the CEO and the quality engineer working at Lidhs Verktyg 
AB at their office in Dalstorp, 2013-03-26. 

6.1.3 Saab AB 
Saab AB is a Swedish aerospace and defense company and was founded in 1937 and has 
today approximately 14 000 employees. Saab AB has five business areas and offers a product 
portfolio that includes the JAS Gripen fighter and unmanned aerial systems. Besides Gripen 
and unmanned aerial systems, one of Saab AB’s specialties is composite material and they 
manufacture aircraft components both for their own aircrafts but also components to Airbus 
and Boeing. Among their customers Saab AB is known for good quality, capability and 
deliverability and Saab AB aimed to be a tier one supplier for these customers. Saab AB 
stated that customers contact them when they wanted to develop a very complex component 
that was difficult to produce. Saab AB was included in the comparative study since they had 
very strict requirements on delivering components that were robust and within specifications 
due to regulatory requirements by the European Aerial Safety Agency, EASA. The interview 
was conducted with three individuals working with geometry and quality assurance, at their 
office in Linköping, 2013-04-25.  
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6.1.4 Ann-Christine Falck 
Ann-Christine Falck holds a Ph.D. within production systems from Chalmers University of 
Technology and has more than 20 years of experience within production ergonomics within 
the manufacturing industry. Falck was included in the comparative study since she had 
performed several projects related to cost of poor quality at VCC. The main focus was 
therefore on cost of poor quality in relation to geometry in the interview held with Falck. The 
interview with Ann-Christine Falck was held at her office in Gothenburg, 2013-03-20. 

6.2 Results of the comparative study 
The foundation of this master thesis lies in the subject’s quality, geometrical variation and 
cost. As previously mentioned, the goal of the comparative study was to get an insight in how 
external organizations worked with geometry and to find successful patterns. The focus of the 
comparative study was therefore on the positive opposites of these subjects, which were 

• Improved quality 
• Decreased geometrical variation 
• Increased profitability 

As improved quality still was a very broad subject it focused on the enablers to this. In the 
interviews, the interviewees often brought up the importance of working proactively in the 
early concept stages and to have good communication. The focus will therefore lie on these 
aspects rather than improved quality in general. Although decreased geometrical variation 
often was a result of focusing on the early concept stages and good communication, another 
enabler that was mentioned by the interviewees for decreased geometrical was the knowledge 
of geometry. When it comes to improved profitability, the main focus lied in how working 
with geometry could enable improved profitability. This section was therefore divided into 
the following areas; focus on early stages and good communication, knowledge of geometry 
and improved profitability. 

6.2.1 Focus on early stages and good communication 
The interviewees from Lidhs Verktyg said that they had seen a great effect in the quality of 
their components as they started to work more proactively with reducing errors in the initial 
stages of the product development. This started when they experienced that it sometimes was 
impossible to produce several of the components as specified by their customers. Due to this 
they started to use a simulation program to visualize why the customers sometimes needed to 
consider the design of their concepts so that could become easier to manufacture. The 
simulations were also performed as a control at Lidhs Verktyg to assure that they could 
manufacture the components. Firstly when the components were robustly designed, Lidhs 
Verktyg started to perform their tool simulations and they were very unique in their strategy 
of working with early simulations. At Lidhs Verktyg they rather spent time adjusting the 
components in the early design phases and with help of simulation programs than in the 
production since it was more efficient to produce components that were right from the start. 
According to the interviewees at Lidhs Verktyg, it was always easier and less expensive to 
make additional simulation loops in a simulation program than to later adjust the tools in the 
production. Making several simulation loops in the early stages was therefore always 
preferable than adjusting them later. Lidhs Verktyg also had a goal to produce their products 
exactly as specified the first time they were produced and the interviewees proudly said that 
they usually met this goal.  
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The interviewees from Saab AB also mentioned that doing things right from the start was a 
very important aspect within Saab AB since they constantly had a numerous regulation 
requirements that they had to meet. The interviewees also said that adjusting the concept was 
very time consuming since all of the components needed approval from EASA, which only 
could be done once a year. It was therefore of great importance to meet all requirements that 
were placed upon the components in the early concept stages. The interviewees from Saab 
AB also mentioned that their customers have fined them when they did not deliver their 
products as specified, which was seen as a very unnecessary cost within Saab AB. Due to this 
they had changed their work approach to work more proactively in the initial stages and 
simulating their components.  

Although it would be ideal to produce components that were easy to manufacture, the 
interviewees from Swerea implied that it was very common that organizations were 
designing products that were hard to manufacture. This since many of the organizations had 
problems with communicating what was possible and realistic to manufacture. The 
interviewees from Swerea also mentioned that several organizations had insufficient lessons 
learned processes. If several organizations developed their lessons learned process the 
interviewees from Swerea believed that the organizations could design components that were 
easier to manufacture.  

The interviewees from Lidhs Verktyg also mentioned that they used to have problems with 
knowing if it was possible to manufacture tools that could produce the product the customer 
had ordered. However, as they started to work with early simulations of their concepts it had 
become easier to detect potential problem areas. Due to the early simulations they had also 
chosen to decline some of offers since it would be too expensive to meet the specifications.  
Another aspect that the interviewees from Lidhs Verktyg brought up was that the customers 
usually were unaware of relevant tolerance setting. As tool-manufacturers, they would have 
appreciated more interaction with their end customers in the automobile and electronics 
industry in order to understand how the components produced with their tool interacted with 
other components. The interviewees from Lidhs Verktyg also believed that by being included 
earlier in the discussions with end customers it would have been possible to improve the 
efficiency in the product development processes since they could have been able to directly 
communicate with the end-customer.  

6.2.2 Knowledge of geometry 
Falck implied that bad geometry was related to a lot and that it was important to learn more 
about geometry. During the last years Falck have preformed several research projects that has 
related geometry to ergonomics and she stated that there was a strong connection between 
how geometry could affect the operators ergonomics. Falck implied that some of the 
adjustments that were made in the manufactories were very demanding for the human body 
and could lead to work related injuries for the operators. Work related sick leave was very 
costly for organizations and Falck therefore said that it always was better to initially invest in 
assembly solutions that eased the affect on the operator than having injured operators. Falck 
also mentioned that work related injuries often were a reason for the employees to quit. As it 
sometimes was expensive to teach some of the operators to perform some of the assembly 
tasks it was often very expensive for some organizations when these employees quit due to 
injuries. Falck therefore implied that bad geometry was related to many hidden aspects as 
well and that it was important to learn more about the cause-and-effect of geometry. 
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According to the interviewees at Swerea, geometrical problems were very common problem 
and that many organizations had hard times fulfilling the specifications. There were several 
reasons to this and the interviewees from Swerea mentioned that the purchasing department 
often had inadequate knowledge of tolerances and sometimes used them as key figures in 
order to lower the purchasing price. Due to this many components often had geometrical 
deviations that affected how easy they were to assemble them in the manufactories. The 
interviewees from Swerea therefore said that it was very important that the entire 
organization had the right knowledge of geometry and the importance of tolerances.  

One interviewee from Lidhs Verktyg stated that they had been very fortunate to have 
employees that had been interested in learning more about geometry. This was also one of the 
main reasons to why they had participated in research projects to improve their work with 
geometry. From these projects they had experienced great results in efficiency and stated that 
they enjoy being in the cutting edge of geometry technology. Due to this, they said that they 
wanted to continue participating in research projects and thus to develop their geometrical 
assurance processes. They also implied that they like to be a part of the development in 
geometry since they experienced great results from it. The interviewees from Saab AB also 
said that it was very important to focus on driving the development of new technologies and 
stated that they annually re-invested 20% of their profit back into their R&D processes.  

6.2.3 Improved profitability 
Although many organizations usually said that they do not have problems with geometrical 
deviation, according to the interviewees at Swerea, a recent study made by Falck and 
Rosenqvist showed that there was a strong relationship between geometry and quality related 
errors. In the research project where Falck and Rosenqvist developed a model for cost-benefit 
analyses and comparison between different assembly solutions (described on page 15) they 
collected a huge amount of data. When analyzing this data, Falck explained that they saw a 
strong pattern between quality errors and geometry, and they estimated that approximately 
70-90% of all quality errors were related to geometry. This was a very interesting finding and 
Falck and Rosenqvist were now working on a new study to confirm this number by including 
more organizations in the study.   
Falck also pointed out that this correlation should be seen as a great opportunity for the 
Swedish manufacturing and process industry to lower their cost of poor quality. The 
interviewees from Lidhs Verktyg, who have seen great benefits in investing geometry, can 
confirm this statement. Although they cannot confirm that they have lowered their cost of 
poor quality by a percentage they stated that it had decreased and that they had become more 
profitable by working more proactively with geometry.   
Furthermore, the interviewees from Saab AB explained that Saab AB previously had an 
approach that they only deliver perfect products. This implied that it sometimes was very 
expensive to deliver the products. However, as they started to widen their customer base they 
noticed that this behavior was not sustainable in order to be competitive. Due to this Saab AB 
started to focus more at developing robust designs that require less rework and scrap in the 
manufactory. This especially since their main product was produced in composite material, a 
material extra sensitive towards geometrical deviation. By developing a more robust 
composite they were able to correct a double error, since it decreased the geometrical 
variation in the final product as well. Therefore, by working more proactively with reducing 
the geometrical deviation in the initial stages, Saab AB was able to lower their cost of poor 
quality. 
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The interviewees from Swerea also said that it was usually easier to make design adjustments 
in the earlier concept stages than when the problems occur in the manufactories, since many 
organizations that the interviewees from Swerea had investigated had “wallet-problems”. 
What they implied with this was that it was very hard to make investments to reduce 
problems in the manufactory even though the investment actually was less than the costs to 
handle the problem since funds were taken from different accounts. The interviewees from 
Swerea also mentioned an example where an organization had a problem that was generating 
a cost of 12 MSEK in over-production. Even though the cost for fix the problem was 
30 KSEK, i.e. only a fraction of the excessive production cost, the interviewees from Swerea 
had a hard time convincing the top management to invest in the corrective action. What the 
interviewees from Swerea meant with this example was that many organizations could 
potentially save money by actually investing in their own processes and thus become more 
profitable. 

6.3 Summary of findings from comparative study 
This comparative study showed that organizations could improve their quality by working 
more proactively in the initial stages to assure that the products were flawless when they were 
manufactured. It also showed that it was possible to highlight problems that might occur in 
the later stages of the product development process by having good communication and 
interaction, both within the organization but also with the suppliers and the tool-
manufacturers. 

The comparative study also showed that some organizations did not have the right knowledge 
of geometry and its meaning in the manufacturing processes. By learning more about 
geometry, organizations as Lidhs Verktyg and Saab AB had seen great gains and they 
believed that it was very important to constantly improve their work with geometry.  

All of the interviewees also said that they had seen a strong relationship between improving 
the geometry and increased profitability since geometry had a strong connection to the cost of 
poor quality. It was also said that organizations could save money by actually investing in 
their own processes. Furthermore, although it mainly aimed to find successful patterns it also 
showed that many organizations had problems with geometry and there was great potential 
for the Swedish industry to become more profitable if organizations improved their work 
with geometry.  
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PART 3: CONTRIBUTION 
 

By using the findings presented in the second part this geometrical quality failure and 
geometrical quality failure cost will be defined. This definition will also be tested with a 
sample test, which is presented in this part. This part will also analyze the sample test to see 
if there is a relationship between the defined geometrical quality failure cost and geometrical 
deviation from the nominal target. Finally this part will conclude the results and give some 
future recommendations.  

Outline 

 7. Geometrical quality failure and geometrical quality failure cost 

 8. Samples result 

 9. Analysis of the relationship between cost and geometry 

 10. Conclusion 
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7 Geometrical quality failure and geometrical quality failure cost 
In this chapter geometrical quality failure and geometrical quality failure cost will be defined. 
The results from the questionnaire will be analyzed and combined with the theoretical 
framework with input from the internal and external interviews in order to formulate the 
definitions. To be able to investigate if the geometrical quality failure cost is related to 
deviation from the designed target value, this chapter will also define a specific VCC 
function of geometrical quality failure cost.  

7.1 Definition of geometrical quality failure 
One part of this master thesis has been to formulate a definition for geometrical quality 
failure, which is also recommended by Sörqvist (1998) who suggest starting with a wide 
definition of quality failure and delimiting the definition to the area of focus. By using the 
theoretical framework and the findings from the case study, the authors of this master thesis 
defined the first version of geometrical quality failure. The respondents of the questionnaires 
were then given the opportunity to comment on the definition and the refined definition of 
geometrical quality failure is presented below: 

Geometrical quality failure is the deviation from the designed target value in 
the component’s size and/or shape that negatively affects the esthetical, 
functional and/or assembly requirements, both for the internal and external 
customer. 

This section will describe how the authors derived to this definition. When defining 
geometrical quality failure it was important that aspects relating to geometry and quality were 
included. When analyzing the theoretical framework, the questionnaires and the findings 
from VCC several points were important when defining geometrical quality failure. 
However, three main points were selected to be included when defining geometrical quality 
failure, these were: 

• Geometrical deviation 
• Conformance to requirements 
• Customer focus 

At VCC, geometry was referred to as the size and shape of the components, and a component 
with good geometry was a component that had little deviation from the designed target value 
(VCC D, 2013). This implies that a component with geometrical quality failure has deviation 
from the designed target values in size and/or shape since they otherwise would be perceived 
as robust design, i.e. of high geometrical quality.  
As the respondents of the questionnaire related geometrical problems to the variation in itself 
rather than systematical errors, the first definition of geometrical quality failure also included 
the word systematic to educate the respondents of the new way of perceiving tolerances. 
Although almost all of the respondents agreed with the first definition, see Appendix 3, some 
of the respondents commented that it was not only systematical deviation from the designed 
value that caused geometrical problems and they implied that all kinds of deviation should be 
included. To make the definition more generally accepted, the word systematical was 
therefore removed in the refined definition of geometrical quality failure presented in this 
section.  
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An aspect that was included in many of the quality definitions was conformance to 
requirements. For example Crosby’s (1979) simple definition “Conformance to 
requirements” and the ISO 9000:2000 (2000) standard “the degree to which a set of inherent 
characteristics fulfills the requirements, i.e. needs or expectations that are stated, generally 
implied or obligatory” (both cited in Bergman & Klefsjö, 2004, p. 23). It was therefore 
important to include conformance, or rather non-conformance, of requirements in the 
definition. At VCC there were three main requirements that the components were designed 
after, these were the esthetical, functional and assembly requirements. As the questionnaire 
showed that the respondents related geometrical problems to all of the requirements and said 
that they were very interrelated it was concluded that all of the requirements would be 
included in the definition of geometrical quality failure.  
Another important topic in the definitions of quality was that they were customer focused 
(Lindström 2008; Dale et al. 2007; Sörqvist 1998). Deming (1986, p. 5) for example stated 
that “Quality should be aimed at the needs of the customer, present and future” and Garvin 
(1984, p. 27) stated that “Quality lies in the eye of the beholder”. All of the respondents in the 
questionnaire answered that geometrical quality failure affected the manufacturing phase and 
a majority answered that it also affected the customer. It was therefore important to include 
both the external and the internal customers in the definition of geometrical quality failure. 

7.2 Definition of geometrical quality failure cost 
Geometrical variation has a high contribution to organizations cost of poor quality. In this 
master thesis a definition had to be established in order to be able to trace the costs related to 
geometrical quality failure and the authors of this master thesis have defined geometrical 
quality failure as the following, 

Geometrical quality failure cost is the extra costs related to achieving the 
esthetical, functional and/or assembly requirements that would be reduced if the 
component was robustly designed and manufactured with small deviation from 
the designed target value. These extra costs include cost of corrective actions of 
errors, scrap cost, cost of design changes, cost of errors found on the market, and 
cost of badwill.  

Since this is a relationship that can be described mathematically the authors have also formulated 
the following function for geometrical quality failure cost:  

GQFC = Cerrors + Cscrap + Cdc + Cmarket  + Cbw  

Where,  

GQFC  Geometrical quality failure cost. 
Cerrors  The cost of corrective actions of errors. 
Cscrap  The scrap cost per item. 
Cdc  Cost of design changes. 
Cmarket  Cost of errors found by the external customer. 
Cbw  Cost of badwill. 
This section will describe how the authors derived to this definition. The definition of 
geometrical quality failure cost was built on the definition for geometrical quality failure and 
besides including geometrical deviation and conformance to requirements in the definition, it 
was also important to include a cost perspective.  
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Sandholm (2001 p.188) defined the cost of poor quality as the "economic losses that would 
disappear if all products and processes would be perfect". According to Sörqvist (1998) the 
costs associated to quality were the costs for achieving quality and the cost that follow when 
the desired level was not reached. Since the respondents of the questionnaire answered that 
geometrical quality failure mainly created problems in the manufactory and at the customer, 
the geometrical quality failure cost mainly followed when the desired quality level could not 
be reached. Sörqvist (1998) divides the costs when the quality level cannot be achieved into 
two fields, internal and external failure costs.  

When comparing the list from Appendix 2 and the findings from the questionnaire it became 
clear that several of these were related to geometry and several of the respondents in the 
questionnaires related geometrical quality failure to errors and scrap in the manufactory. 
During the interviews at VCC it was also discovered that some of the components were re-
designed when the components were in ongoing manufacturing due to non-fulfillment of the 
requirements. Cost of design changes was therefore also included in the general definition of 
geometrical quality failure.  
When the respondents got to comment on the first definition of geometrical quality failure 
cost in the follow-up questionnaire, it did not have the clarification of the costs. Some of the 
respondents therefore said that it was important to include the cost of lost sales and errors on 
the market, see Appendix 3. These were therefore also included in the definition as cost of 
errors found on the market and the cost of badwill. 

7.3 Geometrical quality failure cost at VCC 
To be able to estimate the quality failure cost of a component each of the costs were broken 
down into smaller components. The authors of this master thesis has defined the geometrical 
quality failure costs at VCC to the following:  

GQFCVCC = 2!∙!W (Non ∙!Ton + Noff ∙!Toff) + Cscrap + Cfb + Cem + 2!∙!(Cstops + Ccon 
+ Cmeetings + Cir) + WRSL + Cwarranty + Cbw 

GQFCVCC Geometrical quality failure cost for VCC. 
W Labor cost per time unit. 
Non  Number of quality errors on-line. 
Ton Action time on-line. 
Noff Number of quality errors off-line. 
Toff  Action time off-line. 
Cscrap  The scrap cost per item. 
Cfb Cost of factory blocked cars, area rental, tooling cost and verification cost. 
Cem Cost of extra material. 
Cstops Cost of production stops. 
Ccon Cost of control. 
Cmeetings  Cost of meetings. 
Cir Cost of improvement of robustness. 
WRSL Work related sick leave. 
Cwarranty Cost of warranty/recall/repair of cars distributed to the customers. 
Cbw Cost of badwill. 
The authors of this master thesis were inspired by Falck and Rosenqvist’s (2012) calculation 
model for cost benefit analyses (presented in section 2.6.2) when breaking down the 
geometrical quality failure cost at VCC. However, in contrast to Falck and Rosenqvist’s 
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(2012) cost model that mainly related quality failure to errors in the manufactory, fixed by 
the operators/ manufacturing engineers, this definition also includes costs that are related to 
other departments as well. This section will explain how the VCC specific definition of VCC 
was derived.  

Cost of errors was seen as a cost of rework and adjustments. At VCC, rework could either be 
performed on- or offline. Errors that are fixed online were usually easier to fix and required 
less time than errors that were fixed offline. Falck and Rosenqvist (2012) estimated that the 
average time to solve a problem online was 2.2 minutes, versus an error fixed offline that 
took 20.92 minutes, approximately 9 times longer. Since rework usually consisted of 
adjustments the main cost related to rework was the cost of the operator/ technician fixing the 
problem. 
Geometrical quality failure could also lead to scrap both within the organization and also at 
the supplier. However, when including the scrap cost it is important to know its heritage so 
that it is not related to the logistic, this since the respondents in the questionnaire rated that 
logistics had a small impact on the geometrical quality failure.  
Falck and Rosenqvist (2012) also related blocked cars as a quality failure cost. Factory 
blocked cars were cars that were blocked in the manufactory due to a problem that has been 
discovered and parked in the yard waiting to be fixed. Besides the parking cost, the cost of 
manufactory-blocked cars also included other costs such as the cost of transferring the car to 
the yard and the cost of washing the car when the errors were fixed.    

When the same error occurred frequently in the manufactories or at the customers, VCC had 
a special unit that investigated how the errors could be solved. The problems were sometimes 
solved by adding extra material to the component, such as foam and tape, or by exchanging 
some of the parts, such as the clips, for example.   

When this master thesis was conducted, VCC had changed their manufacturing strategy so 
that they rather stopped the production when crucial errors occurred rather than parking the 
cars in the yard. The cost of production stops was therefore also included as a cost in the 
VCC specific definition of geometrical quality failure. 

At VCC it was discovered that some of the components needed more control that others due 
to unstable components. The trunk lid tailgate lamp on the S60 model was an example of this. 
For this problem they had an additional operator on the assembly line measuring every S60 
model that they would otherwise need if the surrounding components were stable. However, 
it was also related to making additional controls at the suppliers due to geometrical variation 
in the component.  

During the course of this study it was discovered that several of the interviewees spent hours 
in meeting discussing how problems could be solved. These meetings usually consisted of 
several engineers both from the design and manufacturing departments that sometimes were 
geographically dispersed. However, this time was often overseen when making decisions of 
how to solve problems although this cost was constantly increasing the more time the 
engineers spent solving the problems. 

When problems occurred frequently in the manufactory, Six Sigma projects or improvement 
projects were performed. Although they usually were related to some design changes or extra 
material, they were also related to the time it took to solve the problem, which is indicated by 
the cost item cost of improved robustness.  

During an interview with Falck it also became clear that bad geometry had a strong 
relationship to injuries. This implied that hard assemblies or adjustments sometimes were 
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demanding for the human body and could even injure the operators. Cost for work related 
sick leave was therefore also included in the VCC specific definition of geometrical quality 
failure.  
Problems that were detected on the market were often handled by VCC dealers and 
transferred back to VCC in warranty data. This cost also included the cost of recalled cars, 
i.e. the cost of recalling a large amount of cars that all had the same errors. The dealers solved 
these errors as the cars were sold to customers all over the world.  
To include the cost of lost sales, the cost of badwill was also included. The cost of badwill is 
a cost that is virtually impossible to quantify although it has a great affect on organizations 
profitability (Businessdictionary, 2013).  

Furthermore, the costs that were related to time spent handling problems could also be seen 
as a loss of value-adding time. This cost could be seen as a double cost since the time fixing 
problems could have been used for value adding activities. This is also aligned with the 
results presented in the questionnaire that implied that geometrical quality failure caused 
project delays. The cost of lost value adding time could either be seen as a cost as itself, 
however the authors of this report chosen to multiply all of the cost related to time 
individuals spend solving the problems with a factor of two. 

7.3.1  Tracing the costs in VCC quality systems 
For the following cost analysis the equation that was presented the previous section will be 
used. This section will describe how the VCC specific cost can be traced in their quality 
systems and therefore also indicate which costs that were used in the cost analysis. VCC had 
several internal quality systems were used to register quality problems. These systems were 
either directly connected to the component’s article number, or found in a more general 
system where the problems were related to several components.  

Cost of errors online / offline 
The cost of errors was identified by using the internal quality system Atacq. By using the data 
that was available in the system, the authors of this master thesis identified three methods to 
estimate the cost of errors online and. These were: 

• Method 1: Theoretical  
• Method 2: Actual time 
• Method 3: Experience 

The theoretical model, method 1, was based on Falck and Rosenqvist’s (2012) study that 
states that problems that are fixed online takes approximately 2.2 minutes to fix and problems 
online takes 20.92 minutes. As mentioned in the methodology chapter, Atacq can provide a 
lot of information related to the problems that were detected in the factories. For the 
theoretical method the car type (which car model it was), the Atacq item description (what 
kind of error it was), closing station and date was used. By using the closing station an 
estimation of the time it took to fix the errors could be made by connecting it to if it was a 
station that was a part of the assembly line versus if it was a fixing station offline. This time 
was then traced back to the different car types and into the specified time and multiplied with 
the wage of an operator. 
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The actual time model, method 2, was based on the time stamp that is documented in Atacq. 
In Atacq it was possible to specify when the problem was discovered and when the problem 
was solved. By taking the delta between these times it was possible to see how much time it 
took to correct the problems. This time was then multiplied with the wage of an operator. In 
this analysis the car type, Atacq item description, time stamp open and time stamp closed 
were used.  

However, during the analysis two unrealistic scenarios were discovered. The first one was 
that the difference between time stamp open and time stamp closed lasted for several days. 
As it was assumed that an operator would not work on a single problem for several days the 
time was set to 20.92 minutes for these scenarios, based on Falck and Rosenqvist’s (2012) 
study, and instead of an cost for fixing errors this extra time was set as a parking cost. The 
other scenario was when the time stamp open was equal to the time stamp closed. In these 
scenarios it was assumed that these errors occurred online when the team leader reported 
several errors that have occurred during a time period at the same time. In these cases the 
time was set to 2.2 minutes based on Falck and Rosenqvist’s (2012) study.  
The third method, experience, was to ask operators/ technicians in the manufactories in order 
to get an approximate time for each Atacq item description and multiply this time with the 
wage of the operator/ technician that corrects the error.  

Parking cost 
Although it was stated in the interviews held with the interviewees within the manufacturing 
department that they rather stopped the production than set cars on the parking lots, it was 
discovered that the time delta could be open longer than 18 hours, which represents a 
working day. In these scenarios it was believed that the cars were transported to the yard and 
thus inferred a parking cost. The Atacq items that were open longer than 18 hours were 
therefore set as a parking cost by multiplying the amount of days they were parked with the 
daily rent of a parking space.  

Scrap cost 
By identifying the article numbers related to each component the scrap costs could be 
identified in the quality system WERA. However, as WERA does not include why the 
component was scraped it was excluded from this cost calculation since it could be due to 
other reasons than geometrical deviations in the component. 

Cost of production stops 
VCC has a web based computer system that collects data regarding the production stops. As 
data concerning production stop only was saved for 3 months in the computer systems, the 
cost of production stops were excluded from this cost calculation.  

Cost of control 
The cost of control was not collected in any of the quality systems and was therefore given by 
the interviewed interviewees if the investigated samples were related to extra controls.  

Cost of meetings 
Since it was hard to correctly estimate the cost of meetings this cost was excluded from this 
cost analysis. 
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Cost of improved robustness 
As VCC worked by the principles of Six Sigma and Lean there are several continuous 
projects with the aim to reduce common errors within the errors. Since the cases that were 
followed up in these cost analyses were not based on these kinds of projects this cost is 
excluded from this cost analysis.  

Cost of extra material 
The material coordinators in the manufactory could give the cost of extra material, such as 
foam or tape. However, since these were not assembled in all of the components and were 
hard to trace back to specific component models, this cost item was excluded from this 
master thesis. 

Work related sick leave 
Since work related sick leave is hard to trace back to a single component it was excluded 
from this cost analysis. 

Cost of warranty 
From VIDA the article numbers that were related to the components were identified. It was 
also possible to identify which error descriptions that were related to these components. This 
was then traced in the warranty data that was collected from the organizations quality system. 
Although the quality system can provide plenty of information, the information that was used 
in the warranty analysis was the car type, online month, item number, main operation 
description, and error cost (material and labor). For each car model and each time period, the 
cost related to adjustments or replacements due to failure of the component were calculated.  

Cost of badwill 
As earlier mentioned, the cost of badwill is a variable cost dependent on how much goodwill 
the organization has. Since the cost of badwill is not quantifiable and also almost impossible 
to trace the cost of badwill to single components, the cost of badwill was excluded from the 
cost data.  

7.4 Summary of definitions 
The first two research questions in this master thesis aimed to define geometrical quality 
failure and geomatrical quality failure cost. These definitions has been formulated with the 
responses from the questionnaire and theoretical framwork as the basis in this chapter. The 
interviews that has been performed both internal and external respondent has also affected the 
formulations. The geometrical quality failre was deined as the following:  

Geometrical quality failure is the deviation from the designed target value in 
the component’s size and/or shape that negatively affects the esthetical, 
functional and/or assembly requirements, both for the internal and external 
customer. 

Furthermore, the corresponding geometrical quality failure costs were therefore defined as:  

Geometrical quality failure cost is the extra costs related to achieving the 
esthetical, functional and/or assembly requirements that would be reduced if the 
component was robustly designed and manufactured with small deviation from 
the designed target value. These extra costs include cost of corrective actions of 
errors, scrap cost, cost of design changes, cost of errors found on the market, and 
cost of badwill.  
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This relationship is also expressed by the following function: 
GQFC = Cerrors + Cscrap + Cdc + Cmarket  + Cbw  

A more specific function that mirrors all the costs that VCC encounter due to 
geometrical quality failures was also formulated in order to investigate the 
relationship between the defined quality failure cost and deviation from the designed 
target value. As all of the cost items that were identified could neither be found nor 
quantified, only a few of the items will be used in the cost analysis. The VCC specific 
formula is presented below and the cost that were found in VCC quality systems and 
quantifiable are marked in bold.  

GQFCVCC = 2!∙!W (Non ∙!Ton + Noff ∙!Toff) + Cscrap + Cfb + Cem + 2!∙!(Cstops + Ccon 

+ Cmeetings + Cir) + WRSL + Cwarranty + Cbw 
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8 Samples result 
This chapter will present the result from the cost and geometrical analysis that has 
investigated with four samples. First the criterion’s for selection of samples will be described 
which will give the reader a fare background for the cases and the analysis. Then the samples 
will be presented, the problem with the samples will be described and highlighted. A two-part 
analysis will also be presented in this chapter. The first part has been a cost analysis and the 
second part has been a measurement analysis.  

8.1 Criterion’s for selection 
As this project is carried out as an investigation, the authors of this master thesis have tested 
the theories on four samples that have been chosen with the help from interviewees at VCC. 
The samples have been discussed with manufacturing personnel, designers and the member 
from the RDnT unit to investigate relevant samples with a geometrical complex problem. The 
samples either selected due to ongoing problems in the manufactory or on the basis that they 
had several customer complaints in the aftermarket. When selecting the samples for the cost 
and geometrical analysis they were selected with the following criterions:  

1. It was a problem with one or more of the components that was mounted on to the car 
body that was affecting the manufactory.  

2. The problem was somehow geometrically related, i.e. the component in itself or its 
surrounding components had geometrical deviations.  

3. The component was solid. This criterion was important because if the material was 
stretchable the operator that mounted the component on the car would not have 
problems making the component fit into a space larger than the upstretched 
component. Components made with fabric or flexible materials that could be fitted in 
to a problem area by stretching were rejected. 

4. The problem had to affect the fulfillment of at least one of the three design 
requirements (esthetical, functional and/or assembly) due to the definition of 
geometrical quality failure.  

The knowledge of the problem areas has been collected from interviews with personnel from 
the manufacturing department, design department and the RDnT unit. They were also 
discussed with the industrial supervisor for further insights.  

8.2 Sample presentation 
This section will present the four samples with a functional description of where and how the 
component is supposed to function when it is mounted onto the car. This is followed by a 
problem explanation of why and how the component causes problems either for the internal 
or external customer. 

8.2.1 Sample 1 – Sunroof 
A sunroof is a fixed or operable window ceiling in the car that is installed in approximately 
40% of all manufactured Volvo cars. The function of the sunroof is to open the ceiling to get 
fresh air, sun and feel the wind in your hair while sitting in the passenger compartment and 
can be manually operated or motor driven. 
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The sunroof is placed above the passengers’ head and therefore it is important that it is air 
and watertight so that they do not get cold air or rainwater in the coupé when the sunroof is 
closed. Also, it is important that the sunroof is aligned with the exterior roof because 
otherwise wind noise could occur while driving which could possibly disturb the passengers 
during the ride.  
VCC had several different suppliers of sunroofs. All of the suppliers delivered the sunroofs as 
part assemblies where all of the components were assembled into one module and Figure 33 
is an illustration of the components that were included in the sunroof module. 

 
Figure 33. An illustration of the different part components in the sub assembled sunroof 

(VIDA, 2013). 

The sunroof module was delivered to VCC’s manufacturing sites, where they were installed 
in the cars with a robot and then the operator positioned the sunroof in the hole in the roof. 
The assembled sunroof was tested in a water test and also audited on its esthetical 
appearance, i.e. evaluated from the prospective customer’s perspective. These tests were 
made in order to make sure that the sunroof was water tight and that the customer was not 
disturbed by any esthetical differences between the car roof and the sunroof.   

Problem explanation 
The interviewees from the manufacturing department said that they always have had 
customer complaints on the sunroofs that were geometrically related. The customers mainly 
complained on water leakage and noise disturbances, which usually were related to the front 
corners of the sunroof. 
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8.2.2 Sample 2 – C-capping 
The c-capping is a decor panel that is attached either with clips or screws on the rear door, 
parallel with the c-pillar, the pillar between the rear door and the trunk window. See Figure 
34 for an illustration of where the decor panel, number 8, is mounted on the car body side. 

 
Figure 34. An illustration of where the c-capping, number 8, is mounted on the car body 

side (VIDA, 2013). 

The c-capping did not have a special function, instead they raised the esthetical impression of 
the car and made the glass in the rear door and the trunk window flow together. The c-
capping was either attached with screws or clips on the door.  

Problem explanation 
Problems with the c-capping that had clips solutions were discovered when customers started 
to complain about that they were detached when the car was washed in automatic carwashes. 
This led to a deeper investigation by the manufacturing personnel who discovered that the 
capping was not within specification when they were delivered from the supplier. The 
component also had form deviations on the edges that are meeting the c-pillar.  

From the supplier’s side there was problem with the form of the capping. The capping was 
produced in a thin metal material that was springily and it was therefore difficult to achieve 
the correct form and thus the specification limits. When the supplier measured the component 
it was held in a fixture and pressed down in the corners instead of just resting in the clips. 
This measuring process has been misleading VCC to believe that the supplier delivers correct 
components that are meeting the specifications limits.  

8.2.3 Sample 3 – Rear bumper 
Law regulates all vehicles to have both a rear and a front bumper, and Figure 35 is an 
illustration of the rear bumper and its placement on the car. Bumpers have two main 
functions. First of all it is to prevent that vehicles or humans slide in under the car in the 
event of an accident with smaller cars, bicycles, mopeds and/or pedestrians and animals. It is 
designed to allow the car to sustain an impact without damage to the car. The bumpers are 
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not designed to reduce injury to vehicle occupants in high-speed impact, but are increasingly 
being designed to mitigate injury to pedestrian struck by cars. Law also regulates the height 
and the placement of the bumper to ensure that if vehicles of different heights are in an 
accident the smaller vehicle will not slide in under the larger vehicle. Secondly it is for 
esthetical reasons, to cover the undercarriage and improve the esthetical impression of the car 
as to seem lower and closer to the ground, which are thought to attract customers.  

 
Figure 35. An illustration of the bumper and where it is mounted on the car body (VIDA, 

2013). 

Two operators simultaneously mounted the rear bumper onto the rear end of the car by 
placing the bumper into a number of brackets on the car body. The operators also had the 
option to use a rubber hammer to make the fit into the middle bracket if they did not have the 
strength to push the bumper into the right position. 

Problem explanation 
Problems with the bumper were mainly detected in the assembly process. The bumper fitted 
perfectly into the two brackets on the sides but there was problem fitting the bumper into the 
middle brackets. When the bumper was mounted and fitted into the brackets, a form 
deviation usually remained towards the surrounding components and the car body. The 
operators could to some extent adjust this with the rubber hammer. Around the brackets 
where the bumper was mounted, a small sink was visible and with this, a certain stress could 
arise over the brackets and could detach the bumper from its brackets where it was attached. 
This could either occur later in the assembly line or when the customer used it.   
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8.2.4 Sample 4 – Spoiler 
The spoiler is a device that is mounted on the tailgate off station wagons. See Figure 36 for 
an illustration of the spoiler and where it is placed on the car. The intended design function is 
to spoil unfavorable air movement across the car when in motion, usually described as 
turbulence or drag. On some models the brake light are also integrated in the spoiler. 

 
Figure 36.  An illustration of the spoiler and where it is mounted on the car body (VIDA, 

2013).  

Problem explanation 
There were several issues with the spoiler on the different models. The spoiler was for 
example manufactured in different material for the different car models. One model was 
robust due to the material properties that made the spoiler more rigid. Another spoiler model 
had a poor reference system, which caused problems on the edges of the spoiler but also with 
parallelism towards the roof. The supplier of this component also had great issues with 
delivering the product within specifications and the supplier measured the component in a 
different position than how it was mounted on the car.  

8.3 Presentation of cost data 
This section will present the cost data that has been collected from VCC’s different internal 
quality systems. Three different calculation methods were used to analyze the collected data; 
the different methods were further described in section 7.3.1 and the data was collected from 
the different quality systems that were explained in section 3.3.1. In method 1 numbers from 
the findings of Falck and Rosenqvist (2012) were used to calculate the costs for error handled 
online and offline, whereas method 2 was based on real numbers of the errors extracted from 
VCC’s quality system Atacq. Method 3 was based on the experience and knowledge of the 
manufacturing personnel that had estimated and kept track of the quality problems that has 
been adjusted on and off the assembly lines. The third method was only used for the sample 
with the spoiler due to the fact that the car models analyzed are relative new and they were 
adjusted off line where the operators did not have access to Atacq.  
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8.3.1 Sample 1 – Sunroof 
The cost related to the sunroof was calculated for four different models: V60, V70, XC70 and 
S80, where the models V70 and XC70 had the same sunroof and car body, these cost were 
therefore accumulated. During the investigated period of two years, 64 452 cars were 
produced with an installed sunroof for the selected models.  
All of the models had several errors both within the manufacturing site but also on the after-
market. Table 11 below shows a summary of the costs. All of the cost items can be found in 
Appendix 6. In Appendix 6 the majority of the costs were derived from warranty. The 
warranty data only contained errors that were related adjustments of the sunroofs. This 
implies that errors such as noise and leakage related to the moldings were excluded from the 
cost even though a geometrically defected sunroof could have affected these. Table 11 shows 
that the sunroof on the V60 model was associated with higher costs than the sunroofs on the 
V70, XC70 and S80 models for method 1. It also shows that the costs were higher for method 
1 compared to method 2, although the costs related to the S80 were higher in method 2. The 
sunroof on the S80 model was therefore more expensive than the sunroof on the V70 and 
XC70 models for method 2. 

Table 11. A summary of the costs related to the sunroof, it presents both of the methods. 
The table shows that the sunroof on the V60 has higher costs per car with both 
models however the S80 is the cheapest model for Method 1 while for method 
2 it is the sunroof on the V70 and the XC70.  

  !! Method!1! Method!2!
Model Number!of!errors! Total!cost! Cost!/!error! Cost!/!car! Total!cost! Cost!/error! Cost!/!car!

V60 !70!!!!! !24!349!! !348!!!! !2.57!!!!! !20!271!!!!! 290!!!!! !1.63!!!!!

V70 & XC70 !7!!!!! !15!130!! 2!161!!!!! !0.93!!!!! !12!094!!!!! !1!727!!!!! !0.74!!!!!

S80 !19!!!!! !5!602!! 295! !0.86!!!!! !9!438!!!!! 496!!!!! !1.26!!!!!

 

8.3.2 Sample 2 – C-capping 
The costs related to the c-capping were calculated for four different models, V60, V70 XC70 
and XC90, where the V70 and the XC70 had the same c-capping, these costs were therefore 
accumulated. During the investigated period of two years 298 276 cars of the selected models 
were produced. Since each car had two c-cappings, one on each side, it was assumed that 
both of the sides are equally bad and the geometrical quality failure cost was therefore 
divided by two.  
Table 12 summarizes the costs and all of the cost items can be found in Appendix 6. 
Although the cost of fixing the problems were on a similar level in the manufactory and the 
warranty data for the XC90 model, there were four times as many errors within the 
manufactory than in the warranty. For the other models, the V60, V70 and XC70 the main 
costs were related to warranty costs. Comparing method 1 and 2 showed that the two models 
rank the costs in the same way, although method 2 has higher costs than method 1.  
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Table 12.  A summary of the costs related to the c-capping, it presents both of the 
methods. The table shows that the c-capping on the XC90 has higher costs per 
car with both models. 

!! !! Method!1 Method!2 

Model Number!of!errors Total!cost Cost!/!error Cost!/car Total!cost Cost!/!error Cost!/car 

V60! 150! !74!618!! !497!! !1.41!! !137!353!! !916!! !2.59!!

V70!&!XC70! 43! !10!819!! !252!! !0.18!! !28!803!! !670!! !0.48!!

XC90! 728! !262!191!! !360!! !7.39!! !349!623!! !480!! !9.86!!

 

8.3.3 Sample 3 – Rear bumper 
The costs related to the rear bumper were calculated for three different models, V60, V70 and 
XC70. During the investigated period of two years 227 352 cars were produced and data 
related to these cars that was used in the cost calculations. !
Table 13 shows the summarized cost and all of the costs can be found in Appendix 6. 
Compared to the other samples, the majority of the costs for the bumper were related to errors 
within the manufactory. There was for example only one warranty claim for poor fitting on 
the bumper on the V70 model and four on the XC70 model. It was also seen that the cost 
were only marginally lower for method 1 compared to method 2 and that they had similar 
cost structures, i.e. the model that was most expensive for method 1 was also most expensive 
for method 2.  

Table 13.  A summary of the costs related to the rear bumper, it presents both of the 
methods. The table shows that the rear bumper on the XC90 has higher costs 
per car with both models. 

!! !! Method!1! Method!2!

Model! Number!of!errors! Total!cost! Cost!/!error! Cost!/car! Total!cost! Cost!/!error! Cost!/car!

V60! !641!! !151!006!! !236!! !2.85!! !156!170!! !244!! !2.94!!

V70! !64!! !14!367!! !224!! !0.42!! !40!174!! !628!! !1.18!!

XC70! !33!! !6!861!! !208!! !0.26!! !6!979!! !211!! !0.26!!

 

8.3.4 Sample 4 – Spoiler 
The geometrical quality failure cost related to the spoiler was calculated for two models, the 
V40 and the V60. As the production of the V40 started in 2012, the costs used for the V40 
model were collected during a period of 6 months and then doubled so that it would cover a 
year to make it comparable. As the V40 model was produced in Ghent, the third method was 
used for this calculation. It was estimated that 10% of the produced cars needed adjustment 
and 100% of the V40 cars went through an additional control. During this period of time 29 
692 V40 models were produced. The geometrical quality failure costs related to the V60 were 
collected during the year 2012. During this period 55 140 cars where produced.  
Table 14 shows a summary of the cost related to the spoiler and all of the cost items are 
presented in Appendix 6. The costs related to the V60 model were caused by errors in the 
manufactories and there are no warranty claims on the spoiler for the V60 model. The spoiler 
on the V40 was associated to costs both within the manufactory and also several warranty 
claims.  
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Table 14.  A summary of the costs related to the spoiler. For the spoiler on V40 the costs 
are calculated with the third method and for the V60 they are calculated with 
the first two methods. The table shows that the costs related to the V40 model 
are higher than the cost related to the spoiler on the V60 model. The * 
indicates that this data is a result from method 3. 

  !! Method!1!  Method 2 
Model!  Number of errors  Total!cost Cost!/!error Cost!/car Total!cost Cost!/!error Cost!/car 

V40! 6456! !410!777*!! !64*!! !6.92*!! !410!777*!! !64*!! !6.92*!!

V60! 64! !6!288!! !98!! !0.12!! !8!488!! !133!! !0.17!!

 

8.4 Presentation of geometrical data 
Although the respondents in the questionnaire stated that the geometrical variation outside 
the tolerances is the worst, this geometrical analysis has not focused on these points since this 
is related to the old view of tolerances. It has rather identified the extreme points that had the 
maximum mean shift. This was also due to the fact that VCC had problems with mean shifts 
in their components that were affecting the manufactory. For these points a loss value was 
calculated by the following function,  

Loss = mean2 + standard deviation2 = μ 2 + σ2 

Where the mean (!) and standard deviation (!) were collected from CM4D, which was 
VCC’s measurement program (also described on page 21). Since the geometrical variation in 
these samples had several origins, the corresponding point on the car body was also 
investigated. The loss was also calculated for the corresponding measurement points.  

As mentioned in the methodology chapter, some mean shifts combinations were seen worse 
than others. For example a high-low relationship was worse than a high-high or a low-low 
relationship since a high-high relationship could work in symbiosis and reduce the effects of 
geometrical deviation. Table 15 illustrates this with a flush example, where the lines illustrate 
different components. The table shows that a mean shift towards a high-low relationship will 
have a greater visual effect than for example a high-high relationship, since the delta between 
the components will be larger. When calculating the combined loss for the measuring the 
direction of the mean shifts were therefore included. 

Table 15.  An illustration of how the direction of the will affect the combined loss. 

 
 
This section will only present the combined loss for each sample, for the values for the 
components mean shift, direction, standard deviation, and loss see Appendix 7. 
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8.4.1 Sample 1 – Sunroof 
On sunroofs, leakage and noise was usually related to the front corners of the sunroof. 
However rather than selecting one of these, the center point was selected. This since the 
geometrical variation had the similar behavior in this point as in the corner points. The same 
point was also identified on the car body. As the customers generally complained on water 
leakage and noise that usually was related to that either the hole is too big or the sunroof was 
too small, the gap measurements were collected.  
Table 16 shows the combined loss for the different models. It shows that the V60 had the 
highest loss and that the S80 had the lowest loss. As seen in Appendix 7, the sunroof on the 
V70 and XC70 had a higher loss as a component, however since the relationship between the 
car body and the sunroof was more favorable, the combined loss for the V70 and XC70 
model was lower than the V60, which actually had a better component.  

Table 16.  The estimated loss for the rear bumper where the red color indicates the 
highest, the yellow the intermediate loss and the green color the lowest loss. 

Model Loss 
V60  3.01     
V70 & XC70  2.56     
S80  1.65     

8.4.2 Sample 2 – C-capping 
As mentioned in the problem description, the c-cappings flew off on the models that are 
related to the clips attachments in the carwash. As the brushes in the carwash do not affect a 
gap relationship between the window and the c-capping, a flush measurement was 
investigated. The measurement points that were investigated were placed on the top edge of 
the c-capping since the bottom of the c-capping was fixed by the door and there was therefore 
more force that held them in place. Although the c-cappings were placed on the door, they 
were more affected by the formation of the glass rather than the positioning of the holes 
according to one of the interviewees from the R&D department. Due to this the door was 
excluded from this analysis since the corresponding points on the window could not be 
identified. The right side was selected by random since it was assumed that the c-cappings on 
each side were equals. 

Table 17 below presents the loss for the c-capping on the right side. It shows that the c-
capping on the XC90 model had the highest loss and the V70 and XC70 modes had the 
lowest loss. As seen in Appendix 7, only the V70 and XC70 models had an inner flush. This 
could be seen as a better direction in this case since an inner flush measurement indicated that 
the c-capping was pressed towards the door while an outer flush indicated that the c-capping 
was directed from the car door, making it easier for the brushes in the carwash to come in 
between and tear off the c-capping. 
Table 17.  The estimated loss for the c-capping where the red color indicates the highest, 

the yellow the intermediate loss and the green color the lowest loss. 

Model Loss 
V60 1.1 
V70 & XC70 0.2 
XC90 1.6 
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8.4.3 Sample 3 – Rear bumper 
As the bumper was mainly related to several esthetical problems in the production there were 
several aspects that can affect the geometrical deviation. This geometrical analysis selected to 
investigate the relationship between the bumper and the car body since it had many errors 
related to the flush on the left side in Atacq. A flush relationship between the bumper and the 
car body on the left side was therefore investigated.  

The combined loss for the bumper and the car body is presented in  
Table 18. From Table 18 it can be seen that the V60 model had a higher loss than the V70 
and the XC70 model. From Appendix 7 it can be seen that this loss was due to a high loss for 
both the bumper and the car body on the V60 model. In this case all of the models had mean 
shifts in the same directions. The direction had therefore no effect a specific combined loss 
more than the others.  

Table 18.  The estimated loss for the rear bumper where the red color indicates the 
highest, the yellow the intermediate loss and the green color the lowest loss.  

Model Loss 
V60 2.27 
V70 1.35 
XC70 1.22 

8.4.4 Sample 4 – Spoiler 
The spoiler was mainly related to esthetical and assembly problems in the production. As the 
spoiler on the V40 model had some form deviations that is causing the edges of the spoiler to 
deviate, this geometrical analysis was focused on the measurement points on the edges 
towards the car body. A flush measurement on the left side of the spoiler was investigated for 
these points. A flush measurement was selected since an interviewee from the design 
department said that the problems were mainly related to fulfillment of the flush requirements 
on both sides and the left side was selected by randomness in this analysis. 

Table 19 presents the combined loss for the spoiler. Table 19 shows that the V40 had a higher 
loss compared to the V60 model. This was mainly due to a high loss value for the spoiler as a 
component as shown in Appendix 7.  
Table 19.  The estimated loss for the spoiler where the red color indicated a higher loss 

than the green color.  

Model Loss 
V40 10.25 
V60 6.62 

8.5 Summary of sample results 
This chapter has presented the four samples, sunroof, c-capping, rear bumper and spoiler. 
These have been introduced with a small problem description and the criterions for selection. 
Also, the results from the two analyses, the cost analysis and the geometrical analysis, were 
presented in this chapter. In the cost analysis three different methods were used to calculate 
the costs associated with geometrical quality failure. Where method 1 is calculated with 
numbers based on the study made by Falck and Rosenqvist (2012), method 2 is calculated 
with numbers extracted from VCC´s internal quality system Atacq. The third method is based 
on the experience and knowledge of the manufacturing personnel who has estimated and kept 
track of the quality problems that was adjusted during the period of investigation. For the 
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majority of the models calculated on for the different samples, method 2 resulted in higher 
costs.  

In the geometrical analysis Taguchi´s loss function was used to calculate the cost inferred by 
both the variation spread and the deviation from the designed target value. Both the mean (!) 
and standard deviation (!) were collected from CM4D, which was VCC’s measurement 
program and hold all measurements made on each component used in the analysis. Also, in 
the calculations for the combined loss, the direction of the mean shift was taken into 
consideration.  
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9 Analysis of the relationship between cost and geometry 
This section will analyze the results both regarding the cost data but also the geometrical 
deviation. It will also combine the data from the two analyses in order to see if there is a 
relationship between the defined geometric quality failure cost and deviation from the 
designed target value calculated with Taguchi’s quality loss function.  

9.1 Cost data 
When comparing the total cost and the cost per car for method 1 and method 2 it was shown 
that they were rather similar. The cost per car differed 0.5 SEK per car on an average. The 
greatest difference was seen in sample 2, the c-capping, where the c-capping on the XC90 
model was 2.5 SEK more expensive for method 2. The difference might have been that the 
errors took more than 2.2 minutes to fix although the alterations were made online. Another 
possible reason to the higher costs is that this time also included the time it took to transport 
the car to the closing stations where the car was repaired.  

Sörqvist (2004) stated that the cost of poor quality is exponential and it is extremely 
expensive to correct errors after they had been delivered to the customer. However, since the 
cost of errors in-house were related to a cost that was a multiple of two, since this time could 
be used on value adding activities for the organization, it could be seen that the cost of fixing 
the problems in-house were more expensive than initially though. This could imply that the 
geometrical quality failure cost does not show an exponential curve. This was shown in the 
example with the bumper and the spoiler on V60 models where the warranty cost was lower 
than the in-house costs. These components, the rear bumper and the spoiler, were however 
mainly related to esthetical features. As shown in the findings at VCC the interviewees had a 
mixed view regarding esthetical problems. Some interviewees said that this was not 
something that the customers cared about when they had purchased the car while others 
claimed that it was one of the most important aspects for VCC’s customers also after the 
purchase. However, since esthetics was very important when the customer purchased the car, 
esthetical errors were assumed to have a strong relationship to badwill and the customer’s 
resistance to purchase the car. The cost of badwill is assumed to be a very high cost although 
it is not quantifiable. If the cost of badwill was quantifiable and included in the geometrical 
quality failure cost, it probably would have a more exponential appearance. Furthermore, 
when comparing the samples that were mainly related to functional problems, such as the 
sunroof, with Sörqvist’s (2004) exponential cost curve it clearly shows that there is a 
relationship between the development phase an the geometrical quality failure cost. It can 
therefore be assumed that the geometrical quality failure cost also have an exponential form 
if all costs were included.  

Only some of the identified geometrical quality failure costs were presented in the cost data. 
It is therefore impossible to tell how high the total geometric quality failure cost would be if 
all cost items were included. However, as the geometrical quality failure cost was related to 
the amount of errors that was related to the component, it was also believed that the non-
identified costs were related to the error rate. They had for example had many more meetings 
regarding the problematic models than the models that were running smoothly in the 
manufacturing. Therefore it was assumed that the relationship between the models would be 
the same if all cost items were included in the geometrical quality failure costs.  
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Although the authors of this report have tried to portrait the cost data as accurate as possible 
there were factors that could have affected the results. For example it would have been ideal 
if all of the three methods were used for all of the samples to show that the cost relationship 
applied between the models when using all of the methods. However due to limited amount 
of time this was not possible. Another factor that has affected the results was that it was only 
based on the errors that were reported into Atacq. From the interviews, several of the 
interviewees claimed that 20-50% of the errors that were found online were reported into the 
system. Due to this there are several undeclared jobs that were not included in these 
calculations. The costs that were presented in this report can therefore be seen as the lowest 
geometrical quality failure costs that were related to these components.  

9.2 Geometrical data 
Within the theory, tolerances were usually seen as a single input to the geometrical system 
and common cost tolerance models such as the ones presented by Cheng & Maghsoodloo 
(1995) and Taguchi (1993) usually only included one measurement when relating geometry 
to cost. However, two things that greatly affected the loss values were the directions and the 
combination of the loss values. For example, the sunroof on the V70 and XC70 models had a 
worse components when only comparing the component loss, however as the relationship 
between these components was more preferable to reduce the gap and the combined loss 
became lower. When comparing the loss for the sample component and the combined loss it 
was also seen that they did not always correspond. The bumper on the V60 model had for 
example the lowest component loss among the different bumper models while it had the 
highest combined loss. This showed that the measurement directions and the loss of the 
component in it self and the surrounding components had a great impact on the final loss. 
When making the geometrical analysis the extreme values for the mean shifts were identified. 
It could also be argued that a mean value of all relevant measuring points could have been 
used in this geometrical data analysis. Although this potentially could have confirmed the 
relationship it was also believed that the directions of the measurements would have affected 
the results making the mean values lower than the actual values since the different directions 
could cancel each other out. The mean method was therefore excluded from this geometrical 
analysis.   

An aspect that could have affected the results was the lack of data on the components in 
CM4D, the system VCC use to collect measurement data. As mentioned in the methodology 
on page 24, it was not required that all of the suppliers delivered measurement data to the 
system. Due to this the measurement data found in CM4D was assumed to be true, even 
though the data was very old in some instanced. The c-capping on the V70 and the XC70 
models was for example dated to 2007 and the c-capping on V60 to 2011. As implied by the 
interviewees at VCC, even small systematical deviations from the nominal target can affect 
the processes in the manufactories. It would therefore have been ideal if all of the 
measurements had been up to date and saved for a longer period of time to fully portrait the 
reality.  
Another aspect that could have affected the results is which side that was investigated in the 
geometrical analysis. Since the different car models had no consistency in which side that 
was related to more errors, the sides in the investigations were chosen by randomness. If both 
sides would have been included it could have affected the results both in the cost analysis and 
for the combined loss, making them more accurate. However, this combined loss value of 
both sides would not have any reality anchoring since the measuring points were independent 
of each other. The sides were therefore selected by randomness.  
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9.3 Relationship between cost and geometrical data  
In Table 20 below the results both from the cost analysis as well as the geometrical analysis 
are combined. The table shows the failure rate (which is the number of errors divided by the 
produced cars times 1000), the cost per car for the both methods (where M1 represents 
method 1 and M2 method 2) and the loss. The table shows that it was a clear correlation 
between the geometrical quality failure cost per car and the loss for all of the components, 
with the exception for the sunroof calculated with method 2.  
 
Table 20.  A compilation of all of the samples that was included in the cost analysis and 

the geometrical analysis. The table states the investigated, components, 
models, the cost per car using three different methods (where the * indicates 
that the cost is calculated with the third method) and loss. The red lines 
indicate that it is the worst alternative and the green lines indicate the best 
alternative. 

 Component Modell M1: Cost per car M2: Cost per car Loss 

Sunroof V60  2.57   1.63   3.01  

  V70 & XC70  0.93   0.74   2.56  

  S80  0.86   1.26   1.65  

C-capping V60  1.41   2.59   1.10  

  V70 & XC70  0.18   0.48   0.20  

  XC90  7.39   9.86   1.56  

Bumper V60  1.42   1.47   1.96  

  V70  0.21   0.59   1.28  
  XC70  0.13   0.13   0.97  

Spoiler V40 & XC40   6.92*   6.92*   10.25  

  V60  0.06   0.08   6.62  
 
Although this sample analysis is only made on four components it indicates that there was a 
clear relationship between the cost per car and the loss. This can be seen by comparing the 
ranking of the cost and loss for the models in each component.  

However, the cost of other components cannot be predicted using this specific data since 
there was no internal correlation between the components. When calculating the loss factor in 
comparison to the cost, Taguchi (1993) had a constant in his function, which is defined as the 
cost of a defect component divided by the tolerance, see the equation below: 

k = Cost!of!a!defective!product!outside!tolerance
tolerance!  

The cost of different components should not be the same due to different complexity in 
components but the cost of different component models should be similar. However, when 
comparing the cost per defect, which was presented in the cost data, the average cost per 
defect varied even within between the models for the same component. The geometrical 
quality failure cost for fixing a sunroof on the V70 and XC70 models was for example seven 
times higher than the S80 model.  
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If these costs would have been more stable it is assumed that these could be used to calculate 
the tolerance in Taguchi’s quality loss function. However, these tolerances would not be the 
same as the tolerances that are given to the suppliers, i.e. the technical tolerances, but rather 
the tolerances that indicate when the mean value shift had generated in a cost, i.e. when an 
action needed to be made in order for the component to meet the design requirements. This 
could therefore be seen as economical tolerances that are related to the concept and should be 
constant for the same components since similar components have similar requirements. If the 
economical tolerances were known they could be used in order to determine when the 
components needed to be adjusted in the manufactories.  

9.4 Usage of relationship 
This master thesis has confirmed that there was a relationship between cost and geometrical 
deviations the four samples that were investigated. The following section will present how 
this relationship can be used, based on the results from VCC but also the comparative study. 
The found relationship is suggested to be used as a communication tool within VCC in 
negotiations and also to educate the importance of working proactively with geometry. Since 
the relationship between geometrical quality failure cost and deviation from the designed 
target value only was investigated at VCC the following aspects will mainly be directed to 
VCC. However, if other organizations perform a similar study and come to the same results it 
is also believed that it could be used for these aspects in their organizations as well.  

9.4.1 Negotiations 
As this master thesis showed that there was a relationship between geometrical quality failure 
and increased costs, this relationship could provide arguments to why VCC should invest in 
more robust concepts. Söderberg et al. (2006) described that variation had several causes, and 
mainly related to the component variation, assembly variation and the design concept. Due to 
this it is believed that the relationship could be used when selecting between different design 
concepts, suppliers and assembly solutions to illustrate that a component/ supplier/ assembly 
system that is associated to a higher loss value actually could be associated with a higher total 
cost as well.  
This master thesis mainly focused on the robustness of the component. However several 
other aspects also contribute to the geometrical variation. Assembly variation was for 
example also causing geometrical deviations according to Söderberg et al. (2006). As VCC 
had problems fulfilling the esthetical requirements in the manufactory due to un-robust 
assembly systems, the manufacturing department could also use this relationship in order to 
make arguments to why they could invest in best-fit solutions. As these solutions usually 
were related to a semi-automated robot it is also assumed that the work related sick leave 
could decrease due to less constrained assembly processes, implying that there are more 
benefits with investing in robust assembly system than just the reduced adjustment cost.  

Having concrete evidence that investments would pay off was said to be a very important 
aspect by the interviewees at VCC to get approval for investments. The relationship could 
potentially also enable easier decision making processes regarding concept/ supplier/ 
assembly system selection, since the engineers would have concrete facts that robustness 
could lower the total cost. More efficient communication in these questions could potentially 
also be an enabler to decrease the product development time to 36 months by 2020.  
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To gain maximum effect this relationship should be used as early in the product development 
as possible, as Sörqvist (2004) stated that the costs have an exponential form, which also was 
implied in this master thesis. This was also confirmed in the comparative study where Lidhs 
Verktyg for example stated that they had improved their profitability by working more 
proactively with simulations and geometry in the initial stages to assure that the components 
were possible to manufacture. Saab AB also stated that making the components perfect in the 
initial stages had lowered their total cost, and that they thus rather spent time adjusting the 
concepts in the initial stages to achieve this.  

This master thesis also showed that many organizations had problems with “wallet-problems” 
and did not have a long-term perspective when making decisions, which was confirmed both 
by the interviewees at VCC and Swerea. This relationship could therefore also be used in 
order to communicate the importance of having a long-term perspective in negotiations 
regarding concepts, suppliers or assembly systems and not only to compare the initial 
purchasing price.  

9.4.2 Education 
Furthermore, as all of the external interviewees in the comparative study said that decreased 
geometrical deviations was related to increased profitability this relationship could also be 
used in order to communicate the importance of educating the employees about the 
importance of continuously working with improving geometry. The comparative study 
showed that not having the right competence regarding geometry was very common in the 
industry and the interviewees from Swerea mentioned that there were individuals within 
external organizations that were unaware of the importance of tolerances. Many 
organizations had therefore used tolerances as key ratios in negotiations to lower the 
purchasing price.  

It was also shown that the employees at VCC had inadequate knowledge in geometry. This 
was firstly indicated in the questionnaire where the respondents were very dispersed in their 
answers. However it was also implied in the interviews at VCC since many had a rather 
narrow view of what geometry was and the interviewees mainly related it to gap and flush 
measurements, although the term geometry referred to the size and shape of the component 
(VCC D, 2013).  

However, this relationship could not only be used to communicate that VCC needs to educate 
their employees about geometry. It could also communicate the importance of designing 
components that are easy to manufacture. An internal study that evaluated the complexity in 
geometrical relationships showed that VCC had an unnecessarily complex styling. This 
relationship could therefore be used to educate the styling engineers that the styling of their 
components had a great impact on how easy they were to produce in the manufactory and to 
encourage them to consider the manufacturing process when developing. Taguchi (1993) also 
argued the same and implied that components did not need to be more expensive if the initial 
system and parameter design was made more robustly designed. 

Educating the styling engineers in robust designs also has several positive impacts on the 
sustainability. If they developed more robust designs it would be possible to reduce scrap 
within the manufactory, which have a great impact on the environmental sustainability. The 
questionnaire also showed that robust design was associated to adjustments in the 
manufactories. Some of the adjustments that were made in the manufactory was very 
constraining for the body and could cause work related sick leave. Robust design therefore 
also has a great impact on the social sustainability and the employees’ wellbeing within VCC. 
Furthermore as the comparative study showed that geometrical deviations had a strong 
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relationship to cost, VCC could also become more economically sustainable and profitable by 
developing more robust designs.  

Furthermore, a recent study made by Falck and Rosenqvist, introduced in the comparative 
study, also showed that 70-90 percent of all the quality related errors were related to 
geometry. As VCC is one of Sweden’s foremost organizations to work with geometry related 
questions this relationship could also be used as a driver for them to continue to work with 
reducing the geometrical quality failure both internally and externally towards their suppliers 
and make them even more competitive.  

9.5 Summary of the analysis of the relationship between cost and geometry 
This chapter has analyzed the cost data and the geometrical data and then combined the cost 
and geometrical data to see if there was a correlation between the defined geometrical quality 
failure costs and geometrical deviation from the designed target value. The analysis showed 
that they were the models that were related to higher geometrical quality failure costs also 
had a higher loss value, implying that there is a relationship between the defined geometrical 
quality failure costs and geometrical deviation from the designed target value.  
This chapter also included an analysis of how this relationship could be used and it was 
suggested that it should used as a communication tool in negotiations when selecting between 
components and suppliers to show that selecting a component with a higher loss value could 
also lead to higher geometrical quality failure costs from a long-term perspective. It was also 
believed that this relationship could be used in order to educate the employees within VCC 
about the importance of working with geometry and to develop robust designs.   
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10 Conclusion 
This chapter will conclude the results of this master thesis by referring to the research 
questions in the introduction. It will also give some general recommendations to VCC and 
how they could improve their organization and finally it will suggest some future studies that 
have been identified during the course of this master thesis.  

10.1 Concluding the research questions 
The objective of this master thesis was to investigate the relationship between quality failure 
cost and geometrical deviation from the designed target value. In order to do this four 
research questions were stated. These were: 

1. How can geometric quality failure be defined? 
2. How can geometric quality failure cost be defined? 
3. Is there a relationship between the defined geometrical quality failure cost and 

geometrical deviation from the designed target value? 
4. If so, how can organizations use this geometrical deviation- to-cost relationship? 

By combining the results from the questionnaire and the theoretical framework the 
definitions for geometrical quality failure and geometrical quality failure cost could be 
defined to the following: 

Geometrical quality failure is the deviation from the designed target value in the 
component’s size and/or shape that negatively affects the esthetical, functional 
and/or assembly requirements, both for the internal and external customer. 

The corresponding geometrical quality failure costs can therefore be defined as: 

Geometrical quality failure cost is the extra costs related to achieving the esthetical, 
functional and/or assembly requirements that would be reduced if the component 
was robustly designed and manufactured with small deviation from the designed 
target value. These extra costs include cost of corrective actions of errors, scrap 
cost, cost of design changes, cost of errors found on the market, and cost of badwill.  

By using the definition, data for calculating the geometrical quality failure cost was collected 
for four samples that had geometrical deviations from the designed target values. For these 
samples a geometrical analysis was performed in order to estimate the geometrical deviation 
from the designed target value where. The geometrical data was calculated with Taguchi’s 
quality loss function in order to gain a value that was comparable between the different 
models. In this value the measurement direction and the corresponding component was 
included. A comparison between the loss values and the geometrical quality failure costs per 
car showed that there is a strong relationship between the additional costs and the calculated 
loss for the investigated samples. Due to this it was concluded that there was a relationship 
between geometrical quality failure cost and geometrical deviations from the target.  
Since the interviewees working with geometrical deviations found it difficult to give 
arguments for why VCC should invest in more robust designs and better suppliers/assembly 
systems, this relationship could be used as a communication tool in negotiations. The 
relationship could also be used in order to educate organizations about the importance of 
geometrical deviation and to decrease the geometrical defects in order to become more 
profitable.  
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10.2 Recommendations to VCC 
This master thesis has stated that there was a relationship between geometrical quality failure 
and geometrical deviations from the designed target value. It is therefore recommended that 
VCC use this relationship in concept, supplier and assembly solution negotiations, and also to 
educate the organization about the importance of working with geometry and creating robust 
designs. In order to be able to use this relationship to predict future costs, VCC is 
recommended to make a more comprehensive study where more samples are included to 
group different components that have similar costs and losses. By doing this the geometrical 
quality failure cost can be predicted solely on the calculated loss. 
As VCC had several different quality systems where the data regarding the costs and the 
errors were collected it is also recommended that VCC collect all of the data in one IT 
system. In order for this system to show all of the cost related to a component it is also 
suggested that they include the costs that were not included in this mater thesis, such as the 
cost of meetings and the cost of work related sick leave, in the IT systems as well. This in 
order to provide a fairer picture of how many extra costs some components actually 
generates.  

In order for this data to be as correct as possible it is also suggested to VCC that they remove 
some of the noise factors in their quality systems. There were for example many errors that 
never were logged into Atacq. By introducing hand-held computers, it would be easier for the 
team leaders/ operators to log these errors and it is assumed that errors would be reported 
more accurately.  They are also recommended to make sure that they receive measurement 
data from all of their suppliers, this to ensure that the right noise factors are excluded when 
investigating the root cause.  
As the interviewees in the manufacturing department sometimes experienced that the errors 
they brought up were not taken as serious as problems that were related to customer 
complaints it is also suggested that VCC sets a cost on how much an error costs in Atacq. By 
concretizing the errors with a cost, it might become more evident that even small adjustments 
in the manufacturing are related to a cost. Since there were a great number of errors that 
incorrectly logged in the quality systems, it is suggested that VCC uses the theoretical 
method described in this master thesis. This method implies that an error takes 2.2 minutes to 
fix online and 20.92 minutes to fix offline. This number can be used until the data becomes 
more accurate, both in regards to the time it takes to make the adjustments and the amount of 
errors.  
When all of the information regarding the components is collected in the same IT system it is 
believed by the authors of this master thesis that it would become easier to use this 
information to improve current components and reduce the errors that they are inferred with. 
It is therefore suggested to VCC that this information should be brought back to the early 
concept stages when it is easier to make concept adjustments. By collecting all of the 
information in one IT system, it could also be used to visualize the problems that the various 
departments were experiencing with the concept and thus increase the interaction between the 
departments in order to solve these. Increased integration and communication was also 
something that was desired by several of the interviewees and very crucial from a cost 
perspective in order to reduce the errors that were associated with unnecessary costs. Lidhs 
Verktyg also mentioned that they as tool-manufacturers would have appreciated more 
interaction with their end-customers in order to assure that all of the requirements were 
included and initially understood. Increased interaction in the entire chain is therefore 
recommended to VCC in order to make the product development process more efficient. This 
could also make VCC’s supply chain more sustainable by reducing scrap and rework. 
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As this master thesis has emphasized, although some component initially are cheaper to 
purchase or produce, it could become more expensive to fix the problems that are associated 
to these problems in the manufactory and at the customer. A final recommendation to VCC is 
therefore that they have a more long-term perspective when making decisions regarding 
concepts, suppliers and/or investments. This could potentially lower the total cost and also 
make them more profitable by initially reducing problems. Having a short term perspective 
and “wallet-problems” was very common within organizations according to the interviewees 
at Swerea, and by working with a more long-term perspective VCC could thus not only 
become more profitable but also more competitive.  

10.3 Future research 
As already mentioned in the recommendations to VCC, this sample test only included four 
samples. In order to be able to state a general relationship between different component 
groups, more samples needs to be investigated. Furthermore, this master thesis was only 
focused to VCC, by making similar studies in other organizations it would be possible to 
strengthen the relationship and thus make it more generally accepted in the industry. It would 
also be interesting to include a several units in the supply chain when calculating the cost to 
since the suppliers probably also have a lot of scrap and rework within their organization.  
As few components were measured in only one point, it would also be interesting to 
investigate how to use Taguchi’s quality loss function when comparing components rather 
than measurement points and also how to include the direction of the geometrical deviation 
as well. Besides highlighting the importance of direction, this master thesis has also 
introduced the concept of economical tolerances, the specification limits that in some way 
will motivate a corresponding action. It would therefore be interesting to investigate the 
relationship between the economical tolerances, the ones that generate in a cost, and the 
technical tolerances, the tolerances that are given to the suppliers.  
To be able to predict the relationship between geometrical deviations from the designed 
target value and the geometrical quality failure cost in initial stages of the product 
development process would of course be the ultimate goal. However in order to do this it also 
puts great demand on having efficient IT systems that can compile information regarding the 
geometrical quality failure cost and geometrical variation in the one IT system. Another 
aspect that could be further investigated is therefore how an IT system of this kind could be 
built in order to combine both geometrical variation and costs. 
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Appendix 1: Statistical explanations  

Since this subject is closely related to statistics some of the most common terms will be 
presented below. The definitions are taken from an internal VCC document issued by Lilja 
(2001).  

Target value  
The target value is the mid-point of the tolerance zone except in the case of unilateral tolerances 
with a maximum value (such as imbalance, run-out, form tolerances) where the target value is 
zero, see Figure i. The target value is, from a functional point of view, the expected ideal value of 
a property, and it is the value around which the process variation should be centered.  

 
Figure i. Illustration of target value. (Lilja, 2001) 

Mean value 
Mean value is the arithmetic mean. 

Spread  
Spread is the area within which 99, 73 % of the results occur, which is located so that 0,135% 
fall outside each side of the respective tolerance limit (± 3s at standard distribution). 

Standard deviation  
Standard deviation is a measure of the average square deviation between the individual 
results and the mean value. 

Nominal distribution 
There is always a variation in processes and if the process is under control these variations 
will become continuously distributed by randomness, a distribution that is called normal 
distribution.  
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Appendix 2: Quality failure costs 

Quality failure costs can be divided into two categories, internal and external failure cost. The 
following quality failure costs are taken from Junes (2012).  
 
1. Internal failure cost 

1.1. Product/service design failure cost  
1.1.1. Design corrective action 
1.1.2. Rework due to design changes 
1.1.3. Scrap due to design changes 
1.1.4. Production liaison costs 

1.2. Purchasing failure cost 
1.2.1. Purchased material reject 

disposition costs 
1.2.2. Purchased material replacement 

costs 
1.2.3. Suppliers corrective action 
1.2.4. Rework of supplier rejects 
1.2.5. Uncontrolled material losses 

1.3. Operations (product or failure cost) 
1.3.1. Material review and corrective 

action costs 
1.3.1.1. Disposition cost 
1.3.1.2. Trouble shooting  or 

failure analysis cost 
(operations) 

1.3.1.3. Investigation support cost 
1.3.1.4. Operations corrective 

actions 
1.3.2. Operations rework and repair 

costs 
1.3.2.1. Rework 
1.3.2.2. Repair 

1.3.3. Re-inspection/ retest costs 
1.3.4. Extra operations 
1.3.5. Scrap cost (operations) 
1.3.6. Downgraded end-product or 

service 
1.3.7. Internal failure labor losses 

1.4. Other internal failure costs 
 

2. External failure costs 
2.1. Complaint investigations/ customer 

or user service 
2.2. Returned goods 
2.3. Retrofit costs 

2.3.1. Recall costs 
2.4. Warranty claims 
2.5. Liability costs 
2.6. Penalties 
2.7. Customer/ user goodwill 
2.8. Lost sales 
2.9. Other external failure costs
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Appendix 3: Results from the questionnaires 
This appendix will present the results from the questionnaires and is divided into four 
sections. The first two sections present the internal and external respondents answers 
to the first questionnaires that were used as a foundation to define geometrical quality 
failure and geometrical quality failure cost. The last two sections present the answers 
from the follow-up questionnaires that were sent to the respondents and they could 
comment on the first definitions of geometrical quality failure and geometrical quality 
failure cost. As the questionnaires were sent out in Swedish, the questions and the 
respondent’s answers will also be presented in Swedish.  
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Internal respondents 

Bakgrundsinformation 

Vilken organisation tillhör du? 

 

Kvalitet 9 28% 

Inköp 3 9% 

Produktion/ beredning 8 25% 

Konstruktion 7 22% 

Audit 0 0% 

Provning 1 3% 

Utomstående 4 13% 

Är du? 

 

Chef 7 22% 

Ingenjör 16 50% 

Administratör 0 0% 

Annat 9 28% 

Kan geometrisk variation skapa problem? 
 

 

Ja 31 97% 

Nej 1 3% 

Vet inte 0 0% 

Geometrisk variation 

Vad stämmer bäst överens med din definition av ett geometriskt problem? 

 

Systematisk avvikelse från det nominella 17 22% 
Variation inom toleransgränserna 19 24% 
Formavvikelse 15 19% 
Utfall utanför toleransgränserna 27 35% 
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Vad kan geometrisk variation leda till? 

 

Inget 1 1% 

Nöjdare kunder 2 1% 

Extra kostnader 27 18% 

Materialbrister 13 9% 

Kortare ledtider 1 1% 

Stabilitet i processer 3 2% 

Extra arbete 26 17% 

Projektförseningar 22 14% 

Kassaktioner 27 18% 

Kundklagomål 30 20% 

Var ger utfallet av geometrisk variation problem? 

 

I konceptfasen 9 12% 

I konstruktionsfasen 13 17% 

I produktionsfasen 31 40% 

Hos kund 25 32% 

Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist 

Vad är geometrisk kvalitetsbrist orsakad av? 

 

Inget 0 0% 

Designen 22 13% 

Konstruktionen 29 17% 

Materialvalet 26 16% 

Leverantörens process 29 17% 

Logistiken 14 8% 

Monteringsprocessen 24 14% 

Operatörerna 21 13% 

Annat 1 1% 

Om annat, vad? 
− Vad är skillnaden på designen och konstruktionen? Mer om bidrag: Olika osäkerheter och 

osäkerhetsbidrag vad gäller specifikationsoperatorer och verifikationsoperatorer och deras 
överensstämmelser. 

Vad anser du de flesta problem med geometrisk kvalitetsbrist är kopplade till? 

 

Estetik 10 32% 
Montering 7 23% 
Funktionalitet 14 45% 
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Redogör gärna för ett exempel på detta 
- I motorrummet centreras komponenterna mellan omgivande komponenter. Dessa klarar inte 

givna toleransgränser utan tillgängligt utrymme får räcka. Resultat blir att man i många fall får 
konflikter som ger skav till läckage/kortslutning med funktionsbrist som konsekvens. - 
Baksäte på V70 har alltid geometriproblem kopplat till fällning och låsning av baksätesrygg. 
Detta blir funktionsbortfall hos kund i någon form, endera blir det svårt att få ryggen låst eller 
så kan flaggan visa falskt öppen låsning, ger en irriterad kund. En kvalitetsbrist kan leda till en 
utebliven funktion eller egenskapsavvikelse 

- Spel och passningar, oljud 
- På exteriör är det oftast kopplat till hur saker och ting "ser ut" map passning och spel. 
- Monteringens cykeltid varierar mycket över tid och skapar variabel kvalitet. Vilket i sin tur 

förorsakar varierande funktionalitet. 
- I projekt fas är det mycket eststik men över tiden påverkar det mycket funktionalitet som 

egentligen är värre för kunder. ex vändande sidorutor påverkas av geometrisk variation. 
- Kan t.ex nämna plast/gummikomponenter i fab rik med tejp som attachment, dessa lösningar 

ger väldigt ofta launch störningar pga av att geometrierna avviker vilket en tejp ej kan ta upp, 
följden blir att vi får ta in dyra lösningar i fabrik som att prima/limma, påverkar mantid och 
investeringar samt att det inte ger en god kvalite´till kund 

- Inget exempel, däremot en fråga. Vad är er definition på geometrisk kvalitetsbrist? Och, anser 
ni, att det är en skillnad mellan kvalitetsbrist och kvalitetsbristkostnad? De flesta problem med 
geometrisk kvalitestbrist är kopplade till estetik. De flesta problem där vi får stora 
kvalitetsbristkostnader på grund av geometri är kopplade till funktion. 

- HjulvinkelinställningEgentligen är det svårt att svara entydigt på fråga 8 men störst kostnader 
orsaker en geometrisk kvalitesbrist om den slår igenom på produktens funktion, och ju senare 
den upptäcks ju mer kostar det antingen i direkta kostnader för att åtgärda felet eller i förlorat 
anseende hos slutkunden. 

- En modern syn på osäkerheter talar om en lång kedja som måste hålla ihop både virtuellt och 
fysiskt. Alltifrån en funktion som ska korrelera med och övergå i en specifikation och i s.k. 
specifikationsoperatorer som sedan övergår i verifikation och i sk.k verifikationsoperatorer. 
Där verifikation består av metodosäkerhet och implementeringsosäkerhet (läs mätutrustning 
och mätmetod) och där summan av dem är den s.k. mätosäkerheten. Spel och passningar 
mellan komponenter. Det är även i höggrad funktionalitetsproblem som är värre för kunderna. 

Vad är värst?    

 

Variationen i sig 22 71% 

Systematiska lägesfel 6 19% 

Vet ej 3 10% 

Anser du att en grundlig orsak/ verkan-analys utförs i tillräcklig omfattning vid 
geometriska problem? 

 

Ja 4 13% 

Nej 23 74% 

Vet ej 4 13% 

Om nej, varför inte? 
- Ser dagligen att det brister i analys, speciellt i produktion. Man vi gärna ha judgement på 

problem utan att förstått orsaken till problemet och ofta är det variationer eller nominella fel 
som är orsaken. 

- Otillräcklig kunskap hos de som ska göra root cause analys. Dålig förståelsr för mätdata. 
- Vi ärver fel från plattform till plattform. Vi har för få resurser för att göra jobbet. Vi 

konstaterar att det blir jobbigt och problematiskt men sen sluter vi inte loopen genom att hitta 
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en lösning som fungerar. Vi har inte ett komplettbilsangrepp utan tar system för system. Vi 
kan inte våra leverantörers verkliga utfall, troligen kan de inte det själva i utvecklingsfasen. Vi 
vet inte vårt systems verkliga utfall i bil utan går på en "antag-att"-nivå. 
Monteringsvariationen på ex.vis kablage är helt fel antagen. 

- Oftast beroende på tidsbrist i sena projekt lägen Ressurser och förståelsen för vikten av rätt 
geometri 

- För låg kunskap hos leverantörer och inom väggarna. 
- För många har åsikter och tycker För många kockar till soppan Tid - problemet skall lösas fort 

heldre än rätt 
- Resursproblem 
- Brist på kompetens. Kompetensbrist och brist på systematik hos leverantörer av komponenter. 

Bristande kompetens på R&D avseende process variationer i leverantörernas processer. Detta 
får konsekvenserna att konstruktionerna inte alltid ger dugliga system. Vidare måste man 
tidigt i konceptfas definiera bas och slav komponent. 

- Enligt senaste rön är 87% av alla kvalitetsproblem kopplade till geometri i någon mening. 
80% av dessa kommer från dålig positionering av detalj, fixtur, maskin, verktyg, komplexitet 
och okunskap om samverkan dessa emellan. 

- I slutet av ett projekt sätter man ibland målvärde och tillåter ett läge som inte överensstämmer 
med den urspungliga modellen. Analys av monterbarehet görs ofta men andra egenskaper som 
vindbrus analyseras inte tillräckligt. I denna analys skall även variation över tiden beaktas. 

- Analyser görs, teoretiska beräkningar går ihop men utfallet visar ofta annat, detta vet vi med 
oss, ändå erbjudes dåliga lösningar i många nyvagnsprojekt eller att det tillkommer tejp t.ex 
under projektets gång pga av att vi har geoavvikelser som man beräknar att tejp ska lösa! 

- Vi har störst fokus vi att släcka bränder och stoppa flödet ut ur produktion. VI har inte tid att 
hitta orsaken till problemet utan tvingas gå vidare till att lösa nästa problem. 

- Oftast hittar man lokala kedjor och missar sammanhanget till övriga funktioner. 
- Snabbfixar prioriteras istället för att gå till botten med problemet. Ofta saknas ett systematiskt 

analysarbete pga att man skyller på att det tar för lång tid, vilket gör att man kanske drar på sig 
än mer kostnader istället. 

- Vi använder oss av både, Ishikawadiagram, 5-varför CP/CPK, Tol1 & Tol2, Nelson rules. 
Men ofta har vi inte tid eller pengar för att fullfölja våra beslut.(sen så glömmer vi ofta att 
dokumetera våra beslut). 

- Nej, inte alltid och det beror säkert på flera olika orsaker. Men en viktig sak är att man inte har 
tillräckligt med systematiskt insamlad data och kompetens nog att genomföra grundliga 
analyser med moderna statistiska metoder. Detta är inte generellt, vissa företag är extremt 
duktiga på detta och har hög kompetens, medans andra ligger på en väldigt låg 
kompetensnivå. 

Graderingsfrågor 

Vilken inverkan har dessa alternativ på geometrisk kvalitetsbrist i komponenten? 
 

Designen    

 

1 2 6% 
2 2 6% 
3 11 35% 
4 6 19% 
5 10 32% 

Konceptlösningen 
   

 

1 0 0% 
2 0 0% 
3 5 16% 
4 10 32% 
5 16 52% 
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Materialvalet     

 

1 1 3% 
2 5 16% 
3 8 26% 
4 12 39% 
5 5 16% 

Toleranserna    

 

1 2 6% 
2 5 16% 
3 5 16% 
4 8 26% 
5 11 35% 

Geometrisk variationen     

 

1 1 3% 
2 0 0% 
3 7 23% 
4 11 35% 
5 12 39% 

Leverantörens process    

 

1 0 0% 
2 0 0% 
3 11 35% 
4 12 39% 
5 8 26% 

Logistiken    

 

1 9 29% 
2 12 39% 
3 9 29% 
4 1 3% 
5 0 0% 

Monteringsprocessen    

 

1 2 6% 
2 5 16% 
3 12 39% 
4 8 26% 
5 4 13% 

Operatören    

 

1 3 10% 
2 7 23% 
3 13 42% 
4 5 16% 
5 3 10% 
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Förslag på alternativ som inte är listade 
- Svetspåverkan (krymp, förvridning mm) 
- Det handlar ju om hur konceptet ser ut. -Är designen svår så syns geometriska avvikelser. -Är 

materialval, leverantörsprocess, toleranser och monteringsprocess ej omhändertagna i 
konceptet så vet du inte hur utfallet blir. Är det däremot hanterat så har man inte några 
problem. Ibland finns inte utrymme att hantera dessa faktorer och då blir det förr eller senare 
ett problem. Konsekvenserna är ofta svåra att förutse. -Logistiken kan skapa problem som är 
kopplade till väder, temperaturer, lagringstider eller exvis hantering snabbt efter 
producerandet (ex-vis missar att låta komponenten kallna efter formsprutning). Dessa problem 
kan ge geometriproblem som är svåra att analysera och förutse. 

- Geometrisk variationen kommer alltid att finnas. Frågan är mer hur stabil och duglig 
processen är. 

- Materialhantering inklusive ompackning av komponenter. Material hanteras inte med samma 
kvalitetskänsla i monteringsprocessen som hos leverantörer. Detta gäller tex lister. Brister i 
systematisk geometriuppföljning i leverantörers processer. Kompetens brist hos leverantörer 
avseende processtyrning (SPC) 

- Kunskap om konsekvenserna emellan de uppräknade då utväxlingen av 
kvalitetsbristkostnader är beroende av var i produktframtagningsprocessen man upptäcker 
dom respektive var dom uppstår och var man kan åtgärda dom. Upptäckten sker alltid efter det 
att dom uppstått, ju senare åtgärden utförs destå dyrare blir det. Löpande geometrimätning, 
uppföljning 

- Produktkostnad, inköp. Med för stora besparingskrav på komponentpris tvingas vi öka specar. 
- Egentligen vill jag nog påstå att det är samverkan mellan ovanstående faktorer som har störst 

inverkan och att man har fått ihop samspelet. Ett exempel: snäva toleranser är inget problem 
om man valt ett material med liten spridning och en tillverkningsprocess med liten geometrisk 
variation. Pss så kan ett bra konstruktionskoncept gör att man "tål" variationen från en viss 
process men ofta brister kedjan nånstans så att man t ex inte är villig att betala för en 
tillverkningsprocess med en viss spridning eller att man inte är villig att betala för ett 
tillräckligt bra material. 
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Ranka de alternativ som bidrar till att förbättra den geometriska kvaliten 

1 - Störst bidrag    

 

Leverantörens process 3 10% 
Högre inköpspris 0 0% 
Snävare toleranser 0 0% 
Robust design 28 90% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 0 0% 
Valet av material 0 0% 
Monteringsprocessen 0 0% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 0 0% 

2    

 

Leverantörens process 8 26% 
Högre inköpspris 0 0% 
Snävare toleranser 3 10% 
Robust design 2 6% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 12 39% 
Valet av material 4 13% 
Monteringsprocessen 2 6% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 0 0% 

3    

 

Leverantörens process 4 13% 
Högre inköpspris 3 10% 
Snävare toleranser 3 10% 
Robust design 1 3% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 7 23% 
Valet av material 6 19% 
Monteringsprocessen 7 23% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 0 0% 

4    

 

Leverantörens process 10 32% 
Högre inköpspris 1 3% 
Snävare toleranser 5 16% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 3 10% 
Valet av material 4 13% 
Monteringsprocessen 5 16% 
Logistiken 1 3% 
Operatören 2 6% 

5    

 

Leverantörens process 4 13% 
Högre inköpspris 3 10% 
Snävare toleranser 4 13% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 5 16% 
Valet av material 5 16% 
Monteringsprocessen 5 16% 
Logistiken 1 3% 
Operatören 4 13% 
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6    

 

Leverantörens process 1 3% 
Högre inköpspris 6 19% 
Snävare toleranser 4 13% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 0 0% 
Valet av material 6 19% 
Monteringsprocessen 4 13% 
Logistiken 3 10% 
Operatören 7 23% 

7    

 

Leverantörens process 1 3% 
Högre inköpspris 6 19% 
Snävare toleranser 5 16% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 1 3% 
Valet av material 4 13% 
Monteringsprocessen 5 16% 
Logistiken 7 23% 
Operatören 2 6% 

8    

 

Leverantörens process 0 0% 
Högre inköpspris 4 13% 
Snävare toleranser 3 10% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 2 6% 
Valet av material 1 3% 
Monteringsprocessen 2 6% 
Logistiken 9 29% 
Operatören 10 32% 

9 - Minst bidrag    

 

Leverantörens process 0 0% 
Högre inköpspris 7 23% 
Snävare toleranser 4 13% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 0 0% 
Valet av material 2 6% 
Monteringsprocessen 1 3% 
Logistiken 10 32% 
Operatören 7 23% 

Förslag på alternativ som inte är listade 
- Uppföljning av toleranskedjans utveckling genom hela projektet, det är ju trots 

allt en mognad av kunskapen i hur konceptet/delsystemet utvecklas och 
ändras. 

- Snävare toleranser, Leverantörens process och inköpspris är en trade-off. 
- Huruvida ett högre inköpspris bidrar till att förbättra den geometriska kvaliten 

beror ju på hur bra förarbete konstruktion har gjort. Ofta är ju en dyrare 
lösning bättre map toleranser osv och då måste grundutförandet vara robust 
och ordentligt toleranssatt vilket i sin tur leder till ett högre inköpspris. 

- Löpande geometri mätning och uppföljning Snävare toleranser ger ofta högre 
inköps pris. Att bara öka priset löser inte problemet, man måste veta vad man 
får för pengarna. 
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External respondents 

Bakgrundsinformation 

Vilket företag jobbar du för? 
A 0 0% 

B 1 13% 

C 5 63% 

D 1 13% 

E 1 13% 

F 0 0% 

Annat 0 0% 

Är du? 
   

 

Chef 3 38% 

Ingenjör 5 63% 

Administratör 0 0% 

Kan geometrisk variation skapa problem? 

 

Ja 8 100% 

Nej 0 0% 

Vet inte 0 0% 

  

 

Geometrisk variation 

Vad stämmer bäst överens med din definition av ett geometriskt problem? 

 

Systematisk avvikelse från det nominella 3 15% 
Variation inom toleransgränserna 3 15% 
Formavvikelse 7 35% 
Utfall utanför toleransgränserna 7 35% 
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Vad kan geometrisk variation leda till?    

 

Inget 0 0% 
Nöjdare kunder 0 0% 
Extra kostnader 7 20% 
Materialbrister 2 6% 
Kortare ledtider 0 0% 
Stabilitet i processer 0 0% 
Extra arbete 7 20% 
Projektförseningar 6 17% 
Kassaktioner 7 20% 
Kundklagomål 6 17% 

Var ger utfallet av geometrisk variation problem? 

 

I konceptfasen 0 0% 
I konstruktionsfasen 0 0% 
I produktionsfasen 8 57% 
Hos kund 6 43% 

 

Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist 

Vad är geometrisk kvalitetsbrist orsakad av? 

 

Inget 0 0% 

Designen 5 15% 

Konstruktionen 8 24% 

Materialvalet 4 12% 

Leverantörens process 7 21% 

Logistiken 1 3% 

Monteringsprocessen 3 9% 

Operatörerna 2 6% 

Annat 3 9% 

Om annat, vad? 
− Valet hur produkt skall verifieras 
− Hantering 
− Okunskap om toleransutfall hos konstruktörer 
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Vad anser du de flesta problem med geometrisk kvalitetsbrist är kopplade till? 

 

Estetik 3 38% 
Montering 4 50% 
Funktionalitet 1 13% 

Redogör gärna för ett exempel på detta 
− Stort fokus på slutkrav front. Där formspråket i säg kan vålla stora problem pga. våra 

processer inte kan säkra utfallen som krävs både från leveransartikel nivå och till 
slutmontering. Vilket medför mycket och många extra arbeten för att nå ett överenskommet 
utfall som ändå inte når fullt ut mot ställda krav. Måste även nämna att vi har fokus mot dörrar 
där vi förösker hantera konflikten mellan stängningskrafter, vindbrus/vatten läckage och 
slutkrav. Detta påverkar både funktion och estetik och där från singelartikel upp till 
färdigmontering av dörr påverkar dessa parametrar. 

− Hål som blundar vid montering kanter som krockar med artiklar Tvinga artiklar till monterat 
läge - orsakar spänningskoncentrationer Störningar i flödet 

Vad är värst?    

 

Variationen i sig 6 75% 
Systematiska lägesfel 1 13% 

Vet ej 1 13% 

Anser du att en grundlig orsak/ verkan-analys utförs i tillräcklig omfattning vid 
geometriska problem? 

 

Ja 2 25% 

Nej 4 50% 

Vet ej 2 25% 

Om nej, varför inte? 
− Vi förstår inte hela sammanhanget med material, process för att tillverka artikeln och 

monterings metod dvs vilka är dom påverkbara felen Bidragsanalys på hela kedjan från 
tillverkning till mätning osv.. 

− Tidskäl Komplexitet 
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Graderingsfrågor 

Vilken inverkan har dessa alternativ på geometrisk kvalitetsbrist i komponenten? 

 

  

Designen 
   

 

1 0 0% 
2 1 13% 
3 2 25% 
4 2 25% 
5 3 38% 

Konceptlösningen 
   

 

1 0 0% 
2 1 13% 
3 2 25% 
4 1 13% 
5 4 50% 

Materialvalet 
   

 

1 1 13% 
2 1 13% 
3 5 63% 
4 1 13% 
5 0 0% 

Toleranserna 
   

 

1 0 0% 
2 0 0% 
3 2 25% 
4 4 50% 
5 2 25% 

Geometriska variationen 
   

 

1 0 0% 
2 0 0% 
3 3 38% 
4 3 38% 
5 2 25% 
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Leverantörens process  
   

 

1 0 0% 
2 2 25% 
3 3 38% 
4 1 13% 
5 2 25% 

Logistiken  
   

 

1 4 50% 
2 2 25% 
3 1 13% 
4 1 13% 
5 0 0% 

Monteringsprocessen 
   

 

1 0 0% 
2 3 38% 
3 1 13% 
4 3 38% 
5 1 13% 

Operatören  
   

 

1 1 13% 
2 1 13% 
3 4 50% 
4 1 13% 
5 1 13% 

 

Förslag på alternativ som inte är listade 

Ranka de alternativ som bidrar till att förbättra den geometriska kvaliten 

1 - Störst bidrag    

 

Leverantörens process 1 13% 
Högre inköpspris 0 0% 
Snävare toleranser 0 0% 
Robust design 5 63% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 2 25% 
Valet av material 0 0% 
Monteringsprocessen 0 0% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 0 0% 
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2 
   

 

Leverantörens process 2 25% 
Högre inköpspris 0 0% 
Snävare toleranser 1 13% 
Robust design 2 25% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 1 13% 
Valet av material 0 0% 
Monteringsprocessen 2 25% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 0 0% 

3 
   

 

Leverantörens process 0 0% 
Högre inköpspris 0 0% 
Snävare toleranser 2 25% 
Robust design 1 13% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 3 38% 
Valet av material 1 13% 
Monteringsprocessen 1 13% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 0 0% 

4 
   

 

Leverantörens process 3 38% 
Högre inköpspris 0 0% 
Snävare toleranser 0 0% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 1 13% 
Valet av material 2 25% 
Monteringsprocessen 1 13% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 1 13% 

5 
   

 

Leverantörens process 2 25% 
Högre inköpspris 1 13% 
Snävare toleranser 1 13% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 0 0% 
Valet av material 1 13% 
Monteringsprocessen 0 0% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 3 38% 

6 
   

 

Leverantörens process 0 0% 
Högre inköpspris 2 25% 
Snävare toleranser 3 38% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 1 13% 
Valet av material 1 13% 
Monteringsprocessen 0 0% 
Logistiken 0 0% 
Operatören 1 13% 
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7 
   

 

Leverantörens process 0 0% 
Högre inköpspris 0 0% 
Snävare toleranser 0 0% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 0 0% 
Valet av material 3 38% 
Monteringsprocessen 3 38% 
Logistiken 1 13% 
Operatören 1 13% 

8 
   

 

Leverantörens process 0 0% 
Högre inköpspris 4 50% 
Snävare toleranser 0 0% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 0 0% 
Valet av material 0 0% 
Monteringsprocessen 1 13% 
Logistiken 1 13% 
Operatören 2 25% 

9 - Minst bidrag 
   

 

Leverantörens process 0 0% 
Högre inköpspris 2 25% 
Snävare toleranser 1 13% 
Robust design 0 0% 
Reducerad geometrisk variation 0 0% 
Valet av material 0 0% 
Monteringsprocessen 0 0% 
Logistiken 5 63% 
Operatören 0 0% 

 

Förslag på alternativ som inte är listade 
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Internal respondents – Follow-up 

Vilken avdelning arbetar du för? 

 

Kvalitet 6 35% 
Inköp 4 24% 
Konstruktion 1 6% 
Produktion/ beredning 6 35% 
Audit 0 0% 
Provning 0 0% 

Svarade du på föregående frågeformulär? 

 

Ja 14 82% 

Nej 3 18% 

 

Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist 

Från era svar men även från litteraturen har vi definierat geometrical quality failure 
(geometrisk kvalitetsbrist) som följande: 

"Geometrical quality failure in a component is a systematical deviation from the 
target in size, shape and dimension that negatively affects the aesthetical, functional 
and assembly requirements, both for the internal and external customer. " 
På svenska: "Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist i en komponent är en systematisk avvikelse 
från målvärdet i storlek, form och dimension som påverkar de estetiska, funktionella 
och/ eller monterbarhetskraven negativt, för såväl intern som extern kund." 

Håller du med definitionen för geometrisk kvalitetsbrist? 

 

Ja 17 100% 

Nej 0 0% 

Vet ej 0 0% 

Är det någonting du saknar/ inte håller med om i definitionen? 
− Nej 
− Håller med om ovanstående. Men även att spikar (enstycks) fel som är svåra att följa upp då 

dom inte uppstår frekvent bidrar till ett stort problem i fabriken innan man kan avfärda det 
som en enstycks företelse.Saknar en beskrivning om hur detaljen hålls när den har sin 
kvalitetsbrist. Utifrån definierat 3-2-1 system, utan att kraft tllbringats för att kunna använda 
3-2-1 t.ex, men det kanske redan är utgångspunkten. 

− Nej 
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Geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad 

Vi har även definitierat geometrical quality failure cost (geometrisk 
kvalitetsbristnkostnad) till, 
"Geometrical quality failure cost is the extra costs related to non-conformance of the 
aesthetical, functional and assembly requirements that would be eliminated if the 
design was robust to systematical deviation from target value." 

På svenska: "Geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad är de extra kostnaderna relaterade till 
ej uppfyllda estetiska, funktionella och monterbarhetskrav som skulle elimineras om 
komponenten var robust mot systematisk variation från målvärdet." 

Håller du med definitionen för geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad? 

 

Ja 16 94% 

Nej 0 0% 

Vet ej 1 6% 

Är det någonting du saknar/ inte håller med om i definitionen? 
− På något sätt behöver man definiera förlorad försäljning/intäckt eller motsvarande som 

konsekvens av geometrisk avvikelse. 
− I noticed that you used systematical deviation in English and systematisk variation in 

Swedish. You should probably use the same word. 2. It feels like you are talking about 
variation on geometrical parameters (drawing tolerances) that might cause the non-fulfillment 
of other requirements. But I am not sure if I interpreted this correctly. 3. About your picture 
and question 8. The pink line is referred as “variation i sig”, but both the pink and blue lines 
are variation. From this picture we can see centering and spread of both curves. What we 
cannot see is if these processes are under control, meaning that both centering and spread can 
vary through time. This is what is worst for me, a process out of control. You could take a 
look at SPC theory (Statistical process control). 

− Det svåra är att bedömma estetiska kostnader 

Quality loss function 
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I mailet fanns det en bild bifogad, följande 2 frågor rör denna. 

Har du sett detta samband som kopplar variation till kostnad förut? 

 

Ja 13 76% 

Nej 4 24% 

Ur kostnadssynpunkt, vad är värst? 

 

En stor variation (rosa kurvan) 11 65% 

Systematiska lägesfel från det nominella 
målvärdet (turkosa kurvan) 

6 35% 

Vet ej 0 0% 

Projektförseningar 

I föregående frågeformulär frågade vi: vad kan geometrisk variation leda till? 
71% angav att geometrisk variation bidrar till projektförseningar, något som vi själva 
inte hade relaterat till som en verkan. Därför vill vi gärna ha er hjälp att förstå detta 
bättre. 

Hur och på vilket sätt kan geometrisk variation leda till projektförseningar? 
− Geometrisk variation leder till att man har svårt att vidta korrigerande åtgärder för att 

åstadkomma ett stabilt kvalitetsutfall. exempelvis kan man behöva ändra Material, Verktyg, 
tillverkningsprocess eller förändra konstruktionen för att få en tillfredsställande kvalitet på 
slutprodukten. 

− Sen trimning för att nå rätt målvärden. Sen PSW pga trimning. Sena aktiviteter där man ändrar 
målvärden enligt bas/slavförhållanden Sena beslut att genomföra ändringar pga att man får 
besked om att det blir bättre sedan... Komplettbilsprover visar på kontakt mellan komponenter 
som ger oljud/funktionsbortfall och som konsekvens av detta måste man göra följdändringar. 

− Om man inte hittar orsaken till spridning är det svårt att kunna bestämma ett rätt målvärde, 
således i projektfas när man behöver sampassa detaljer, kan det bli svårt att ta beslut som 
sedan draggar i projekten. När komponenter inte är geometriskt rätt kan de inte 
verifieras/provas med rätt förutsättningar. 

− Det enskilda uppdraget för artiklarna blir inte klart i tid. Geometri justeringar pågår efter 
produktiosnsstart och då är uppdraget inte klart i tid. 

− Uppnår inte krav. Införa justeringsåtgärder. Analysåtgärder. Kan inte godkänna produkten. 
− Det kan leda till omkonstruktion / sampassning som inte var planerad. 
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External respondents – Follow-up 

Vilket företag jobbar du för? 
A 1 13% 

B 1 13% 

C 2 25% 

D 0 0% 

E 0 0% 

F 0 0% 

G 1 13% 

H 1 13% 

I 1 13% 

J 1 13% 

Svarade du på föregående frågeformulär? 

 

Ja 8 89% 
Nej 1 11% 

Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist 

Från era svar men även från litteraturen har vi definierat geometrical quality failure 
(geometrisk kvalitetsbrist) som följande: 

"Geometrical quality failure in a component is a systematical deviation from the 
target in size, shape and dimension that negatively affects the aesthetical, functional 
and assembly requirements, both for the internal and external customer. " 
På svenska:  

"Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist i en komponent är en systematisk avvikelse från målvärdet 
i storlek, form och dimension som påverkar de estetiska, funktionella och/ eller 
monterbarhetskraven negativt, för såväl intern som extern kund." 

Håller du med definitionen för geometrisk kvalitetsbrist? 

 

Ja 7 78% 

Nej 1 11% 

Vet ej 1 11% 

Är det någonting du saknar/ inte håller med om i definitionen? 
− Kan finnas något som saknas och som närmast berör funktionella krav: Dålig geometrisk 

passning kan förutom minskat funktionellt krav, innebära att artiklars livslängd begränsas, det 
i sin tur kan innebära stora kostnader för t.ex. en åkare som missar stora intäkt under 
reparationsarbetet. (Ser att resonemanget egentligen hör till fråga 5) 

− Jag tycker kanske inte att kvalitetsbristen måste vara systematisk för det är ju lättast att 
åtgärda det fel som upprepas. Alla typer av avvikelser som leder till att en tolerans inte 
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innehålls ger ju ett problem och måste hanteras även om man får ett tillfälligt godkännande för 
felet så genereras extra arbete och kostnader. Ta gärna bort ordet systmatisk om ni frågar mig. 

− Får inte ihop det svenska och engelska. Om det är Geometrical quality failure skulle jag säga 
att det är "a deviation" inte systematical. På svenska kvalitetsbrist skulle jag nog säga 
"återkommande avvikelser" inte systematisk. 

− Förslag: "Geometrisk kvalitetsbrist i en komponent är en systematisk avvikelse från målvärdet 
beroende på avvikelser i egenskaper så som dimension, och/eller form och läge och/eller 
ytvågighet och/eller ytstruktur som påverkar de estetiska, funktionella och/ eller 
monterbarhetskraven negativt, för såväl intern som extern kund." Parentes: Vill man fördjupa 
sig så bottnar detta i olika typer av osäkerheter så som specifikationsosäkerhet, 
korrelationsosäkerhet och mätosäkerhet. Mätosäkerhet kan i sig indelas i: 
implementeringsosäkerhet och metodosäkerhet. Den totala osäkerheten är sedan 
kombinationen ("summan") utav: Specifikationsosäkerhet, mätosäkerhet och 
korrelationsosäkerhet. Det finns en ytterligare term och det är överensstämmelseosäkerhet, 
vilket är kombinationen ("summan") utav specifikationsosäkerhet och mätosäkerhet. 

− Endast lite funderingar angående formuleringarna: 1) "Storlek och form" borde räcka. Storlek 
täcker in även dimension (om en dimension är fel kan knappast storleken vara rätt). 2) "såväl 
intern som extern kund" innebär för mej "både och". Kvalitetsbrist är det väl även om det bara 
påverkar endera parten? (speciellt om denna part är slutkund)? Enligt min åsikt är det bättre 
att uttrycka som "intern och/eller extern kund" eller "kund i något led". 3) Jag ser 
monterbarhet som en funktion, men det kanske är meningen att trycka på monterbarhet lite 
extra? 

Geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad 

Vi har även definitierat geometrical quality failure cost (geometrisk 
kvalitetsbristkostnad) till, 
"Geometrical quality failure cost is the extra costs related to non-conformance of the 
aesthetical, functional and assembly requirements that would be eliminated if the 
design was robust to systematical deviation from target value." 

På svenska, "Geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad är de extra kostnaderna relaterade till 
ej uppfyllda estetiska, funktionella och monterbarhetskrav som skulle elimineras om 
komponenten var robust mot systematisk variation från målvärdet." 

Håller du med definitionen för geometrisk kvalitetsbristkostnad? 

 

Ja 7 78% 

Nej 1 11% 

Vet ej 1 11% 

Är det någonting du saknar/ inte håller med om i definitionen? 
− Tror att stilleståndskostnader (hög Uptime), generellt är betydligt allvarligare inom 

åkerinäringen än vad det är inom privatbilism. Taxi och lastbilsåkeri kanske ligger nära 
varandra och där hög Uptime kan vara helt avgörande för vilket märke en åkare väljer, 
eftersom lastbil på verkstad = 0 i intäkter 

− Återigen en bra beskrivning men formuleringen "om komponenten var robust mot systematisk 
variation.." Vad vill man säga med en robust komponent? Robust är ett adjektiv som beskriver 
hur något utförs. Gäller det tillverkning, upphandling, eller något annat? Kan man inte skriva 
"om komponenten var robust designad och tillverkad med liten varitation från målvärdet"? 

− Engelska skulle ändra till: robust to deviations from the target value Svenska: robust mot 
avvikelser från målvärdet Se ovan definitionen på geometrisk kvalitetsbrist. 
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Quality loss function 

 
I mailet fanns det en bild bifogad, följande 2 frågor rör denna. 

Har du sett detta samband som kopplar variation till kostnad förut? 

 

Ja 7 78% 

Nej 2 22% 

Ur kostnadssynpunkt, vad är värst? 

 

En stor variation (rosa kurvan) 6 67% 

Systematiska lägesfel från det nominella 
målvärdet (turkosa kurvan) 

2 22% 

Vet ej 1 11% 

Projektförseningar 

I föregående frågeformulär frågade vi: vad kan geometrisk variation leda till? 
71% angav att geometrisk variation bidrar till projektförseningar, något som vi själva 
inte hade relaterat till som en verkan. Därför vill vi gärna ha er hjälp att förstå detta 
bättre. 

Hur och på vilket sätt kan geometrisk variation leda till projektförseningar? 
− Om vi har för stor variation så kommer vi få svårt att avgöra vad som skall göras för att få ett 

bra läge. Variationen i sig måste först åtgärdas.Variationen i sig gör att vi inte vet om eller var 
i processen som det uppstår . Var i presslinjen eller var i sammansättningslinjen? Eller är det 
fgel på referens upplägget ? Stor variation ger stor osäkerhet vilket ger lång ledtid och större 
kostnader. 

− När det uppstår monteringsproblem inför upprampning vid SOP (Start of Productin) med 
serieartiklar, blir det alltid stor aktivitet för att hitta orsaker. Många människor involverade 
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och det kan lätt dras fel slutsatser om man inte hittar rätt grundorsaker till problemet. Kan i 
värsta fall innebära verktygsändringar i sena skeden = risk för att tidplanen måste justeras 

− Om nya artiklar ska tillverkas och provas i form av prototyper och dessa blir fel så försenas 
testning av artiklar och produktionsprocessen kan försenas om tolernaser ändras sent osv. 
Ibland godtar man att testa artiklar med avvikelser men det kan leda tilla andra problem senare 
i utvecklingsfasen. 

− Oförutspådd geometrisk variation som inte är är omhändertagen tidigare i projektet kan 
medföra produkt- och processförändringar senare i projektet. Geometrisk variation kan även 
leda till en okontrollerad process om man inte hanterar den på rätt sätt vilket kan innebära 
långa intrimningsfaser innan man kan gå i löpande produktion. 

− Geometrisk variation leder till förseningar pga följande: Man behöver köra flera loopar hos 
leverantör med olika inställningar på parametrar (kyltid, insprutningshastighet, presstryck osv) 
för att få ner variationen Man kan inte göra sampassning av artiklar utan behöver vänta tills 
man få artiklar med mindre spridning Problem med att justera in fixturer och 
produktionsutrustning om man har artiklar som har stor spridning 

− Jag får ta ett exempel från mitt företag som tillverkar extriöra lackade plast artiklar 
(stötfångare, trösklar, takspoiler, skärmbreddare med mera). När vi köper ett verktyg för 
formsprutning från Kina, Tyskland eller Portugal så har vi en process för att köra in, trimma 
mot spec osv innan vi tar hem verktygen (kan väga upp mot 50 ton). Har vi då stor spridning 
på detaljerna vi får från dessa provkörningar så kan det innebära att det blir svårt att ta beslut 
om vilka trimningar eller snarare hur mycket som behövs trimmas. Får man inte gjort dessa 
justeringar i tid så blir verktygen försenade för hemtagning då man inte vill ta hem felaktiga 
verktyg. Detta leder till senare inkörning i slutgiltlig fabrik och försening av 
godkänningsprocessen (PPAP) för projektet. 

− Har man stor geometrisk variation så måste man lösa dem problemen. En projektplan följer ett 
antal aktiviteter som har relationer med varandra och vissa relationer är avhängiga varandra 
och det kan bli stopp i tidplan för att reda ut problemen (geometrisk variation som exempel) 
innan man kan gå vidare, vilket medför projektförseningar. 

− Jag ser Taguchi-diagrammet och ovanstående definitioner som fokuserat på löpande 
produktion, till vilken projektet lägger grunden. Så jag ser ingen självklar koppling 
projektförsening - [systematisk] geometrisk variation. Men några scenarier ändå: 1) En 
geometrisk variation kan i kombination med analys av få individer/artiklar leda till felaktiga 
slutsatser/ åtgärder. 2) Variation gör det svårare att nå "delmålen" i form av Cm och Cmk-
kraven i DCP. Då är det väldigt viktigt att lägga energi på att analysera/åtgärda grundorsak 
och inte bara krysta fram artiklar för godkänd Cm(k). Annars kan det leda till 
projektförseningar OCH produktionsproblem. 
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Appendix 4: Individual responses from questionnaire  

This appendix will present the individual responses to the multiple-choice questions 
as well as the rating and ranking questions, both for the internal and external 
respondents.  

Multiple-choice questions 

The respondents were asked what they defined as a geometrical problem and Table 1 
and Table 2 presents the individual answers to these questions. From Table 1 it can be 
seen that the most common answer among the internal respondents were to answer all 
of the answering alternatives, which were systematic deviation from the nominal, 
variation within tolerance, shape deviation and outcome outside tolerance. The 
external respondents were more dispersed and the most common answering 
alternative was outcome outside tolerance limits as seen in Table 2. 

Table 1. The results of how the internal respondents defined a geometrical 
problem. The table presents of the frequency of the responses where 
each column represents a respondent. If a cell is marked it implies that 
the respondent answered the alternative. 

 
Table 2. The results of how the external respondents defined a geometrical 

problem. The table presents of the frequency of the responses where 
each column represents a respondent. If a cell is marked it implies that 
the respondent answered the alternative. 

 
 
The respondents were also asked where a geometric problem causes problems and 
Table 3 and Table 4 presents the answers to this question. As Table 3 shows, the 
majority of the internal respondents answered the manufacturing phase and at the 
customer. This was also the most common answer by the external respondents, as 
shown in Table 4. 
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Table 3. The results of where a geometrical variation causes problems by the 
internal respondents. The table presents of the frequency of the 
responses where each column represents a respondent. If a cell is 
marked it implies that the respondent answered the alternative. 

 
Table 4.  The results of where a geometrical variation causes problems by the 

external respondents. The table presents of the frequency of the 
responses where each column represents a respondent. If a cell is 
marked it implies that the respondent answered the alternative. 

 

Rating questions 

The respondents were also asked to rate different factors that affected the geometrical 
quality of a component with a number between 1 and 5, where 5 indicated a high 
impact and 1 a low impact. The average values of the factors were then calculated and 
presented in Table 5 and Table 6 below.  

Table 5.  The results of how the different factors affect the geometrical quality of 
a component. Each column represents an internal respondent and each 
cell represents their rating. 
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Table 6. The results of how the different factors affect the geometrical quality of 
a component. Each column represents an external respondent and 
each cell represents their rating. The respondents could answer on a 
range from 1-5 where 5 signified a high impact and 1 a low impact.  

 

Ranking questions 

The respondents were also asked to rank what they believed was the main contributor 
to improved geometrical quality. The respondents were given the following nine 
answering alternatives, robust design, the supplier’s process, reduced geometrical 
variation, the choice of material, the assembly process, tighter tolerances, higher 
purchase price, the operator, and the logistics. This was then translated into an 
internal ranking. The alternatives that were associated to the largest impact were 
multiplied with a factor of nine and the alternatives with the lowest factor were 
multiplied with a factor of 1. By doing this, the factors could be sorted by their 
internal ranking and Table 7 and Table 8 shows the internal ranking. A high number 
in the first column in the tables implies that the respondents ranked the alternative the 
highest several times and a high number in the last column implies that the 
respondents ranked the alternative lowest.  
Table 7. The results of how the internal respondents ranked the alternatives. 

The cells show how many internal respondents answered the 
alternative.    

Factors Most 
     

Least 
Robust design 24 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The suppliers process 3 7 3 8 4 1 1 0 0 
Reduced geometrical variation 0 10 7 3 4 0 1 1 0 
The choice of material 0 3 5 4 4 5 4 1 2 
The assembly process 0 2 5 5 3 4 5 2 1 
Tighter tolerances 0 3 3 5 4 4 3 3 2 
Higher purchase price 0 0 3 0 3 4 6 4 6 
The operator 0 0 0 1 4 6 1 10 6 
The logistics  0 0 0 1 1 3 6 6 10 
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Table 8. The results of how the external respondents ranked the alternatives. 
The cells show how many internal respondents answered the 
alternative. 

Factors Most Least 
Robust design 9 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Reduced geometrical variation 2 3 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 
The suppliers process 1 3 1 5 2 0 0 0 0 
The assembly process 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
The choice of material 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 0 0 
The operator 0 0 0 2 3 2 2 2 1 
Tighter tolerances 0 1 2 0 1 3 2 0 3 
Higher purchase price 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 4 2 
The logistics 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 
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Appendix 5: Organizational map 
Appendix 5 is an illustration of VCC’s organizational map. 
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Appendix 6: Cost data 
Appendix 6 will present the cost data for each sample. It will first present how many 
errors that were found in the quality systems each year. It will also present how many 
errors the components were related to on an average year and the average values were 
calculated by using the total values for 2011 and 2012.  

The cost data was calculate with the following geometrical quality failure function 
where the cost items marked in bold were the ones that were used in the cost 
calculations.  

GQFCVCC = 2!∙!W (Non ∙!Ton + Noff ∙!Toff) + Cscrap + Cfb + Cem + 2!∙!(Cstops + Ccon 

+ Cmeetings + Cir) + WRSL + Cwarranty + Cbw 

Where, 

GQFCVCC Geometrical quality failure cost for VCC. 
W Labor cost per time unit. 
Non  Number of quality errors on-line. 
Ton Action time on-line. 
Noff Number of quality errors off-line. 
Toff  Action time off-line. 
Cscrap  The scrap cost per item. 
Cfb Cost of factory blocked cars, area rental, tooling cost and verification 

cost. 
Cem Cost of extra material. 
Cstops Cost of production stops. 
Ccon Cost of control. 
Cmeetings  Cost of meetings. 
Cir Cost of improvement of robustness. 
WRSL Work related sick leave. 
Cwarranty Cost of warranty/recall/repair of cars distributed to the customers. 
Cbw Cost of badwill. 
 

When calculating the geometrical quality failure cost per car, the cost was first 
calculated for each year (2011 and 2012). Based on the calculated geometrical quality 
failure cots for 2011 and 2012 an average geometrical quality failure cost was 
calculated. This average geometrical quality failure cost was then divided by the 
average manufacturing volume to get the geometrical quality failure cost per car per 
year.  

When calculating the cost of errors online and offline two methods were used, the 
theoretical and the actual time methods. The identified third method, experience, was 
only used for sample 4, the spoiler. The following sections will present all of the cost 
data per sample and all of the costs are given in SEK.  
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 S
am

ple 1: S
unroof 

T
able 1.  

The am
ount of errors that w

ere collected related to the sunroofs. 

  
A

tacq 
W

arranty  
Total  

 M
odel 

 2011     
 2012     

 2011     
 2012     

 2011     
 2012      A

verage per year  
 V

60  
 34     

 51     
 23     

 10     
 44     

 95     
 70     

 V
70 &

 X
C

70  
 6     

 9     
 13     

 8     
 6     

 9     
 7     

 S
80  

 19     
 9     

 5     
 4     

 27     
 10     

 19     
 T

able 2.  
The cost calculations for the first m

ethod for the sunroof. 

 
O

nline 
O

ffline 
P

arking 
W

arranty 
G

Q
FC

 
A

verage G
Q

FC
 per year 

M
odel 

2011 
2012 

2011 
2012 

2011 
2012 

2011 
2012 

2011 
2012 

Total 
P

er car 
V

60 
 53     

 40      3 960      6 336      1 200      5 280      16 241      5 199      25 467      23 231     
 24 349     

!2.57!!!!!
V

70 &
 X

C
70 

 26     
 13     

 528      1 056     
 -       

 -        20 433      6 580      21 541      8 718     
 15 130     

!0.93!!!!!
S

80 
 -       

 -        2 508      1 188     
 960     

 120      2 004     
 729      7 980      3 225     

 5 602     
!0.86!!!!!

 T
able 3. 

The cost calculations for the second m
ethod for the sunroof. 

!
M
inute!jobs!

0!m
inute!jobs!

Parking 
W

arranty 
G

Q
FC

!
A

verage G
Q

FC
 per year!

M
odel!

2011!
2012!

2011!
2012!

2011!
2012!

2011 
2012 

2011!
2012!

Total!
Per!car!

V60!
!3!796!!!!!!2!475!!!!!!40!!!!!

!B!!!!!!!!1!200!!!!!!5!280!!!!!!16!241!!!!!!5!199!!!!!!25!111!!!!!!15!430!!!!!
!20!271!!!!!

!1.63!!!!!
V70!&

!XC70!
!289!!!!!

!384!!!!!
!B!!!!!!!

!B!!!!!!!
!B!!!!!!!

!B!!!!!!!!20!103!!!!!!2!741!!!!!!20!681!!!!!!3!508!!!!!
!12!094!!!!!

!0.74!!!!!
S80!

!3!715!!!!!!1!732!!!!!
!B!!!!!!!

!B!!!!!!!
!960!!!!!

!120!!!!!!2!334!!!!!!4!568!!!!!!10!725!!!!!!8!152!!!!!
!9!438!!!!!

!1.26!!!!!
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S
am

ple 2: C
-capping 

 T
able 4. 

The am
ount of errors that w

ere collected related to the c-capping. 

 
A

tacq 
W

arranty 
Total 

M
odel 

2011 
2012 

2011 
2012 

2011 
2012 

A
verage per year 

V
60 

39 
115 

 85  
 59  

 126  
 174  

 150  
V

70 &
 X

C
70 

34 
41 

 9  
 2  

 44  
 43  

 43  
X

C
90 

1096 
43 

 266  
 36  

 1 375  
 81  

 728  
 T

able 5.  
The cost calculations for the first m

ethod for the c-capping. 

 
O

nline 
O

ffline 
P

arking 
W

arranty 
G

Q
FC

 
A

verage G
Q

FC
 per year 
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The cost calculations for the second m

ethod for the c-capping. 
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Sample 3: Rear bumper 

Table 7.  The amount of errors that were collected related to the rear bumper. 

 Atacq Warranty Total 
Model 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 Average per year 
V60  789   476  10 6  799   482   641  
V70  72   55  1 0  73   55   64  
XC70  46   16  3 1  49   17   33  

 

Table 8. The cost calculations for the first method for the rear bumper.  

 Online Offline Parking Warranty GQFC Average GQFC per year 

Model 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 Total Per car 
V60  2 046   502   83 688   57 816   480   360   10 762   2 306   182 710   119 301   151 006   2.85  
V70  238   79   7 128   6 468   240   120   549  -  15 520   13 214   14 367   0.42  
XC70  343   13   2 640   1 980  - -  3 614   155   9 581   4 142   6 861   0.26 

 

Table 9.  The cost calculations for the second method for the rear bumper. 

 Minute jobs 0 minute jobs Parking Warranty GQFC Average GQFC per year 
Model 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 2011 2012 Total Per car 
V60  88 306   60 594   198   119   480   360   10 762   2 306   188 250   124 091   156 170   2.94 SEK  
V70  19 807   19 807   79   26   240   120   549  -  40 562   39 786   40 174   1.18 SEK  
XC70  3 783   1 114   185   13  - -  3 614   155   11 549   2 409   6 979   0.26 SEK  
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Sample 4: Spoiler 

Table 10. The amount of errors that were collected related to the spolier. 

 
Atacq Warranty Total 

Model 2012 2012 2012 
V40 & XC40  6 438   12   6 450  
V60  23   -     23  

 

Table 11.  The cost calculations for the first method for the spoiler on V60. 

 
Online Offline Parking Warranty GQFC Cost per car 

Model 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 
V60 -  2 244   1 800  -  6 288   0.12  

 
Table 12. The cost calculations for the second method for the spoiler on V60. 

 
Minute jobs 0- minute jobs Parking Warranty GQFC Cost per car 

Model 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 
V60  2 485   858   1 800  -  8 487   0.17  

 
Table 13.  The cost calculations for the third method for the spoiler on V40. 

 
Cost of repair Cost of control Warranty GQFC Cost per car 

Model 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 
V40  57 938   128 752   37 395   410 776  6.92  
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Appendix 7: Geometrical data 

This appendix will present the geometrical data. All of the loss values were calculated with 
Taguchi’s quality loss function. Where the loss was calculated with the following function: 
  

Loss = mean2 + standard deviation2 = μ 2 + σ2 

 

In the tables, the!! and σ are given in millimeter (mm) and the loss values are given in 
millimeter squared (mm2). 

Table 1. The geometrical data for the sunroof. 

 Component Model  ! Direction σ Loss 

Sunroof V60 0,13 Front       0,51           2,73     
  V70 & XC70 0,43 Front       0,43           3,73     
  S80 0,07 Front       0,39           1,53     

Car body V60 0,14 Front       0,09           0,28     
  V70 & XC70 0,34 Back       0,04           1,17     
  S80 0,1 Front       0,04           0,12     

 
Table 2.  The geometrical data for the c-capping. 

 Component Model  ! Direction σ Loss 

C-capping V60 0,3 Outer 0,04 1,1 
  V70 0,1 Inner 0,01 0,2 
  XC90 0,4 Outer 0,03 1,6 

 
Table 3. The geometrical data for the rear bumper. 

 Component Model  ! Direction σ Loss 

Bumper V60 0,30 Outer             0,22  1,38 
  V70 0,30 Outer             0,14  1,10 
  XC70 0,20 Outer             0,08  0,46 

Car body V60 0,24 Inner             0,18  0,89 
  V70 0,14 Inner             0,07  0,25 
  XC70 0,17 Inner             0,21  0,75 

!

Table 4. The geometrical data for the spoiler. 

 Component Model  ! Direction σ Loss 

Spoiler V60 0,45 Outer 0,43 3,89 
  V40 1,06 Inner 0,17 11,53 

Car body V60 0,38 Outer 0,36 2,73 
  V40 0,05 Outer 0,35 1,28 

!


